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131 Storm clouds of war are gathering as these words are being written, as
indeed the concluding part of last year's Editorial Notes was formed out
of an anticipation of a military invasion of Afghanistan. It has become

135 increasingly apparent that the greatest contribution to world instability
today is the belief that the American "appendage"' of the Anglo-
American West is an element in its own right, that, moreover, America
has taken over cultural leadership from Europe. If one looks back over
the period since the end of the Second World War, when America made
its youthful strength and solidity generously available to a Europe that
had exhausted itself in nationalistic strife instead of forming the foun
dation for a family of nations out of a modern spirit of mutual respect
and collaboration, one sees how, in George Monbiot's words, "the
nation that in the past has been our foremost friend is becoming instead
our foremost enemy"." This question, which was already in many peo
ple's minds before the dramatic events of I Ith September 2001, has now
become so inextricably linked to the wider cultural and political issues
now confronting mankind that it can no longer be ignored or evaded. In
a year to be marked by the second international English Week at the
Goetheanum in Dornach (the first was in 1998), it is essential for the
English-speaking world as a whole to make up its mind whether to work
collaboratively with the rest of the world to foster a true economic
brotherhood or to allow the American imperialist spirit - masquerading
as Michaelic internationalism - to perpetuate a "sickness and death of
culture"̂  where man is but the plaything of machines.

Although the storm without has to remain firmly within our
awareness, the theme of the present issue arises out of the perception
that there is an urgent need to deepen the stillness that lies within if we
are to be able to meet the challenges that face us. In common with the

' Rudolf Steiner on several occasions used the German equivalent of this word to refer to
America's contemporary current role in global politico-cultural relationships." The Guardian, August 6th 2002. From his article entitled "The Logic of Empire", written
when an invasion of Iraq was being seriously contemplated by the United States.■ See, for example, Rudolf Steiner's lecture of 15 th December 1919, included in Ideas for a
New Europe, RSP 1992.
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two previous issues, whose titles were quotations from Shakespeare, the
present title has certain literary origins, while not being an exact quo
tation: one thinks of the "still, small voice" heard by Elijah, or the "still
point of the turning world" which is one of the leading images in T.S.
Eliot's "Four Quartets". As for the theme itself, we invited our con
tributors this year to write on the subject of meditation, specifically in
connection with their daily work and lives rather than as a wide-ranging
study of different meditative techniques. Individuals working out of
spiritual paths other than anthroposophy were also invited to con
tribute. but in the end we have assembled a many-facetted set of articles
by authors who all write out of an anthropo-sophical perspective - one
which would neither advocate a perpetuation of the present mechano-
materialistic model nor yearn for some kind of rediscovery of ancient
wisdom and harmony but would seek to place man thoroughly at the
centre of the next and future stages of earthly evolution.

At the outset, we publish for the first time in English a lecture
given by Rudolf Steiner in 1910. Within the context of the approach that
we have chosen to our theme, of endeavouring to create stillness out of a
background of stormy turbulence and grave uncertainty, it might almost
be better to begin this lecture from where Steiner leads his listeners at its
conclusion. For Steiner is emphasising here that the quality that we need
to develop in order to break through the limitation imposed by the ego-
consciousness that first awakens in us at around the age of three to what
we can discern of the spiritual biography of our individuality, that aspect
of our being which passes from one incarnation to another, is the same
as that which enables us to discover and strengthen our own individual
space of stillness within the storm. Thus in the lecture, Steiner indicates
that the path to gaining such meditative insights lies through over
coming all fear of the future, through nurturing that very mood of
calmness and equanimity which is the key to standing firm against the
uncertainties, pressures and distractions of our time. Moreover, we learn
from this lecture in its entirety to use the insights thus gained to con
template the mysteries of life and death from a perspective that trans
cends the usual limitations of modern scientific and philosophical world-
v i e w s .

At the end of the present collection of articles, we publish two
articles submitted shortly before going to press which - while not being
expressly on the theme of meditation - illumine the wider perspective
touched upon by Steiner from, respectively, a philosophical and a sci
entific standpoint. Jonael Schickler, whose article "Death and Life in

Modern Thinking" was published in the 2001 issue. "Trumpet to the
Morn", and who was tragically killed in the Potters Bar rail disaster on
10th May. had an all-encompassing vision for a new direction in modern
philosophy which Nicholas Green seeks to outline in a few words; while
Harlan Gilbert offers a contribution which focusses in a more general
way than in his article in last year's issue. "Kindling Spirit", on the
essential tasks confronting the modern scientific researcher.

In between, our contributors focus on the theme of meditation
from the context of lives lived within, or professional lives being con
ducted out of. particular fields of activity. Karla Kiniger writes out of
many years' experience of working with and sharing her understanding
of the six basic exercises (the "subsidiary exercises" described in Gui
dance in Esoteric Training), choosing an approach arising out of her own
life-experience. Her article may serve as an overall orientation and
general approach to the theme. Baruch Urieli's principal area of concern
arises out of the widespread tendency to lose heart when confronted by
the difficulties in making progress with the meditative path, and he
focusses on the need to develop the quality of self-discipline which, he
says, tends to elude those not accustomed to deprivation of any kind.
His article is followed by a reprinting of an article by Adam Bittleston -
likewise a priest of the Christian Community, and a highly esteemed
former editor of this journal - on the related subject of prayer. In the
present context, prayer may be seen as a particular aspect of meditative
activity, conducted within the forms of a religious cultus. Indeed, it is an
element referred to by Ron Jarman in his article, which is mainly
devoted to the fruits of many years of work with the backward review of
the day (and also longer periods of time) so strongly recommended by
Steiner as a means of awakening deeper insights into one's own spirit-
being and that of others.

Turning now to articles dealing more with meditative techniques
and approaches arising out of particular fields of professional work.
Avishay Gershony in an unsolicited but extremely well-timed con
tribution writes out of his experience as an anthroposophical doctor
about the connection between the Eightfold Path, the Gospel of St. Luke
and healing; John Salter shares some of the discoveries that he has made
over the years as a sculptor and visual artist; Steve Briault presents some
research on a modern eightfold path of profound relevance to anyone
working in business or other enterpreneurial fields; Shirley Routledge
demons t ra tes the ex ten t to wh ich med i ta t ion can enhance and make
more meaningful any field of work or professional activity; and Tessa
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Lovemore writes of her personal experience as a counsellor of the part
that meditative practice has played in her work.

The last of this series of articles about meditation and particular
work-situations is by biodynamic farmer Richard Smith. With
Richard's article we find ourselves confronting once again the outward
context within which the theme of the whole issue was conceived. For
while we become aware in the second part of this article of the extent to
which biodynamic farming is a deeply meditative activity and is only
meaningful as such, we are reminded in the first part of the economic
environment in which the modern biodynamic Firmer has to work.
There is an almost grotesque absurdity in that, whereas the demand for
biodynamic produce is currently very high, such agricultural practices
have become virtually impossible to pursue financially without the
farmer supplementing his income from other sources. Readers of
Manfred Klett's article in the 1999 Golden Blade, "The Biodynamic
Farm: an Embryo for the Threefold Social Order in our Time", will be
aware of the potential here for an altogether different foundation for a
social organism based on threefold principles, and of the extreme vul
nerability of the new experiments in community-supported agriculture
and the like to the pressure of blind market-forces. This article serves as
a bridge to the next issue (2004) of the Golden Blade, which we currently
intend to be devoted to a consideration of the outward reality of the
"storm" itself, the socio-economic environment which governs much
that happens outwardly in our world, together with the related problem
of coping with a sick governmental organisation which is not merely
irresponsible but does all it can to stifle individual responsibility, and of
possible alternative scenarios which await only the active commitment
of individual human beings to breathe life and fulfilment into them.

We are pleased to welcome Jan Swann to the editorial board. Jan
- the first female editor in the Golden Blade's history - has many years'
experience as an administrative consultant with the Steiner Schools
Fellowship and is now working freelance in the field of personnel
management. First and foremost, however, she is a writer, a lover of the
word; and we believe she has the skills to help carry the Golden Blade
forward in to the 21st century.

Warmest thanks go once again to Anne Stockton for designing
o u r c o v e r .

S . B - d e L .

August 2002

L i f e a n d D e a t h

Architektenhaus, Berlin,
27th October 1910'

R u d o l f S t e i n e r

If we take note of many observations which are made on the relation of
man to life and death today, we may be reminded of a sentence which
Shakespeare gives to the gloomy Hamlet:

Imperious Caesar, dead, and turn'd to clay.
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away;
O that the earth, which kept the world in awe.
Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw!

Such an utterance might be made by anyone who is subject to the sug
gestive influence of modern scientific conceptions, and he might feel
himself moved to follow up all the movements after death of the separate
substances which compose the human body. He might feel himself Jus
tified in asking first of all: "What becomes of the oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon, etc., which build up the human body, after the death of a human
being?" Quite apart from the fact that there are many people today who
are influenced by the suggestive phrase, "the indestructibility of matter",
there are, again, others who entirely lose the ability of imagining any
thing in the whole infinite vastness of space other than matter and the
operations associated with it.

We can see from numerous observations on the nature of death,
or at any rate those which establish the idea of an antithesis between life
and death, how much depends - in expositions of this kind - on
establishing conceptions and ideas in the most exact manner possible. It
happens again and again that no account is taken of the fact that
"death" and "life" form an antithesis which depends on the nature of
' Translation edited, from an anonymously rendered English version available in typescript
from The Library, Rudolf Steiner House (Typescript Zl), by S. B-de L. This translation is
published by agreement with the Rudolf Steiner Nachlassverwaltung, Dornach, Switzer
land. The original German lecture appears in OA 60.
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the thing to which it refers, and that anyone who makes a more exact
study cannot speak in the same way of the death of a plant or an animal
as of the death of a human being. To what extent this is the case shall be
explained in this and the following lectures." How little we understand
the expressions used in this sphere may be shown by the fact that in, for
example, the physiological writings of the great naturalist, Huxley, the
following is to be found. There it is said that we must distinguish
between overall death and local death, the death of the tissue in an
organism, and it is expressly stated that human life depends on the brain,
lungs and heart, but that this is a threefold condition which we could
really reduce into a twofold one; that, in fact, if we could maintain the
breathing by artificial means, we might quite well remove a person's
brain and he would continue to live. That means that life would con
tinue, even if the brain were removed. That is to say, if someone should
be no longer able to form a conception of what is around him or of what
is taking place within him, and if life could be maintained merely as a
life-process in the organism through artificial breathing, the organism
would still continue to live in the sense of this definition of natural
science; and we could not really speak of death, although no brain were
there at all. That is an idea which ought to make clear to anyone who -
though he might not care for a life without a brain - at least finds such a
definition plausible, how this explanation merely shows that the defi
nition of "life" given by natural science is not at all applicable to man in
this form. For no one would be able to call the life of an organism - even
a human one - the life of the human being himself, even if in other
respects the fact hinted at were quite correct.

Now today we are somewhat further advanced in the field of
natural science than perhaps ten years ago, when one was almost
embarrassed in speaking of life at all, and when all life was traced back
to the life of the smallest living creatures. This life in the smallest
organisms was looked upon as a complicated chemical process.
According to this view - if this definition were extended to a conception
of the universe - one could only speak of the smallest parts of life as
living on, so that only a conservation of matter could then be spoken of.
Now today, on account of the studies of radium, for instance, the idea of
the indestructibility of matter has become a more uncertain one.

"This was the second in a series of 15 lectures given in Berlin between 20th October 1910
and 16th March 1911, with the overall theme of "Answers of Spiritual Science to the Great
Questions of Existence" (ed.).

I will now merely draw your attention to the fact that science
today is already attempting to speak of a sort of independence at least of
the smallest living creatures. It states that the smallest living creatures
propagate themselves by fission; one divides itself into two, two into
four, and so on. There we could not admit of a death, for the first lives
on in the second, and when these die they both live on in the next ones.

Now those who wished to speak in this way of the immortality of
unicellular beings have sought for a definition of death, and just this
definition of the nature of death is extremely characteristic. They have
found that the main characteristic of death is that it leaves a corpse
behind, and as unicellular beings leave no corpse behind they, therefore,
cannot really die. Thus the characteristic of that which has to do with the
deepest foundations of life is sought in what life leaves behind. Now it
will be clear without further explanation that what remains behind from
life passes over gradually into lifeless matter. So the outer organism of
the smallest or the most complicated living creature becomes lifeless
matter at death. Yet if we wish to take into account the significance
which death has for life, we must not look at what is left, at what
becomes lifeless matter, but must seek the cause, the principles of life in
life itself, while it is there.

I said that one cannot speak in the same sense of death in plants
as in animals and man, because an important phenomenon is not taken
into consideration there. This phenomenon is also found in certain of
the lower creatures, for example the ephemera, and consists in the fact
that most plants and lower animals have the peculiarity that as soon as
the process of fructification is established and the possibility of a new
being is created, the dying-off of the old one then begins. In the plant the
backward process, the process of dying off, begins the moment it has
taken into itself the possibility of forming a new plant. One can therefore
say quite certainly of those plants in which this can be observed, that the
cause which has taken away life from them lies in the new living being or
beings, which have left no life behind in the old being.

Through simple reflection one could convince oneself that this is
so. There are certain plants which endure, which blossom again and
again and bear fruit, and on which ever new plant-forms, like parasites,
are, as it were, planted on to the old stem. But there you can convince
yourself that they purchase the possibility of continuing by thrusting
certain parts of themselves into the realm of the lifeless, into death - that
is to say, they surround themselves with bark. We are quite justified in
saying of a plant which can surround itself with bark, which can bear
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lifeless matter and yet continue to live, that it has a surplus of life; and
because of this superfluity which it will not give up - only giving up what
is necessary for the young organisms - it must make itself secure by
thrusting death outside. Thus it can also be said that every living being
which possesses the possibility within itself of living beyond the bringing
forth of a new living being, is confronted with the necessity of con
tinually mastering death within itself, since it takes up inorganic lifeless
matter. This can be adequately observed both in animals and in man.

There we have a conflict between life and death in the being itself.
We have an interplay between a living part which develops in one
direction, and a continual sinking-into-itself of another part which is
developing in the direction of death. If we now wish to draw near to the
inmost being of man from this point of view, we must certainly bear in
mind something which has often been said before but is never super
fluous, because it does not as yet belong to generally recognised truth.

If we begin from quite ordinary conceptions - as we will today in
the first half of the lecture - and then proceed to the question of life and
death from the point of view of spiritual science, we must remember that
what is taken into account here is certainly very little recognised today;
for it has to do with a truth which is just as new to people today as
another truth which is now accepted without thinking was new, and even
unknown, to the world three centuries ago. I have often pointed out that
it is taken for granted today by the natural scientist, or by one who
builds up his views on scientific conceptions, that it is an acknowledged
fact that "Everything living is born from the living". (Of course, I am
speaking here with the limitation which this sentence bears in scientific
circles. We need not embark on the question of primeval generation, for
instance, for it can be noticed at once that the analogous maxim which is
mentioned there is also made use of in the world of spiritual science.)
Not long ago, the great scientist, Francesco Redi, had to fight for this
principle, "Everything living is born from the living", with all his energy.
For before the appearance of this naturalist of the 17th century, it was
considered quite possible, not only in lay circles but even in scientific
ones, for new organisms to be generated from putrefying river-mud or
from decaying organic matter. This was believed of worms and fishes.
The idea that the living can only develop from the living is not yet old,
for it is only a few centuries ago that Francesco Redi called forth such a
storm of passion that he only just escaped the fate of Giordano Bruno.
When we consider how the "fashions of the time" alter, we can judge
from this instance of the fate of the truth that we must again proclaim

here. For this truth. "Life can only originate from life", called forth at
that time a storm of anger. Those who feel themselves impelled to draw
from the well of knowledge similar truths in other spheres are no longer
sent to the stake. That is no longer the fashion. But they are made fun of;
a man who communicates such things is made the butt of ridicule; those
who are impelled to proclaim such things concerning spiritual devel
opment are condemned to suffer a spiritual death. But the fate of the
above-mentioned truth also consists in its having become a self-evident
fact, a triviality, for anyone who is capable of judging.

What error, then, was the cause of this truth, "Life can only
originate from life", not being recognised? A quite simple error in
observation! The scientists looked at that which was immediately before
them, but did not try to penetrate to the fact that the origin of a living
creature lies in a seed left behind by another living creature; so that a
new living organism of a certain kind can only originate through a
former living organism leaving behind it a seed of a similar kind. That is
to say, they looked at the environment of the developing organism, but
should really have looked at that which was left behind by another living
organism and which developed within this environment. This was done
all through the centuries, up to the time of Francesco Redi. Quite
interesting details might be gathered from books which had just as much
weight in the 7th and 8th centuries as the authoritative writings of the
most modern scientists of today, and in which was noted and classified
quite exactly how, for instance, hornets develop from the decaying
carcass of an ox; wasps from a donkey's carcass, etc. That was all nicely
set out. Exactly in the same way in which mistakes were made in those
times are mistakes being made today in regard to the soul and spirit of
m a n . H o w i s t h i s ?

A human being enters into existence, and his individual devel
opment, begun at birth, is observed on into later life. It is seen how the
form and the different capacities and talents develop. (We will speak
more exactly of this development in a later lecture.) But if scientists wish
to know the nature of the human form, and the nature of that with
which we are dealing, they ask the question: "What are the hereditary
conditions? From what sort of environment was the person born?" That
is just the same method as when they looked at the mud around the
worm which is developing, and not upon the egg. In what is formed as
dispositions, as different capacities in human beings, an exact distinction
must be made between the characteristics that are derived from parents,
grandparents and so on, and a certain kernel which he who observes
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truly will not fail to recognise. Only someone who approaches the soul-
spiritual element as the naturalists approached nature before Francesco
Redi will fail to recognise that there is a kernel in man which presents
itself clearly and which cannot be traced back to what is inherited from
parents and grandparents etc. In what is developing in a human being we
have, therefore, to make a distinction from that which comes from that
e n v i r o n m e n t .

As regards a living plant or animal, we shall always find that the
new being coming forth is, in reality, concerned with developing
according to the species of its predecessors. Take the highest animals.
How far do they develop? As far as is in accordance with the species, and
for this they are planned. Certainly many will say: "Has, then, a horse, a
dog or a cat no individuality?" And they will suppose that one might just
as well describe the individuality of a cat, a horse and so on - perhaps
even write their biography - as one could that of a human being. If
anyone likes to do this, let him do so; he should, however, take it not as
real but only as symbolical when, for example, a school task is set for
pupils such as was set for myself and my school-fellows, when we had to
write the biography of our pens! One could then speak of the biography
even of a pen! But where reality is concerned it is not a question of
making analogies and comparisons, but of laying hold of the essentials.
And the essential element in man is the individuality. What is individual
in man is not that which makes him one of the species, but that which
makes of him the quite distinct individual that each person is. Every
human being is working towards the formation of what is individual in
him, just as the plant works towards the formation of the species. Every
development, every advance in education or in historical evolution, rests
on the fact that man goes a stage further than the mere species in the
development of the individuality.

If there were in each human being no individual soul-spiritual
kernel which develops in a spiritual way, as the animal develops in its
species, there would be no history. One could then speak only of an
evolution of the human race, and not of a history or of a cultural
development. Therefore science speaks of the development, or evolu
tion, of the species horse but not of a history.

In the development of every human being we have to see a soul-
spiritual kernel which has the same significance as the species for an
animal. The species in the animal kingdom corresponds to the individual
in man. Now in the animal kingdom every creature which tends towards
what is according to species repeats the species of its ancestors, and can

only originate on the basis of the tendencies in the physical seed of its
ancestors; and in a similar way the individual part of each separate
human being cannot originate from anything which is here in the phy
sical world, but solely from something which is of a soul-spiritual nature.
That is to say, a souI-spiritual kernel which enters into life on earth at the
birth of a human being, does not merely refer back to the species "man
- in so far as the human being goes back to ancestors, parents and
forefathers - but it refers back to a soul-spiritual ancestor, to a being
who has preceded it, who does not belong individually to the species
"man", nor indeed to any "species", but to this same human indivi
duality. So when a human being is born, there is born with him an
individual kernel which does not refer back to anything other than this
individual human kernel. As the animal seeks its species, so does man
seek his own individual human being. That is to say, this individual
kernel when it appears at birth has been here before, just as the germ of
the species was there for the animal. We must look in the past for the
soul-spirit substance which is the spiritual - not physical - kernel of this
individuality that is developing spiritually. Only someone who cannot
see that the soul and spirit do not develop from the general human
organism will deny that the conclusions just drawn are correct.

Every individual human life thus carries within itself the proof
that it has already existed before. We are therefore led back from an
individual human life to an individual spiritual seed, and from this,
again, to another spiritual seed; that is, we are led from our own indi
vidual life back to a former individual life — and then, of course, to our
next life. An unbiassed observation of human life proves this to be just as
much a necessity as the truth referred to above in the sphere of natural
science. Suppose anyone with an unprejudiced mind were to say;
"Nothing can be known about that", he might - if he draws this con
clusion again and again — end by saying: "I cannot do otherwise than
accept this conclusion; if I do not, I am sinning against all observation
and logic". In spite of this, however, this truth about repeated earth-lives
is still but little recognised; but the truth that spirit and soul can only
originate from spirit and soul will certainly be recognised in human
cultural life and will be more quickly accepted than the other truth which
has been characterised. The time will come when people will recognise
that beliefs have changed in this respect; just as we do not now believe
that lower animals, fish etc., can originate from river-mud.

If we follow, in the further course of its life, this individual kernel
of the human being which one can see come into being at birth, it can be
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discerned as having a twofold aspect, especially in the youthful period of
growth. It appears there as something which brings about a progressive
development of the whole person. Anyone who can truly intimately
observe a young life, who has learned to observe the child not only from
the outside but also from within, who remembers what he himself
experienced in this respect, will admit that what is in him now was not
there up to a certain age but only manifests itself later as a feeling of
power, as a feeling of life, as a content of life which works in an extre
mely enhancing way. What we carry within us as the individual core of
our being not only works on the shaping of our outward life but con
tinues to work even into the most basic formations and functions of life.
When the person has attained a certain maturity and has the opportu
nity of taking in many things from the outside world, this individual
kernel of his being works in such a way as to enrich itself, adapt itself to
the outer world and gather experience. When, however, we observe this
correlation between the individual core of his being and what comes to
him in the course of his life — not only through what he perceives and
learns but also through experiences such as happiness and sorrow, pain
and joy - we shall then see in this soul-spiritual life itself the same
correlation on a higher plane as exists between the new seed of the plant
which develops in the blossom of the old one, and the old plant whose
life is taken away from it by the new seed.

If we extend this observation to the tree, we shall be able to say:
"There, also, life is being continually taken away, in that the green
shoots gradually turn into wood, and then, again, certain things in the
tree change into dead, lifeless products; bark that is becoming inorganic
surrounds the tree. In the same way we see, when we look at human life
more closely, not only a progressive development, one which allows the
soul-spiritual kernel of a human being to advance and grow, allows it to
unite itself to the outer world, but as it grows ever more and more, we see
it coming into conflict with what is there already, that is to say, it comes
into conflict with itself. That happens because it could in its youth build
up and form organs corresponding to its predisposition, while now, in
the further course of life, this process is no longer possible, and it must
go on living in a substance that is becoming harder. So we see that when
our life enriches itself by development in the course of time, when we
take in something new and thereby enrich the individual core of our
being, we come into conflict with what envelops this kernel, with that
which we have built around it, and which in childhood was in process of
growing. As long as we grow, and in so far as we thus grow, we do not

undergo a soul-spiritual death process. Only when we receive what is
exterior to ourselves do we undergo such a process. That is really the
case throughout the whole of life, though it is less apparent in childhood
than in later life.

So we can say that, in the realm of soul and spirit, a growing and
dying process takes place in the inner being of man. But in what does
that process which there takes place consist? We can understand it well if
we look at it, for once, in a lower aspect and consider something from
the realm of ordinary life, in order to form conceptions and ideas about
the higher realms of being. Let us take fatigue, for instance. We speak of
fatigue in animals and human beings. We must first gain an idea of the
nature of fatigue. I cannot now go into all the ideas which have been
collected on the subject, but we will observe the whole process of fatigue
in relation to the life process. We can say that a person becomes tired
because he uses up his muscles and therefore fresh forces must be made
available to them. In this case we might say that we tire because we use
up our muscles through work of some kind. Such a definition appears
very plausible at first sight; nevertheless it is not true. But it is the case
today that people work with ideas which just merely touch the surface of
things superficially, they do not wish to penetrate to the depths. For just
think, if the muscles could really become tired, how would it be with the
muscles of the heart? They do not tire at all, they work day and night
continuously; and the same is the case with other muscles in the bodies
of human beings and animals. This leads one to think that it is not
correct to say that in the relationship between work and muscle there is
anything which can explain fatigue.

When does an animal or a human being become tired? When the
work carried out is not prompted by the organism nor by the life pro
cess, but by the outer world itself; that is to say, by the world with which
a living being may come into relationship through its organs. Thus when
a living being carries out work by means of its consciousness, the organ
concerned becomes fatigued. In the life process itself there is nothing
which could cause fatigue. So that the life process, all of the life organs,
must be brought into contact with something which does not belong to
them if they are to become tired.

I can only draw your attention to this important fact, in the
development of which some extremely fruitful points of view can be
found. Thus only that which is brought to a living being by way of a
conscious process, an incitement to consciousness, can cause fatigue. It
would, consequently, be absurd to speak of fatigue in plants. We can
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therefore say that in everything that can tire a living being something
which is foreign to it must really be present, something which does not
belong to its own nature must be introduced into it.

We can therefore say that every disturbance of the life process
which comes about through fatigue points to the fact, even in a quite
inferior realm, that what we have in our soul life is not born simply from
our physical life and, indeed, stands positively in contradiction to the
laws of that l i fe. The contradiction between the laws of the l i fe of con
sciousness and those of life and the life process alone explains what is
present in fatigue: of this you can convince yourselves, if you consider it
more exactly. For this reason we can say that fatigue is a phenomenon
testifying that anything that is able to disturb a life process must be
foreign to it. Now the life process can balance out what is used up
through fatigue by sleep and rest; but fatigue is brought about by
something manifesting itself in contrast with the old life process.

An inner process of exhaustion appears in the individual human
life through the relationship that is entered into with the outside world.
The old, which was present in the former disposition, enters into an
exchange with the new. The result is expressed in that the individual life
kernel is transformed during the individual life, but it must also for this
reason throw off what has so to speak become wooden, what it has itself
formed from its birth onwards. The cause of death is the call to a new life
within the human soul, just as in the animal organism the disposition to
fatigue can only be caused by its entering into a relationship of exchange
with what is new and foreign to it. We might therefore say that the
process of death, of gradually dying off, is one which is better under
stood if one takes into consideration the contrast between soul and
body, which expresses itself in fatigue. Hence we really have the seed of
death in our innermost being during the whole of our individual life. We
could not develop further, however, we could not possibly carry what we
already are at birth a step further, if we did not in ourselves associate
death with life. As fatigue is connected with the execution of exterior
work, so is the thrusting off, the killing of the outer sheath associated
with the enrichment and higher development of the individual life ker
nel. The souI-spiritual process of life and death represents with great
clarity what we might express thus: we purchase the higher form, the
further development of our life, by the beneficial act of thrusting off
from us what we were before. No development would be possible if we
could not thrust off the old. But we carry with us through the gate of
death all the new that we have worked into our soul and spirit. What

forces are in these? Such forces as are the fruits of our past life! We can
certainly experience the seeds of these fruits and experience our obser
vations of life; we can do much else in life, but we cannot make these
things an integral part of ourselves nor really carry them over into our
outer sheath. For we do not build the latter out of what we leam in one
life, or at most only to a limited extent; we build it according to what we
became in our past life. We can therefore only build up our life by
making use of what we acquired in our former life, and we can continue
to develop by thrusting off the old from us — as the tree does its bark —
and passing into death. With what we then take with us through death,
we are able to build up our next life, for it contains in itself the same
forces as those which nurtured us in soul and spirit when we were
developing freshly and happily in our youth. It is of the same nature as
these. We have absorbed it from our life's experiences and with it we
build a future living organism, a future bodily sheath, which will carry
within it - as the seed for a future blossom - what we have gained in the
one life. With regard to such things as these the question is asked over
and over again; "How does it help a person to hear about repeated earth
lives if he is not able to remember his former lives, if the memory of his
former lives is not a present reality?"

It lies, indeed, in the nature of the spiritual culture of today that
we are not yet in a position to ponder over and reflect upon questions of
soul and spirit life as freely as over the things of physical life. But we
must make it clear to ourselves that it is possible to develop ideas and
conceptions on these questions of the life of soul and spirit in exactly the
same way. We can only do this if we really observe the life of soul and
spirit more precisely, if we ask ourselves how the matter stands
regarding human memory in general; what is the nature of human
memory? There is a point of time in personal human life which can lead
very easily to the gaining of opinions on these questions.

We all know that there is a time in the normal life of a person
today of which there is no memory in later life. It is the period of his
earliest childhood. What normally happens today is that he remembers
back to a certain point in his childhood, then memory disappears.
Although he realises that he was there before that time, he remembers
nothing of it. He knows that it is his own ego, his own souI-spiritual
being which has built up his life, yet he lacks the power of extending his
memory beyond this point. Anyone who examines many children's lives
will be able to make one observation from them. It can, of course, only
be substantiated in external life, but notwithstanding this it is correct.
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From observing the soul of a child we discover that memory goes back
just as far as to the point of Ume when the idea of "1". the conception of
his own ego, arises within him. That is an extremely important fact. At
the moment when the child, of his own accord, no longer says: "Charles
wants this", or "Mary wants that", but says "/ want this" - from the
point of time when the conscious conception of the ego begins, memory
also begins. Whence comes this remarkable fact? It comes because
something else is necessary for memory besides the coming into contact
with an object. We can come into contact with an object ever so often
without any recollection of its being necessarily called forth. Memory
depends upon a quite definite soul process, a quite definite soul-spiritual
inner life process, of which we can become aware if we take the following
i n t o a c c o u n t .

One must distinguish between the perception of an object or
experience, and the mental picture of this object or experience. In the
process of perception we have something that can always recur if we
stand before the object again; but in the experience we have something
else besides. When we come into contact with something, and have
received an impression of it through the eye or ear, we have then taken
into ourselves in addition something like an inner impression of it; and it
is this which remains in the mental representation or idea which can
embody itself in the memory. It must, however, first come into being. I
know what I have just said will be very much doubted by valiant fol
lowers of Schopenhauer, by those who assert that our view of the uni
verse is only our idea of it. But that lies in the confusion of perception
with mental picture. We must distinguish carefully between the two. The
mental picture is something which is reproduced. No matter how often
the outer experience may arise, if it does not receive the inner impression
of the mental picture it cannot be incorporated in the memory. When, on
the other hand, it is stated that the mental picture is nothing more than
what presents itself in the act of perception, we need only point out that
the idea of a hot piece of steel, no matter how hot, will quite certainly not
burn anyone, but the sense experience of it will. There we have the
difference between mental picture and sense perception. Therefore we
can say: the mental picture is a sense-experience turned inwards.

But with this turning inwards, with this outer contact of the
object in the reciprocal relationship with the inner being of man, through
which the inner impression is produced, something else comes into
consideration. Whatever is experienced inwardly in our sense life is
embodied in our ego by every sense impression, and by everything that

we can experience in the outer world. A sense perception may even be
there without being incorporated in the ego. In respect of the outer
world it is impossible for a mental picture to be retained in the memory if
it be not received inwardly into the realm of the ego. So that in every
mental picture we form from a sense experience and which can be
retained in the memory, the ego stands as the point of departure. A
mental picture which comes into our soul life from outside can in no way
be separated from the ego. I know, indeed, that I am speaking figura
tively; but all the same, these things signify a reality, as we shall see in the
course of the forthcoming lectures.

We may imagine that the experience of the ego presents some
thing like the inner surface of a sphere, seen from outside; then the sense
experiences approach and the reflection of these experiences within the
sphere gives rise to the mental picture. For that, however, the ego must
be present in every single sense perception. The ego experience is in
everything which can be embodied in the memory, it is actually like a
mirror which rays back experiences to us within; but the ego must be
there. From this we learn that as long as the child does not receive sense
perceptions in such a way that they become mental pictures, as long as
they only approach the child from outside as sense perceptions and are
only experienced externally between the ego and the outer world without
being transformed into an inner ego experience, as long as the child has
no conception of the ego, no ego-mirror veils from him what is round
about him. Just as long as that lasts, one notices that the child imagines
in his surroundings many things which adults do not understand. But in
remembering what is past, that alone can emerge which the ego has
already taken up, so that it is thereby engraved in the memory. When
ego perception appears, the ego places itself before mental pictures as a
mirror; but what lies before the time of ego perception cannot be
remembered. Therefore a person always comes into touch with the outer
world in such a way that his ego shares all the experiences, his ego is
always there. This does not imply that everything must enter his con
sciousness, only that his experiences do not remain merely as sense
perceptions but are transformed into mental pictures.

So that we can now say that our inmost kernel, from whose centre
develops that which has now been described as passing from incarnation
to incarnation, is veiled by the mental picture of the ego that generally
presents itself to us. What we remember is wholly bound up with our
present stage of ego-development. It is thus quite explicable that our
memory only extends as far as the sense world.
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'This lecture was held on 20th October 1910, also in Berlin, and was entitled "Das Wesen
der Geisteswissenschaft und ihre Bedeutung fur die Gegenwart" (The Nature of Spiritual
Science and its Significance for the Present).

Now can it be proved, through experience it.self, that this can
become other than it is? Can we speak of an "extension of memory"
back into former incarnations? This is self-evident from the mere defi
nition, if that is grasped which lies behind the individual ego-centre that
is. so to speak, concealed within us. If we begin to grasp it, we must also
perceive our inmost nature and being; we see what goes on in human life,
not only what a person does in general but in his own individual life. Is
there a po.ssibiIity of looking behind the ego, as it were? Yes, there
certainly is. It lies in that inner soul life of which I have already spoken,
in the introductory lecture. ' If someone really undertakes to develop his
soul, by earnest and methodical training, in such a way that the slum
bering forces within it begin to germinate and the soul rises beyond itself,
he can only do so by gaining access - with a certain inner renunciation -
to mental pictures which are not such as those in which ego experience is
immediately present. In everything in which the ego takes part, the ego
experience places itself before the kernel of a person's being. For the
training of his soul he must therefore acquire mental pictures in which
the ego experience is not present. For that reason, the inner soul-exer
cises undertaken by the individual must be done in a quite definite way.
What he then incorporates into his soul life depends on the content of his
meditation; and he must incorporate something that, while being cap
able of assimilation by the inner nature of the soul, does not relate to
anything external. What is there that is not related to anything external?
Only reflective thought, but this is, as a rule, applied to the outer world,
therefore it is not of service to one who seeks higher knowledge. A
manner of mental picturing must therefore be developed which calls
forth, in pictures and symbols which are placed again and again before
the soul, such an activity in the ego that it engenders ideas it would never
have formed when it was seeking to acquire the truths of the ordinary
sense world. The soul must therefore incorporate into itself pictures and
symbols which do not manifest themselves when we accompany external
impressions with our ego experience.

When this is done, we have the following experience, about which
we can only say something definite by referring to that condition into
which we enter again and again, namely that of sleep. On falling asleep,
all ideas, all pain and sorrow and so on which we have experienced

during the day sink into indefinite obscurity. Our entire conscious life
disappears into indefinite obscurity and returns when we wake up againin the morning. Compare our conscious state in waking up and in going
to sleep. So long as we receive only conscious impressions from the
external life of the senses, we bring back in the morning only what we
had in our consciousness in the evening. We wake up again with the
same content in our consciousness; we remember it; we think about it,
and so on. But when we undertake, in the manner specified, an inner
training in which the ego is not present, the position is different. We then
notice with a certain conviction that our first step in progress consists m
feeling - when we awake - enriched through sleep; we feel that what wehad taken up before going to sleep comes back to us with a richer
content, so that we can say: "Now I have looked behind the spiritual
world which the ego does not cover up, and, as a fruit of that, I embody
in the life of my consciousness something that I have not gained from the
sense world; for I have brought it with me out of the world of sleep .

Such are the first steps of progress in one who strengthens his
inner life of soul and spirit.

Now the further possibility enters in that we may, even during
waking life, fill ourselves with a content not permeated by ego experi
ence, although the ego is present. Ego experience must take its place
beside this content, just as it places itself in the content of all physical
experiences. If we take this into account, we must say that only someone
who is able to look behind the ego can gaze into the soul-spiritual
content of a human being. Whoever treads such a path is often advised
to develop certain feelings. The nature of these feelings will also show the
nature of the way. Thus he must learn to be free from desire in respect of
coming experiences, and especially to overcome fear and anxiety as
regards coming events. He must learn to say in a calm and passionless
way: "No matter what comes to me, I will accept it", and he must not
only put this to himself as a dry abstract idea, but must make it his
innermost feeling. He need not become a fatalist on this account (a
fatalist thinks that everything happens of itself); for he must play an
active part in life. If we are able to instil into the ego this absolute bal
ance as regards feeling and sensation, our soul and spirit become imbued
with a force which separates the ego from the perceptions which come
into our consciousness. So we remain standing within the ego world, yet
receive a new world of inner soul-experiences. These alone make it
possible for us to see, in its true individual form, the inmost kernel of our
being, which indeed develops from birth onwards as that which springs
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from a former life, but which could not be recognised before in its true
reality. We must first see it as it is, as it really is in the present, and how it
works. How can we remember something towards which we have never
turned our eyes? Just as the child does not have any consciousness of
what took place before the development of its ego perception, so are we
unable to receive into our memory those experiences of our former lives
which are not based on a knowledge of the inner kernel of our being, on
the feelings and sensations of the soul-spirit kernel which is in every
human individual.

Anyone who really goes through this, who learns above all to winfor himself an insight into former lives by looking towards the future
with equanimity and calmness, will see that former earthly lives are not
merely a logical deduction but that they prove to be a reality attained by
a newly-bom memory, which is indeed called forth. For that, however,
one thing is necessary. The possibility of looking into the past can only
be won by desirelessness, equanimity and unconcern towards the future.
To the extent to which we are prepared in our feelings to experience the
future and are able to shut out our ego with regard to the experience of
the future, so far are we in a position to look into the past. The more
someone develops this equanimity, the more nearly does he approach
the point of time when his past earthly lives will become a reality for him.

Thus we can give an answer to the objection so often made, that
for the ordinary human life no memory is there. This objection is just as
if a person were to bring to us a child of four years of age with the
î ark: "This child cannot count", concluding from this that humanbeings in general cannot count! To this one could only reply: "Wait till
the child's ten years old and he will then be able to count: man therefore
can count". The recollection of former lives on earth is a question of
devehpmentl Therefore is it necessary that one should learn to think over
this matter, through the force of logical deduction which has been taken
as the point of departure in our lecture today. It will then be found that a
soul-spiritual kernel must be present in us and that we bear it through
death into a new life, as we have borne it through birth into this life.

So spiritual science points, in no simple way yet in a way that
corresponds to the facts, to what is eternal in man over against "life"
and "death". And we may say that the logical conclusion about death
and life with regard to the human individual informs us at once that the
possibility also exists for this human individuality of gaining a memory
of past lives. Then people need no longer say that unless we can
remember our past lives they are of no use to us! Is only what we

remember of use to us? Is not the time which a child does not remember
important for it? We bear within us the fruits of past lives; we develop in
ourselves in the present life, without our knowledge, what we have
brought over from former lives; and when we begin to look back into
former earthly lives, the memory of them is certainly there. We can then
say to ourselves what a good thing it has been that we have not hitherto
been able to remember past lives. This memory of the past can only be
won in the way I have characterised as regards feelings towards the
future, but that is not all; it can only be made endurable by an attitude of
soul such as has been described. Should it be aroused by artificial means
and the person concerned at the same time lead a life of desires and
appetites permeated by egotism, his soul-spiritual life would lose its
balance and he would become unhinged. For certain things belong
together, and others repel each other.

Thus we have been able to trace what is eternal in man, what
comes into life through birth, what goes over from life into spiritual
worlds through death and reappears in new embodiments. Bound up
with this is the fact that we can only evolve higher in new incarnations if
we make use of the fruits of our former lives. Today I wished to point
out the relations between the kernel of man's being and the two ideas of
"life" and "death". If we keep this in view, we shall no longer give as our
answer to the question concerning the nature of life and death: "The
nature of death is to be learnt from the corpse". Rather shall we say: We
sought in the innermost being of man that which must bring forth new
life; but in order that new life may arise, the old must gradually die off
and finally be quite extinguished, just as the old plant, when it is one year
old, dies off, so that the new plant may derive life from it. Anyone who
observes the world of death in this manner will not consider what
remains behind as a corpse, but will look in every being for those
characteristics of life which are carried over into a new life. Shakespeare
may make the gloomy Danish Prince utter what to many appears evi
d e n t f r o m t h e a b s o l u t e f a c t s o f m o d e r n s c i e n c e :

Imperious Caesar, dead and turn'd to clay
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away;
O that the earth, which kept the world in awe,
Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw.

If such a remark applies to that which dies away, we will - by observing
man from the standpoint of spiritual science - yet turn to the soul-
spiritual kernel of man's being which goes through birth and death and
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through ever new lives. We then gain the assurance — if we do not merelyfollow the ways of oxygen, carbon and nitrogen, but seek the ways of life
by considenng what the true kernel of man's being experiences - that we
may place over against the words of Shakespeare these other words:

The humblest man on Earth
Is a son of Eternity,
And overcomes, in ever new life.
The ancient death.

M e d i t a t i o n

Karia Kiniger

Looking through the catalogues of various publishers dedicated to the
work of Rudolf Steiner, not to mention the countless non-anthro-
posophical publications on meditation, one might wonder what more
could be said about it. What I am offering is a description of how
meditation became a decisive factor in one person's life. And since I
know none better than my own, it will be that one.

When I was growing up in an Alpine valley, surrounded by steep,
impressive mountains, often buffeted by wild gusts of wind and assailed
by ominous sounds in perilously perched pine trees I felt my courage
challenged but, supported by the beauty of the seasons, the warm, col
ourful summers, the icy, brilliantly white winters, my confidence grew.
Nature was powerful and had to be respected, but senses and sense
advised you surely. However, there was a cave at the narrow entry to the
valley. Water leaped from it to join the tossing river below. Did this
cave, did every cave, hold the secret that earth must be harbouring
underneath the glorious, the gentle, the fierce, the ever-changing coun
tenance which she revealed to us? It was that hidden stratum which was
calling.

I was about nine when on a fine summer's day my father took me
and my younger siblings to this cave. What would it show me? Expec
tantly leaving the sun-filled day we were met by a cool, damp breeze that
emanated from the cave's mouth and though the stream was striving
towards the light, its sound was muffled. It took time for the eyes to
adjust to the deepening darkness of the space, more felt than seen, from
which mighty forms began to emerge. And then - disappointment. No
inner quality was revealed, merely another, until now unreachable
exterior. There was only one gentle consolation: the rainbow round the
flame of the candle which each one of us carried. It conveyed a message,
never forgotten, although heard and understood only much later.

Another picture arises: a long solitary walk to the heart of a valley
where a small lake nestled at the foot of towering rocks. Sitting down on
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the boulder and wide awake, I seemed none-the-less to melt into the
pleasant warmth of the air, the green life of the abundant verdure all
around and the glassy sparkle of the crystal clear water when a flock of
fluttering butterflies began to settle down on me. They landed on my
dress, my bare arms and feet and legs with a touch so delicate that I felt it
was about to open a most intricate, hitherto hidden lock for my soul to
slip out into that longed-for world beyond. But, surprisingly, a voice
inside me said firmly: "No! First find your self before you venture into
this world of nature."

What notion stopped me at this moment? Was it fear? Yes, maybe
and no. No, because my desire was not simply to flee this world which j
my senses presented to me and which every sleep wiped out. It was ratheran invincible feeling that what I perceived as the interdependence
between me, a member of the species mankind, and the world, through
sharing a common ascendancy held a demand for the future which must
not be by-passed by my consciously present self. How was I to meet this
d e m a n d ?

Then, while the world was at war and I was studying at the
univepity the conviction grew that there was a spiritual world and thatthinking, were it only used appropriately, could become the sense organ
for this other dimension. However, I still had no idea as to how this i
could be done and no one to turn to with such a question.

It was not many years later, but after a great many trials and
tribulations in life - the war was ended - when the answer came quite
unexpectedly in a lecture on Anthroposophy. I had never heard this '
word, but translating it roughly I gained the impression that it must be
one of the "western philosophies" which had been out of reach for those
who had to live under Hitler's regime. This was a good reason for
investigating it. What I found was something very astonishing: a method ,,j
as clear as any science could offer and much more: it would not only
require my active intellect and my artistic sensitivity but also a deeper
awakening and development of all my artistic and moral forces. Medi- i
tation was one of the means for making progress in this way. i'l

So, what is meditation? In its essence it is, to begin with at least,
the capacity of becoming inwardly so completely still that the observa
tion of a thing, the experience of a feeling, or a specific thought can dwell l:
in this stillness and unfold there according to its own intrinsic nature.
This may sound simple and so it is, but in order to be effective much else
has to happen.

The activity of meditating can be compared to nurturing a seed. [|

The soil, the moisture the temperature of the air and the light have to be
right for it to flourish,' as do the rhythms of the day and night and of the
seasons. The seeds which are to grow through meditation are the
slumbering sense organs of soul and spirit. It is not fortuitous that thesesense organs, generally known as chakras, are also called lotus flowers
and their ground is the soul. It will have to be prepared for these seeds to
germinate. Questions arise: Is our thinking clear? Is it only linear or also
lateral, or pictorial, or is it all over the place? Are my feelings impulsive,
mainly self-centred, or kind, open and empathetic? And how am I with
regard to my work? What are my social attitudes? Am I ambitious, or
inclined to be envious instead of being glad that life has led me into the
company of people of whom I can rightly feel that they are more gifted
and in some ways of a nobler disposition than I can call mine at this
point in time?

Staying with our metaphor, a field we have to plough and harrow,
for our soul there are six basic exercises that can be found in many
serious esoteric instructions. The order in which for good reasons
Rudolf Steiner has set them out in "Guidance for Esoteric Training"'
starts with very simple tasks that awaken clarity of observation and
strengthen our mental concentration. We may for instance decide to
take a button and scrutinize it thoroughly, its shape, its size and colour
etc, without letting ourselves be distracted by anything. Do the same
with a spoon or knife, a sock or towel, with any simple object which you
probably use every day and you will be amazed at what you begin to
notice. Only when we begin to do such exercises do we realise how
superficial our observation and how fluctuating our concentration are
unless our interest is gripped. The aim here, however, is to develop the
ability to make oneself interested at will.

Next we are to bring consciousness into the realm of our actions.
We all know how helpful the order of a routine in work can be but also
how deadly it can become. So, deciding that at a certain arbitrary time
we shall interrupt whatever we habitually do by a little, quite innocuous
action is a healthy awakener. I do not know anyone who does not
struggle with this exercise for quite a while, but even the struggle alone
brings unexpected results. You notice that after a time (of different
length with different people) a quality of initiative enters into life.

Having come so far we are asked to turn our attention to our life
of feeling. Here temperament plays a greater part. Are we quick to fiare

' Guidance in Esoteric Training.
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up and quick to forget? Are we sensitive to everything that happens to us
while being less so with regard to others? Are our emotions slow to
respond but steady? It is a first heightening of awareness of the attitudes
with which we meet the world and how in turn our feelings answer. It is a
step towards seeing oneself objectively. The far-reaching benefits of such
a development for oneself and one's environment can be easily ima
gined, and, when practised, experienced.

It can be quite amusing to observe how gladly even people who
are truly interested in esoteric development (it may be oneselO find it
much more attractive to discuss exercises at length than to do them
regularly. These exercises do not take up much time but they do require
determination and self-discipline. Of course, most of us will be deter
mined and self-disciplined for the sake of tangible results. Practising
what has been discussed so far also bears real fruits, but to notice them
requires patience and freedom from preconceived notions as to what the
results should be.

If at this stage we take a little time out for comparing the way we
carried on before we had started these exercises and how things look
now, after having done them as best we could, the change will be
apparent. I have become truly in touch with the world, that is with facts
and not just my interpretation of them; and this has made me more
confident. The greater awareness of the nature of my emotions has not
led me to numb or suppress them, but it has made me realise that I can
determine the effect things and occurrences will have on my feelings. I do
not have to be offended when somebody overlooks me in a crowd, not
even when it is clearly intentional, because I can perceive the circum
stances surrounding such an incident and therefore deal with it more
rationally and positively than I would have done earlier. This is only one
example of the many positive effects which will emerge in this survey of
my progress. Naturally, I shall also note my backslidings and admit that
there is no reason to become self-satisfied, but all the more need to
persevere towards the next step.

Having achieved a certain clarity, equanimity and strength of
purpose one can now decide to be attentive to the positive aspects in life.
There is at least one to be found in every situation, including those which
call for an inordinate degree of forbearance and forgiveness. If we
attempt earnestly to make positivity a natural quality of our psyche we
learn a great deal about the strength of hindrances on the way to this
goal. Have I, for instance, noticed how often I prided myself in bringing
to light faults in others, thereby preventing my creative imagination

from helping the situation? However, if on the way. that is, while
working with the third exercise, we have practised empathy we shall find
it easier to look for something positive in everything. This is not a trivial
or sentimental pursuit when we consider the unabating human suffering
in the twentieth and our present centuries. In some human beings it gave
birth to a greatness, unimaginable for anyone stuck in everyday petti
ness, but real in those who have been seized by the ruthless fate of their
time and place. In Belsen, one of the concentration camps in Germany, a
note by one of the murdered was found - a prayer: "O Lord, when the
day of reckoning comes for our tormentors do not only count the tor
ments they have inflicted on us, but also your infinite grace which we
experienced in these torments." We all pray that we may be spared such
a fate, but remembering it can help us to see our life in perspective.

The full value of these exercises will dawn on us only much later, a
feature which we find in some fairy-tales: A young man, usually the
unappreciated third son, sets out to accomplish a task at which his
brothers have failed. Like them, he is in turn met by three animals in
distress who cry for his mercy and help. Unlike his brothers who, having
rejected their pleas, had laughed them to scorn, he takes pity on them.
Gratefully they promise to repay their debt should he ever be in need.
Little does he know at this stage that only with their help will he be able
to pass the trials which alone will win him the desired prize.

For us in the meantime there is another step to be taken. We
know that we have our own opinions, but, surely, we are civilised, we are
open-minded. Have we ever put this quality to the test? What if some
body comes and says: "Evolution is all right, but spirit, soul and life
were there before they gradually began to manifest in warmth and air
and fluid form and eventually even in a tangible solid state"? Would we
at best smile wryly at such naivety, or would we give this thought a
chance? Would we be prepared to test at least its reasonableness? If we
were truly open-minded we would just leave a chink in our own so
reasonable armour for things perhaps to have a different explanation
from the presently accepted one. Hearing such a suggestion we might
fear that we would lose all confidence, but this is not the case. Fortified
by the fruits of the previous exercises we shall find ourselves more
grounded and therefore able to realise that different approaches are
possible and accept them without feeling insecure and defensive. This
does not exclude the possibility that in certain circumstances there will
be one that is most appropriate.

We have paused earlier to consider the changes in ourselves. At
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this point it will be helpful to do this again and notice that the first three
exercises enable us to see ourselves more objectively in our own make up
and consequently in our social interactions. The last two exercises,
building on the greater clarity, confidence and strength, develop a new
sensitivity in us which awakened the awareness of interrelationships in
nature as well as between human beings. The inner loneliness, experi
enced so deeply in our times, begins to ebb and make way for partici
patory experiences.

The sixth and last of these preparatory exercises consists in
actually developing the five into natural attitudes which may necessitate
taking up one or the other more intensively, so that they can work in
harmony. I would not like to give the impression that perfect mastery
has to be achieved before one can start meditating. Sound advice is to go
through them, adding a new one every month, before beginning a new
round and, as I pointed out earlier, none of these exercises, except the
first two, take time and these two no more than a few minutes. What is
required of us on the other hand are awareness and determination in
developing certain attitudes which have been mentioned.

Remembering what I described as the essence of meditation it
will be understood that such preparatory work is not a waste of effort,
because anyone who has tried to create complete inner stillness without
any content will know that a hundred and one often quite silly
thoughts, memories, emotions or physical discomforts will invade that
space. However, having gained some control over one's thoughts and a
certain harmony in one's inner life one will find the peace in which, to
the exclusion of all else, we can be absorbed by the contemplation of a
plant in its phase of sprouting and growing. There is no doubt that
most of us have now and again stopped in front of a tree or budding
flowers in spring; but have we then later looked back on that moment
and quietly considered the feeling which this manifestation of unfold
ing life has left in us? It is in this case not a matter of re-living a plea
sant sensation but of perceiving the impression as we perceive a colour,
a tone or a form.

Do this again and again and then contrast this experience with the
autumn one of giving yourself up just as completely to the impression of
a dying plant and what it will leave with you. Again, it may take many
attempts before you can be sure that you really were absorbed in
observing this plant in front of you without even the slightest distraction
of a comparison with or the memory of another plant. Such singular
absorption is necessary for one's feelings to grow strong enough to be

observable and objective enough to serve us spiritually as surely and
healthily as our physical sense organs do for our physical environment."

Before we go on, let us briefly take a step back: We were all born
with an incredibly strong will to live. While on the one hand we need
nurture and support much longer than any other living creature, we
strive from the beginning towards an independence that cannot be found
in other species. This striving is aided by our upright posture that frees
our upper limbs from being specialised tools, equally by our senses. We
know that the eye of an eagle or a falcon, the ear of a whale or an owl,
the nose of a dog, to mention but a few, taken in isolation, far outstrip
the capacity of these organs in the human being, they all serve specific
instincts which enable the animal to be in a wonderful harmony with its
environment. In us human beings this harmony is not there from the
beginning as our development strives towards independence. Every child
shows this as soon as it has left the cradle, and we all know with what
dangerous results at times. Yes, dangerous because we do not have the
inborn instincts that gives each animal its niche in a wise order of things.
We, having started out with gaining freedom of movement, have to learn
in a rather slow process of laughter and tears to gain insights, which
hopefully may lead to wisdom, which also includes goodness and
beauty.

Does ordinary education, based as it is on competition, lead us
this way? Looking at our world situation the answer would most cer
tainly have to be an emphatic NO! Some scientific prophets tejl us that
all our earth's resources will be exhausted by the year 2050 and mankind
must then have found another planet and technological means for
reaching it with a selected group of humans!

I shall not pursue this highly scientific fantasy, but rather turn to
a much nearer possibility, namely to rely on the human capacity for
extending what our mainly intellectual and skill-driven education has
developed in us into realms of deeper insights.

Even in the single example I've given of meditation one can see
that such a method of acquiring knowledge avoids the predominance of
the ever vying intellect through employing also the feeling quality of
selfless devotion towards the subject of our meditation. One becomes
aware of the challenge that here we are not using outer measuring
instruments, but that we have to make our own soul's responses so
objective that we ourselves become that instrument. Then, not only as an
- Knowledge of the Higher Worlds and its Attainment.
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abstract thought or a poetic picture but as an existential experience with
all its consequences you know: "And in Him was life and the life was the
light of men." (St. John, 1/4)

Self-Discipline - A Prerequisite for the Practice of Meditation

B a r u c h U r i e l i

Whoever has decided to take up the practice of meditation will soon
realise that it is rather easy to start it but more and more difficult to
persevere with it. Soon enough the enthusiasm of the new venture begins
to fade or even if it keeps burning, the timetable of one's day will change
and the precious ten minutes which fitted so perfectly into the pro
gramme of one's early morning will suddenly find no space anymore.
New decisions will have to be made which may solve the problem for a
time until new circumstances may have to be considered. In this process
the early enthusiasm may begin to fade and sooner or later one may find
excuses why the meditation cannot be practised as intended. Until one
day one may realise with pain that one's meditative work has fallen into
shreds and one may ask oneself if one is too old or too young for the
regular work that was intended. Or one may tell oneself that one's
destiny just does not allow this special activity in this period of one's life.

The phenomena described above will be known to a lesser or
greater degree to many a meditant and the question may arise what can
be done in order that they do not undermine or take over one's medi
tative efforts. It is the view of the author of this contribution that there is
a basic answer in encountering these difficulties: the practice of self-
discipline.

What is self-discipline and how can it be acquired? Self-discipline
is the faculty to give oneself an order and to execute it in spite of any
outer or inner obstacles that may arise during this process. This is easier
said than done, especially so in a time when the rights of the individual
are more and more protected from early childhood on and the old
knowledge gets more and more lost that in order to overcome difficulties
one has to make special efforts. These efforts will be painful and perhaps
even extremely painful. However, just out of enduring this pain the
strength will be learnt in one to fulfil a task in spite of minor or even
major difficulties. Every new birth is linked with pain, sometimes with
excruciating pain — be it the birth of a child or of a new human faculty.
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The lack of this knowledge and the protection of the younger generation
from these growing pains is perhaps one of the reasons that the suicide
rate among the younger generation in Britain and Ireland has tripled
over the last 30 years. (See Guardian Weekly, 12th-20th March 2002).

Out of this the question arises: how can I teach myself self-dis
cipline, how can I increase my faculty of self-discipline? There are three
steps to be made. The first one is a clear recognition of the situation one
finds oneself in. In other words, the noting of the facts. The second step
is the acceptance of this situation and these facts as part of one's life and
destiny. Neither the self-pitying question "why should this happen to
me?" nor the aggressive view that "it is all the fault of so and so" will
lead very far.

When these two steps have been mastered the decisive third step
can be made. One can start to realise that the crisis which has arisen has
its roots both in the world and in oneself. I have to make a new step in
my life and the world makes me aware of it and thereby offers me an
opportunity to make this step. The world around me needs to change
and destiny calls me to contribute my bit in order that this change can
gradually come about. It is a twofold process of transformation, which
may even become one of transubstantiation. For in it I can realise how
much and in what deep sense I am part of this world and equally how
much and in what deep a sense is the world part of me. In this way
transformation becomes transubstantiation and transubstantiation can
lead to communion. I have gained a new position in this world.

The effect of these three steps in self-discipline can be far-reaching
in relation to the life of the meditant. In a first stage it will make it
possible for the meditant to perceive the mantram more and more clearly
as a true image, as a living image. When this image is fully accepted in its
truth it will become tone and music that can permeate one's existence
and thus inspire it. And finally the meditant may reach the first indi
cations of a third stage in which the power inherent in each sound, word,
line of the mantram may manifest its transforming, transmuting,
transubstantiating gift to the meditant and thus also to those with whom
the meditant meets, lives, communicates. The meditation has become
nourishment, nourishment that streams through the meditant and
begins to reach the world of which he/she is a part.

Prayer'

A d a m B i t t l e s t o n

From almost every aspect of human mind and character, at the present
time, there seem to come objections and obstacles to prayer. Our
strength as well as our weakness seem to work against it. If we try to
pray about our own needs and difficulties, something in us may protest
that to do so is both trivial and egotistical. And if we try to pray about
the needs of the world, we may feel overwhelmed by them, in our
unworthiness and insignificance.

It is one of the fundamental purposes of the Christian Commu
nity to help people of all kinds to overcome the obstacles they find in
themselves against prayer. For many people today it may seem unlikely
that any community can help with something that should be so com
pletely private and solitary; and particularly unlikely that such help
should come from a body founded comparatively recently, considering
that the need for prayer goes back into the remotest past of mankind.

The conviction the prayer is possible is indeed based on an
experience to be found in solitude: the discovery that some of our
thoughts and feelings can be seen, that we are not after all really alone
with them. It is brought home to us that some being with a wider con
sciousness than ours can at t imes look into our minds.

We may come to this discovery in many different ways. It may be
through the sense of the presence of someone who has died, or through
feeling that we are being warned or guided in a difficult situation. Or
when we have joy in some intellectual achievement or sight of beauty, it
may seem that this is being shared by some invisible companion or
companions. Thus it may cease to be unthinkable that something
intensely thought and felt, in the completest privacy of our minds, may
indeed reach to spiritual beings greater than ourselves.

Real impressions of the spirit lead us to seek out others who have
had similar experiences - though we may not wish to speak about them
' Reprinted with minor corrections from The Christian Community, May/June 1958, by
kind permission of the publisher, Floris Books.
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directly, as this so easily distorts or exaggerates them, except in rare
circumstances. But any deepening of our consciousness brings with it
tremendous problems of balance; and we have continually to check our
bearings by what we can observe from other people. Much may depend
on finding an atmosphere which is both sane and matter-of-fact, and
also open to the infinite amazement which can come through spiritual
discovery.

Further, the delicate impressions which we may have had at some
stage of our lives are always threatened with obliteration under the
impact of external things. The more genuine indeed a spiritual experi
ence is, the less it can be remembered in an ordinary sense; it is our
thoughts about it which can be recalled rather than the thing itself. Just
as it is not enough to have breathed, but we must breathe again; so may
we not rely only on what we have experienced in the past, but have to
seek it in fresh ways.

A community can help both to steady and to quicken the inner
life, by the right atmosphere among its members, and above all by a real
life of the Sacraments. What inner life is to the individual. Sacraments
are to a community; and while they invigorate individual prayer, they
also draw, for their own vitality, on the inner resource of each member.
This giving and receiving can only come about in a healthy way if there is
a real correspondence between the Sacraments and the inner life. And
here we come to the particular task of the Christian Community, and its
reason for believing that a fresh start has been necessary in our time.

If we read prayers written in earlier centuries, we may find them
very beautiful and powerful - and yet see that they imply a state of mind
radically different from ours. Not that they necessarily imply different
beliefs-, we may have won our way through to many of the same
Christian convictions. But we experience ourselves differently.

One way in which this difference may be described is this. It was
natural for medieval man (and the same thing has continued in a weaker
form up to the present) to believe far more in general principles and rules
of conduct than we can. do. We are continually being forced to see
particular situations and people in their uniqueness by a fresh effort of
the imagination. This inner freedom, into which mankind is growing
today, inevitably brings with it a long struggle against bewilderment.
Each one has to face the question, more or less consciously: "What is
really my place in it all? What in truth am I?" In earlier times men fitted
much more as a matter of course into their social and spiritual places.
Now we are haunted by a sense of not belonging anywhere at all. Prayer

could speak a different language before these changes in the human soul
came about. To keep the old language is to avert our eyes from them, or
even to stifle them, at the cost of honesty with ourselves.

Our greatest need is to find meaning in ourselves and in others to
overcome, in a genuine and lasting way, the sense of futility. The men of
earlier times had a natural vitality; in all sorts of artificial ways we try to
conceal from ourselves that this has ebbed, and to replace it. But it can
be replaced in reality only if we admit into the void in us the help of
Christ. He gives meaning to each one of us; and the first task of prayer in
our time is to lead us towards Him. Not only by crying out for Him,
though this will not remain unanswered; but by trying to understand
how He works.

If we share with an open heart in the Sacraments of the Christian
Community, we are brought a most powerful impression of His work in
our time, strengthening human wills, bringing peace to their hearts,
awakening their spirits. The prayers we find in the Sacraments are to be
experienced in community, and are not meant directly for private
prayer; but their spirit shows us the way in which our own prayer can
become most positive, and least egoistic. For the needs of human beings
are seen, in the Sacraments, in relation to the Resurrection of Christ.
And if we can find this relation in our personal prayers, then our prayers
about ourselves and those near to us are redeemed from selfishness and
triviality, and our prayers for humanity from ineffectiveness.

Looking at these aims, most of us would say that we have very,
very far to go. But there are two things that the Christian Community
can help everyone to do, as soon as they wish it; and these two things
have greater power to lead us forward, than we may at first believe.

One is to try, in quietness of mind, to awaken in ourselves a
strong feeling for our place in the stream of Time. Where are we in the
year, in the week, in the day? Each of these rhythms is Related to the
Resurrection. In the morning the Risen Christ was first seen, but in the
evening came among the disciples in the Upper Room; in the spring we
hold Easter, but in the autumn seek the powers of our own inner res
urrection of soul, through Him. Sunday is the day of Resurrection; but
through the character of each week-day we can go on learning about
some quality of the Risen One: through Monday about His patience,
through Tuesday about His courage, through Wednesday about His
healing power, through Thursday about His wisdom, through Friday
about His love, through Saturday about His care for the souls of those
who have died. To think in this way is not just a pious belief; it is in
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accord with the fundamental rhythms of the world's order. If we try first
to feel something of the character and colour of the time at which we are
beginning to pray, it will be easier to relate personal needs of every kind
to Christ's world-healing Will.

The other is concerned with the words which belong equally to
the realm of the Sacraments and to that of private prayer. What Christ
said on earth was not spoken only to that time but to all future ages; it is
only our interpretations which date. The Lord's Prayer is as relevant
now as it has ever been.

But every word of it should be prayed in the light of the Resur
rection. Only because Christ overcame death can we hope that the
petitions of the Lord's Prayer can be fulfilled, in the sense in which they
are really meant. Because a new understanding of the Resurrection has
been entrusted to it, the Christian Community can hope to help human
souls to find afresh the meaning of the Lord's Prayer in its cosmic
splendour, its heart-warming majesty, its healing strength.

Meditation and Some of its Practical Results

R o n J a r m a n

There are two questions that need to be answered about meditative
practice;

(i) What is the essential quality of its activity?
(ii) What is its prime purpose?

Freedom is its essential quality, for no one has to meditate. Our senses
do not suggest it, nor does our bodily organism press upon us a need to
engage in it. Meditation is a prime example of what Rudolf Steiner in his
Philosophy of Freedom called a free deed. Its prime purpose is to gain
knowledge of the higher self in relation to the whole world. We all know
that besides our "everyday" lower self we have a higher self too, hidden
from view but ready to reveal itself to us once our earthly life has run its
c o u r s e .

A further question concerns the relationship of meditation to
prayer. In both is cherished the certainty that divine (higher, universal)
powers influence our lives and the events in which we participate. Both
have to do with the most youthful forces in us, those which are directed
towards the future. In the Christian religion we recall Christ's words,
"Unless you become as little children, you shall nowise enter into the
kingdom of heaven." Furthermore, both activities acknowledge that the
greatest power for good in the world is the spirit of creative love, which
in Christianity bears the name "Christ" and which in other religions has
other names. Whilst prayer and meditation have much in common and
one frequently flows into the other, the special character of meditation is
the clarity of pure thinking that has to be evoked in it in its search for
truth, including the ability to distinguish between the essential and the
non-essential. Depth of personal feelings is vital to prayer, whilst med
itation has to penetrate and fully cognise the feelings which arise.

The field from which meditative content may be drawn is, of
course, enormous. As individuals we all choose what we feel may be
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most beneficial. There are sections of religious documents such as the
Bible, the Koran, etc. There is great poetry and specific verses composed
by wise people, yet there is no limit to suitable subject matter. It may be
particularly beneficial to work at how, for example, I may speak and
conduct myself when next in company with a certain person who
hitherto has shown regular annoyance with me as a person or at least
feels opposition to the words I utter or the way I express myself.

For myself an especially important daily meditative practice over
many years has been that of looking back over the course of each day
before entering sleep. In German this is known as the Riickschau. Two
essentials in carrying this out are (i) to enter into no moral judgment
about what oneself or someone else did, and (ii) to go through the events
in reverse time order. The latter is very difficult to begin with. An
amusing but helpful way into this is to recall in reverse the last five
minutes preparing for bed. I walk backwards through the bathroom
door. I wipe my clean dry hands on a towel and watch dirty water
coming upward into the washbowl until I drop the plug on its chain into
the plughole. Then I plunge my wet hands into the soapy water, pull
them out of clear water dripping with soap and massage them, then lift
them towards the soapdish, from which the soap leaps into them, is
rubbed and returned to the soap dish by soap-free hands which dip into
the clean water and emerge dry but dirty. Then I watch two streams of
water flow upwards into the taps. I turn them as the fiow ceases and
remove the plug from the plughole.

Instead of continuing this curious narrative I can jump back to
more significant events. I can recall saying good-bye to a friend and then
experiencing the conversation between us - the mutual intentions for
future actions, the shared joys, sorrows and surprises. It is not the word
sequences that need remembering backwards, but the dispositions and
movements of soul, including finally the greeting that began the meeting.
Other events in the Ruckschau will command attention, perhaps the
satisfying receiving from someone of a parcel found on the ground and
which seemed to jump up into the arms of the one carrying it backwards
away from you (before collision took place). Simple things like
beholding a group of newly opened flowers, followed by turning away
from them with the picture of their bud state in mind, where joy is
followed by expectancy, are important, too. With continued practice the
many significant events of the day just lived through will become a more
continuous backward picture, and a time will come when this concludes
with the moment of waking up in the morning of the day. That moment

is blessed with relief and serenity, and we are able to pass into sleep with
an outgoing breath.

After some weeks or months of such practice it can happen that in
the middle of the night you awaken (or seem to) with the impression that
a fusing of past and future events is taking place. This lasts only a few
moments, and then you are asleep again, but next morning on awa
kening you recall the experience. Now you find yourself motivated to act
in a definite manner in a future event, the opportunity for which you
know you will have. The event may occur soon or it may still be a month
o r s o a w a y .

What is the explanation of these consequences of meditative
practice? Every night when we sleep, our ego and astral body depart
from our etheric and physical bodies. The astral body then works
through in backward order the whole experience of the day gone by and
holds it right through life until a few days after death, when it is again
free of both our etheric and physical bodies and the kamaloka period
begins. But if we consciously create a Ruckschau before going to sleep,
our astral body is saved from some of its usual nightly task - of which we
are normally quite unaware. Spiritual energy has been saved and it is this
which enables us to have the revealing experiences already referred to,
for in the process of awakening the saved energy is transmitted from
astral to etheric body, which may also be described as our body of life
and youth. A few moments before physical awakening it is sometimes
possible to experience a realm of pure truth; for the descending ego and
astral body reach the etheric body a little before reaching down into the
physical body.

Many people have had frustrating waking dreams in which a
riddle they have long wanted to solve has been laid bare for them. They
then take pen and paper from a bedside table to write the answer down,
bu t a t tha t moment the so lu t i on has van ished . I reca l l such a d ream
when I was twenty years old, a time when I was particularly interested in
the whole realm of colour. In the dream a geometry teacher of mine ten
years earlier was explaining the whole colour phenomenon. By the time
I'd found my pen all I could recall was something to do with opposites
and the real explanation was lost to me. Five years later, however, I was
introduced to Goethe's Theory of Colour and there I recognised exactly
-what my former teacher had been telling me. Another result of the
conscious Ruckschau is that these morning waking-dreaming moments
bathed in pure truth become more frequent and stronger. Such occa
sions are known to many scientists, especially when wrangling with
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mathematical problems. Sleeping on a problem whose elements are fully
conscious in one's soul will often produce the answer next morning.

This phenomenon has a similar character to another important
meditative exercise prior to sleep - one which best precedes the Riick-
schau. This time one previews the next day, the tasks to be undertaken,
the people one will need to meet to help achieve some of those tasks, the
arrangements to be made and the preparation for the details of the
coming day. It is well known that when such a preview is undertaken the
previous night and is also recalled soon after awakening, the day will
proceed with great economy. For example, the people you needed to
meet suddenly appear before you and several things you imagined would
take up a lot of time are quickly accomplished. All this in spite of the fact
that many quite unexpected things happened during this new day. Yet
each time you find that as a result of the preview you have the necessary
presence of mind to deal with the new thing.

A telling example of the latter happens in Waldorf education.
When preparing the next day's main lesson the teacher will, after pic
turing the members of the class and preparing the content of what he
and they will be working at, immerse himself in a teachers' meditation
given to the teachers of the first Waldorf school by Rudolf Steiner. Next
morning the main lesson will begin with the whole class together with
their teacher reciting a morning verse also composed by Steiner. There is
a remarkable relationship as well as an underlying similarity of form and
dynamic between the meditation and the morning verse. Although the
teacher has prepared the content of the lesson carefully, he leaves open
exactly how he will introduce it, for of course he can't predict the eve
ning before what sort of mood the class will be in next day, often as a
result of new experiences the children or students have had that very
morning. At the end of the verse recitation it is wise for everyone to
stand still for a few moments. It is just in those moments that the teacher
can know exactly what opening remarks to make leading into the lesson
when the class is bidden to sit down.

Meditative activity has a special quality quite different from
mental reflection or contemplation. It has been compared to swimming
in contrast to walking. One reason for this comparison is that it is not
possible for a swimmer to convey the experience of swimming to a non-
swimmer. Another reason is that a swimmer has to become one with the
water in which he moves. So it is too for the meditant. Before embarking
upon a meditation it is essential that the meaning of each word, phrase
and sentence is crystal clear and that its lyrical levels and dramatic flow

are appreciated. But then it is again a matter of swimming, that is
becoming one with the essence of the medium one enters. Generally in
life we strive for objectivity and eschew the merely subjective. In true
meditative practice, however, such objectivity has no value; if present, it
can be a serious hindrance. Nor is the true experience subjective in the
sense that it depends on the whims and opinions of one's ordinary self.
With patience meditative practice leads to a new and higher kind of
objectivity unachievable by the intellect or reason, although the latter
can subsequently appreciate the achievement.

A still more pertinent aspect of comparing mediation with
swimming lies in that meditation awakens consciousness of the etheric
body, which has a water element quality, just as the physical and astral
bodies have earth and air element qualities, respectively. Whilst our
physical bodies become older and less serviceable towards the end of our
lives, our etheric bodies become ever younger. As pointed out much
earlier, the prime purpose of meditation is to fit us for the future and
enable our higher self to participate in the world's future. The etheric
body is the great helper for this. Whilst thoughts have their origins in the
past, our willed actions stem from the future. Our etheric hands lead our
physical hands to accomplish their actions. Here it seems worth referring
to the Gospel account of the feeding of the multitude of 5,000 using only
five loaves and two fishes, there being twelve baskets of fragments left
over. The fives occurring here refer to the present Fifth Post-Atlantean
epoch, but the two fishes refer to the remaining epochs ahead in the
future. These creatures of the water element provided the future-beck
oning etheric part of the meal, supplementing the wholesome loaves.
The remarkable twelve baskets left over indicate the cosmic-zodiacal
gain from this deed of Christ.

Whilst it is good to pursue regular daily meditations such as the
Lord's Prayer and the Ruckschau, weekly meditations might accom
pany them; for example, Tuesday might be chosen for the Foundation
Stone Meditation of the Anthroposophical Society. One can then
become aware of qualitative relationships between different meditative
contents. One can compare meditating upon the Gospel event of the
feeding of the five thousand with that of the Foundation Stone Medi
tation. In the latter, as Dr Zeylmans von Emmichoven once pointed out,
there is a pentagon of five lights in the fourth verse. So five lights instead
of five loaves. Instead of two fishes we experience the two great sources
of strength coming out of the future, the Christ-Sun and the human will.
Moreover, instead of twelve basketfuls remaining after the feast, the
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Foundation Stone Meditation has three verses preceding the fourth, in
each of which all the twelvefold zodiacal powers can be discerned. For
"O Human Soul!" radiates to us from Cancer, as does the sense of
touch; "You live in..radiates from Leo, as does the sense of life; and
so on to the final "May human beings hear it!" radiating from Gemini,
as does the sense of individuality. Such interrelationships between dif
ferent meditative contents, once cognised and intuitively experienced,
generate the confidence that the higher self is united with the creative
spirit of love.

Meditative work holds the key to our being able to help in the
great Christ-inspired earthly and cosmic task of transforming the world
from one of wisdom into one of love. Even when meditative activity can
unravel secrets of the past, the basic aim remains of carrying the fruits of
these past secrets forward beneficially into conditions we have yet to
meet. As time goes by, more and more past wisdom will become avail
able in this way. This will include an increasing knowledge of who we
ourselves were and what our tasks were in previous earth lives. Whilst
several meditations were given by Steiner to enable people to achieve
such knowledge, the rest of this article will show how the first kind of
meditation described above (the Ruckschau) can be of practical value in
this quest.

The many lectures given by Rudolf Steiner in the last years of his
life on reincarnation and karma described in a very moving way the
earlier earth lives of lots of individuals living in more recent centuries. In
order to do this he consulted the Akashic Record, wherein everything
that has happened in the world may be found. But this is no kind of
spiritual Internet that can be accessed and surfed by a spiritual com
puter. It requires high levels of spirit perception, the lowest of which is
Intuition, where perceiving means "being at one with" and embraces
deep intimacy. Getting to know who one was in past lives needs a dif
ferent approach from learning who other people were, but the former
can be a big help towards the latter. This is why it is a privilege if a real
friend can tell you who you were in a more recent life when you only
knew who you were in a more distant life.

The Ruckschau meditation can be extended backwards for longer
periods of time. Instead of a day take a week, later take a month, and
still later a year. Whilst one recalls a single day the focus of attention is
mainly the head despite one's recollection in reverse order of one's limb
or chest activity. The daily Ruckschau should not be discontinued,
however. A year's Ruckschau has to be an additional meditation, but

now the whole organism has the focus of attention. Further regression
still then becomes possible, but it should be remembered that we are less
concerned with events in physical (i.e. clock-oriented) time, but rather
with qualities of experience.

In the course of experiencing awakenings in sleep after practising
Ruckschau exercises over forty years ago I became aware that I knew far
more about a man in ancient Greece than history books had recorded.
Intimate details of his lifestyle, events in which he participated, friend
ships and his spiritual awareness were there before me. That I might
have been this man in an earlier life was a thought that I brushed away
with some amusement, but a few months later two friends to whom I had
not revealed my experience (indeed I had not told anyone) separately
asked me if perhaps I could have been this very person. "Possibly," I
replied, "but I do not know." Some years later I found that I really had
been this person and later still another good friend confirmed this out of
his own researches. Furthermore he pointed out to me that I had been a
doctor in Eastern Europe in the early sixteenth century. Although at first
I was unable to accept this advice, I subsequently confirmed it by
meditative work and also through visiting an island off the Dalmatian
coast, where I recognised a room I had once occupied; I had twice seen
this room weeks earlier in a midnight "dream". During the last ten years
I have been able to recognise other previous earth lives of mine,
including those of an Arab woman on the Barbarian (strictly Berber)
coast of North Africa and much earlier as a warrior defending the city of
Troy during that city's fall. A consequence of having been in a Zeus
mystery centre in Ancient Greece was my meeting a Bosnian woman
during my visits to that Serb-devastated land eight years ago. In our
joint efforts with others (mostly women) to bring about peace and
therapy she too was aware that she had lived in an Ancient Greece
mystery centre - in her case a Demeter one. The story of the remarkable
journey in May 1994, breaking through into Sarajevo, was told in
articles written in the November/December 1994 issue of "News from
the Goetheanum". Researching into previous earth lives can throw light
on to the responsibilities one can take up in the present life and give
confidence for one's actions. So is all meditative work justified and in
particular meditative research into previous incarnations of oneself and
others, which, however, requires courage, openness and above all
patience. There are innumerable sources of error when trying to find the
truth of such matters and I have known people who have made serious
mistakes despite considerable spiritual ability and consciousness of how
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errors creep in. One such person had been able to remember back into
the life between death and rebirth and there found himself at one with a
very fine individual, a being with whose qualities he could totally unite.
He wrongly assumed it was himself and could not see that no matter how
closely his thoughts and feelings followed those of this individual, his
own whole way of conduct (will-accomplishment) was so different from
that of this fine individual, whose earlier lives were well known. Test of
the truth in such matters can be found both through one's own medi
tative life and by seeking help from someone whose judgment one highly
respects. One crucial test, however, is to ask oneself the question "Does
my relationship with the being 1 am concerned with have the full clarity
and intimacy that 1 have with my own thinking (necessarily willed)
activity?" - not with my thoughts or feelings but with this activity itself.
It is a test of whatever comes before us as possibly spiritual. Using a
mathematical term, one can say that this is the existence theorem of the
science of the spirit.

The Eightfold Path

translated from the Hebrew by Tomer Y. Rosen
Harduf, 2001

Avishay Gershony

The relationship between the doctor, curative educator or therapist,
and the patient is a unique one. Through this relationship, they each
strive to bring new forces into the patient's life. These forces, which will
be called healing forces, are the great mystery of medicine, curative
education and therapy. Each time a doctor considers which medicine
could help the person sitting in front of him, or which word should be
said at a particular moment; each time doctors and therapists meet to
discuss a question that concerns the destiny of a child or an adult given
to their care - at each such occasion, an appeal is made to these healing
f o r c e s .

This mystery can be summed up with one great question, which is
a lifetime question for anyone whose chosen vocation involves taking
care of others: how can I reach the healing forces and let them flow
through me to the person given to my care?

One can truly say that the answer is very much an individual one.
If we agree about this question being a lifetime question, then the answer
to it must be found within the karma of the doctor, therapist or curative
educator, which has led him to his profession. The answer depends on
the spiritual stream which this person belongs to, on the teachers he
chooses and on his own spiritual training.

Yet when studying what Rudolf Steiner said about medicine and
healing, a certain direction emerges in which the healing forces can be
looked for. This way is in essence a way of healing. Each person who is
active in the sphere of medicine, curative education or therapy will be
able to find, in this way, at least some help in his work, without it
interfering with his own individual spiritual path.
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A. The healing forces

In January 1924 Rudolf Steiner gave a course to young doctors and
medical students. It was the first time that he gave a comprehensive
description of medicine as a spiritual path, including giving meditative
imaginations and texts and speaking about the soul-spiritual character
of the relationship between the patient and the doctor.

In the seventh lecture of the course, he said the following things:
... Fear is the opposite pole to love. If you go into a sick room

with fear none of your therapeutic measures will help. If you go
into a sick room with love, without thought of yourself, if you can
direct the whole of your soul to those whom you have to heal, if
you can live in love, in your imaginative and inspired knowledge,
then you will be able to place yourselves within the process of
healing not as a knower who is a bearer of fear, but as a knowerwho is a bearer of love. What is above all things for medicine is
courage, the courage to heal. It is indeed so: if you confront an
illness with the courage to heal, this is the right orientation which
in ninety per cent of cases leads you right. These moral qualities
are most intimately connected with the process of healing.

Thus it should be as I have said: A first course for medical
students should consist in creating a basis through knowledge of
nature and of the being of man, knowledge of the cosmos as well
as of man. Then, in the second course, there would come the
esoteric deepening, the deepening of esoteric knowledge of the
working of the healing forces, so that medicine would be regardedas I described in the fourth lecture and will speak of again
tomorrow. A final course would aim at bringing therapy into
connection with the development of the true moral faculties of the
physician."(l)

In a nutshell, Rudolf Steiner presents here all the soul qualities that
participate in the process of healing: knowledge, love and courage. Fear
IS mentioned as the polar opposite to love, in that it doesn't allow
paling to take place, no rnatter what therapeutic means are employed.He also presents the curriculum for a doctor who wants to practise
anthroposophical medicine: In the first course he should acquire a
knowledge of nature and of the human being, that is both the conven-
tional knowledge studied at university as well as the knowledge of
spiritual science. Many times Rudolf Steiner warned against charla

tanism and amateurism amongst people intending to take care of others.
Knowledge and professionalism are the necessary basis for the work.
The second course is an esoteric deepening - the intimate study of the
healing forces active through the plant, the metal, the movement or the
colour. The third course is aimed at developing the doctor's moral
qualities, in other words after he has acquired the necessary knowledge
and has become acquainted with the healing forces, he has to let them
flow through him.

At the end of June 1924 Rudolf Steiner again met some of the
people who had participated in the course that was given for young
doctors and he gave them the "Curative Education Course". From those
days in June and July 1924 grew the curative education movement which
is now a home to thousands of people of all ages, both those who need
special care and also those who take care of them. These lectures were
from a certain aspect a continuation of the "Course for Young Doc
tors". In the second lecture(2) of the "Curative Education Course" we
find a significant elaboration upon our present subject. Rudolf Steiner
speaks here about children who need special education, and he says that
in many cases the etheric body has not been formed in the right way.
How can the person caring for such a child influence the child's etheric
body? In answer to this question Rudolf Steiner presents us with the
"pedagogical law". Each of the human bodies develops under the
influence of the one above it: The ego works on the astral body, the
astral body works on the etheric body and the etheric body works on the
physical body. In order to work effectively on the defective etheric body
of a child, the curative teacher needs to use his own astral body and
adapt it in such a way as to create the desired effect in the etheric body of
the child. That is, the curative educator has to 'educate' his own astral
body.

The method of education described above involves developing a
deep interest in the child by acquiring an objective image of him, and
setting aside any subjective reactions of sympathy or antipathy. Rudolf
Steiner calls the state of soul that is based on such an objective image of
the child compassion. The second quality which needs to be developed is
love, this is the healing process itself. Love sees beyond the symptoms of
illness into the karma of a person, where it acts as a healing force. Love,
in Rudolf Steiner's words, "intervenes in the work of the Gods". For
this to happen, a third quality is required: courage. A person who is
aware of the fact that in his daily actions he works into the destiny of
other human beings, and who recognises the level of responsibility
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required for such an action - such a person needs great courage in order
t o c o n t i n u e h i s w o r k .

This is how Rudolf Steiner described the 'education' of the astral
body for the founders of curative education - i.e the soul-spiritual work
demanded of the doctor or the therapist in order to enable the healing
forces to flow through him and reach the patient.

Let us go back to the same lecture from the "Course for Young
Doctors". Here Rudolf Steiner was answering questions, including one
that dealt with the 'magnetic healing forces'. According to him, these are
healing forces that work mainly between the etheric bodies of two
people, but they also work in self-healing. For example, a person with a
strong will can be given a meditation about the healing forces of the sun.
Working with this meditation will strengthen his astral body, which will
in turn influence his etheric body, which will then work into his physical
body. If the problem is not organic and not too deep, healing is possible.
In the same manner, the 'magnetic healer' can strengthen his own astral
body, so that it can work into his own etheric body, which in its turn can
influence another person's etheric body. The 'magnetic healer'', or the
'healer' does this unconsciously. This instinctive ability is individual,
and even when a person has this ability, it tends to diminish when they
begin to use it, and often turns into charlatanism. This type of healing
therefore cannot be turned into a vocation. 'Magnetic healing' is effec
tive only when it arises from true compassion, from a real love for the
patient, and this is only possible when a karmic connection exists
between the two. The outer manifestation of such a healing can be the
laying of hands.

Further in this lecture, Rudolf Steiner expresses another reserva
tion: 'healing' includes a social element, i.e. it is entirely dependent on the
type of relationship that exists between the healer and the patient. This is
the opposite way in which a doctor acts when he gives the patient a med
icine. The medicine works in the counter direction - i.e. it enters the phy
sical body, and through it the etheric body which lies above it is affected.
The etheric body is where the actual healing takes place. A medicine
therefore reaches the place where it has to act without being in any way
dependent on the relationship that exists between doctor and patient.

' Rudolf Steiner probably uses the term 'magnetic healing forces" because it was the
commonly used term in his time, parallel to the term 'spiritual healing' used today. What is
meant here is healing without touch and not that one uses magnetic or electromagnetic
fo r ces .

These things are conveyed here because of the apparent contra-
diction that exists between them and what was said to the curative
educators. The process described in both cases is identical. It is the same
principle of the 'pedagogical law', in which the formative and healing
forces stream from a higher body to the one below it. The difference lies
in the fact that 'instinctive healers' gain their powers unconsciously and
lose it equally so, and their healing depends on the kind of relationship
existing between the healer and the patient. However, in his lectures to
the curative educators Rudolf Steiner speaks about a conscious and
intentional process of self-education, its purpose being to overcome the
subjective element in the relationship and to reach the objective attitude,
which is compassion. The participation in the healing activity of the
gods, striven for courageously and with a spiritual understanding of the
heavy responsibility involved, is brought by Rudolf Steiner as a basis
upon which a new school of curative education can grow - a school
which looks towards the future.

The following reference to the healing forces which is relevant to
our theme is taken from the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke".
These lectures were given by Rudolf Steiner in 1909, at a completely
different period in his life, a long time before any of the people around
him were awake to the possibility of the existence of a complete medical
method that connects the spiritual with the concrete(3). Amongst other
things, Rudolf Steiner speaks in these lectures about the healing deeds of
Christ. He describes human evolution from the ancient Indian epoch up
until the Greco-Roman epoch, during which time Christ worked upon
the Earth. During this period of time, human beings gradually sank into
matter. The physical nature became increasingly dominant and its
connection with the etheric element became stronger. As a result of this,
the accessibility of the etheric body to soul-spiritual influences gradually
lessened. Rudolf Steiner says that Christ appeared at a time when there
were still a number of human beings in which the connection between
their etheric body and their physical body was relatively weak. This
enabled the healing forces flowing from the ego of Christ to work on
their etheric body, and to further influence their physical body. If Christ
would appear on the stage of human evolution in our time, he would not
be able to accomplish his deeds as he did then, because he would only
meet human organisms who have sunk deep into physical matter.

In our present time however, a new evolutionary tendency is
already beginning. The human ego - after the example of Christ - is
becoming ever stronger, and in the course of the next few thousand years
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it will increasingly penetrate the bodies which lie below it. As forces
flowed in the past from Christ, they will, in the future, flow from one
human ego to another. Already today, the connection between the
etheric body and the physical body begins to weaken, enabling positive
and negative soul-influences to work within the etheric body. Rudolf
Steiner mentions that there are illnesses characteristic of our time that
affect both body and soul. These illnesses bear evidence of the fact that
the evolutionary tendency of the liberation of the higher bodies from the
dominance of the physical body is already at work.

Rudolf Steiner's words presented so far throw light upon various
characteristics of the healing forces and show how they can flow from
one human being to another even in our present time. He emphasises the
soul-spiritual preparation that is the basis for the action of the healing
forces; the acquisition of physical and spiritual knowledge which allows
the overcoming of sympathy and antipathy; the deep soul-interest in the
other person, from which love grows; and the courage to act within the
sphere of destiny. When speaking to the young doctors about 'magnetic
healing', he expresses strong reservations and says that the doctor's way
is the use of medicines, which work from the physical body upwards.
Yet, when speaking to the curative educators he presents the healing
influence flowing from one human being to another as the heart of the
m a t t e r .

It is possible to understand this contradiction by remembering
that in the "Curative Education Course" Rudolf Steiner spoke about
children, who, as opposed to adults, are still more open to soul-spiritual
influences. Various illnesses, which are incurable in adults, can be partly
or wholly cured in children. A further point is that the relationship
between the curative educator and the child is long-term, sometimes
lasting many years. This enables the curative educator to walk the path
of self-development, the condition which is needed for the healing
influence to work. Rudolf Steiner's reservation refers in fact to 'mag
netic healing' in all its assumed masks, but certainly not to the soul-
spiritual qualities which enable the healing force to flow from one
human being to another. Even when one considers a doctor-patient
relationship, which can manifest itself outwardly in an appointment
which lasts for only a few minutes, even then the soul-spiritual qualities
are the sole basis for any therapeutic measures to be effective. This is as
true today as is was in the 1920s, and it will become increasingly true in
the future, when the higher sheaths of the human being will become
progressively liberated from the strong hold of the physical.

B. The Gospel of St. Luke and the Buddha impulse

Up until now we have discussed the essence of the healing forces in the
light of quotes from specific lecture cycles of Rudolf Steiner. Now we
will look for the way which leads to these healing forces. We shall again
use Rudolf Steiner's guidelines which, not surprisingly, are found in the
same lecture cycles.

In the last lecture but one given by Rudolf Steiner to the young
doctors, he spoke about the karma of medicine(I). Many of the leading
figures in the development of materialistic thinking iti natural science
and modern medicine went through a previous incarnation in the second
half of the first millennium, around the flourishing centres of Islamic
culture. Baghdad, the seat of the court of Harun al Rashid, was the
cultural capital of its age. Not far away from Baghdad, in Iran of today,
lay Gondishapur where, for hundreds of years, there existed a school of
utmost importance. The fruits of the great ancient civilisations,
including India, Persia, Mesopotamia and Greece, flowed into Gon
dishapur. Working in the background of the School of Gondishapur
were powerful beings, whose aim was, and still is, to shape human
evolution to suit their own ends. The scientific synthesis that was created
there flowed through the Arab culture into Europe and gave rise to the
intellectual impulse which dominates modern natural sciences. It is
worth mentioning that the school of Gondishapur was especially famous
for its school of medicine which was the most important school of its
time. Originating here was the contemporary school of thought which
views heredity as the central force at work in the human organism, and
which believes that by deciphering the human genome the key to curing
all diseases can be found. This, masked as progress, is the same old
human craving for eternal life in the physical world, preventing man
from lifting up his gaze towards the spiritual world.

However, another stream in medicine exists, one which recog
nises the spiritual individuality that incarnates in the human organism,
meets the hereditary forces and struggles to harness them to serve its
own development as a spiritual being. The modern expression of this
stream is anthroposophical medicine. It too contains impulses which
originated in different cultures and ages within human evolution, as one
can see by studying the previous incarnations of its leading figures. But
there is a colossal difference between the two streams, which has to do
with the different spiritual being who stands at the centre of each one of
them, and is responsible for the synthesis of the different impulses
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which flowed into this stream. The central being of anthroposophica!
medicine is Christ.

The will-power active in healing is the power of Christ, and the
medium through which the pupil can acquire the will to heal is the
Gospel of St. Luke. Rudolf Steiner says to the young doctors:
"...because the Luke Gospel has not yet been accepted as a guide for
the inner will-to-healing, there is no truly Christian will-to-healing in
modem thought... In our modern materialistic culture there is a sharp
division between the one who heals and the one who needs healing. They
do not get near to each other. There must arise a feeling for the eternal in
the human being and out of this feeling there will develop the right
relationship between the healer and the one who is to be healed. We
realise then that we must always individualise in our treatment, for every
human being has his own karma. In all measures we must individualise.
These things must work upon our hearts. They become esoteric when we
allow them to work upon us. A document like the Luke Gospel contains
the whole mood that we need in order to develop this feeling.. ."(I)-

In the former chapter we discussed Rudolf Steiner's words
regarding the three courses that should be included in the doctor's
training: knowledge, esoteric deepening and the development of moral
qualities. According to the words quoted here, the Gospel of St. Luke isthe text book that contains the way of developing a feeling for the
eternal in man as well as the will to heal. This is therefore a text book
that belongs to the third course.

Rudolf Steiner describes the Gospel of St. Luke as a text that
reveals the force of love more than any other Christian text(3). The
Gospel of St. Luke is addressed not to the mystics but to those who are
suffering, and tells them about the great comforter. It turns to the sin
ners, to the child-nature in man. This Gospel has been the source of
inspiration for those works of art that appeal most intimately to the
human soul. Each one of the Gospels expresses a certain aspect of the
Mystery of Golgotha. In the Gospel of St. Luke we find an expression of
one of the great spiritual streams which acted within human evolution to
prepare this mystery, namely the impulse of the Buddha. The Buddha
impulse reveals itself throughout the Gospel, beginning with the reve
lation to the shepherds, continuing with the story of the twelve years old
boy at the temple and with the healing deeds performed by Christ. We
meet here, however, the Buddha impulse not as it originally used to be,
but as it became after it had undergone a transformation. Buddhism,
which is pure love and compassion, turns into something still higher.

t h e e i g h t f o l d P A T H

Love is turned into deed and acts as a healing force. Only the author of
the Gospel of St. Luke could have described this aspect of the Mystery of
Golgotha. He succeeds in giving such a deep description of Chnst as a
healer of body and soul, because he himself was a doctor.

Rudolf Steiner goes on to describe the actual Buddhist doctrine.
We shall convey here the essence of this description. The Biiddha, who is
one of the leading beings in the development of mankind, incarnated in
India in the 6th century BC. He was the first one to express the Gospel of
love and compassion as a fruit of man himself, and not as an impulse
streaming from the spiritual world. He thus enabled the rest of humanityto develop these qualities too, and this has been happening ever since
and will continue to happen in the next few thousand years. The Biiddha
saw that the source of pain and suffering lies in one's previous incar
nations. The human astral body is worked upon by luciferic and ahri-
nianic beings, whose cumulative influence on the human soul gives rise
to the desire for external life. The sum total of man's deeds, feelings and
thoughts during his life on earth are imprinted in his etheric body, and
an essence of the latter joins him on his journey after death and assists
him in shaping his next life on the physical plane. The essence of the
etheric body contains all the fruits of a person's individual karma and
therefore also the reasons for pain and suffering.

The pain and suffering are not meant here in an abstract way. In
his lecture cycle on the "Manifestations of Karma", Rudolf Steiner
describes the ahrimanic and luciferic influences, which work on a person
during one incarnation and cause the appearance of an illness in one of
his next incarnations(4). A certain illness can help a person to overcome
a specific luciferic or ahrimanic tendency.

The presence of these influences in the human organism, and the
desire for external life that originates from them, create man's subjective
picture of the world. He does not experience the world around him as it
is, but sees it from his own particular disposition of soul. The distortion
in his perception of the world occurs already in the actual process of
sense perception, which arises in the astral body when it penetrates the
physical-etheric sense organs. The Buddha gave his pupils, and the
whole of humanity, a way to develop an objective attitude towards the
world as a key to being relieved from pain and suffering. The "Eightfold
Path" is the essence of Buddhist doctrine, and it contains all the
necessary knowledge for the purification of the astral body and for the
development of its independent forces, so that it can, in its turn, work
upon the bodies below it.
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In the eighth lecture of the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke"
Rudolf Steiner speaks about the healing deeds of Christ. Prior to this, he
gives an explanation of the relationship that must exist between the
different bodies in order that those healing deeds could take place at all.
As already mentioned in the previous section, Rudolf Steiner says that
during the appearance of Christ, human bodies had not yet sunk so
deeply into physical matter. The soul-spiritual influences could therefore
act in people's etheric bodies, which had, in comparison to our time, a
loose connection to their physical bodies. At this point in his lecture, just
before the description of the healing deeds of Christ, Rudolf Steiner
speaks again of the Eightfold Path. According to what he says all the
philosophical and moral methods that were developed by man from the
time of the Buddha until the present are but incomplete beginnings with
regard to the principles of the teaching of Buddha, whose essence is the
Eightfold path. Humanity today still needs thousands of years before
enough people will develop within themselves the knowledge, or actually
the force, contained in the Eightfold Path. Today, only those who walk a
spiritual path begin to turn the principles of the Eightfold Path into a
part of their being. Others only 'learn' those principles, which is positive
in itself.

Rudolf Steiner says that an influence upon the physical body can
be achieved to the extent to which the Eightfold Path becomes a living
experience in the soul. That same control of the soul-spiritual element
over the lower bodies, which still existed in the fourth post-Atlantean
epoch, will reappear in the future, beginning in our present time. What
will make its reappearance possible is the streaming of the Buddha
impulse into the workings of Christ. The Eightfold Path, as a way to
purify the astral body, together with the principle of the human ego, as
was manifested for the first time by Christ, will in the future enable the
same kind of influences that flowed from Christ into humanity to flow
from one human being to another.

In another place where Rudolf Steiner speaks about the healing
deeds of Christ he says, regarding the Gospels in general, that if two
things are brought next to each other, it is not without a good reason.
Between subject-matters which stand next to each other there exists a
connection, which must be discovered if one wants to fully understand
them(5). If we apply the same principle to the eighth lecture of "The
Gospel of St. Luke" we must conclude that there also exists a connection
between the healing deeds of Christ and the Eightfold Path. This con
nection can be understood on several levels. One level is that which

Rudolf Steiner describes explicitly in the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St.
Luke". The existence of the less evident level is only hinted at by Rudolf
Steiner, and it will be discussed in section D.

C. The Eightfold Path and the larynx

In the third lecture of the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke", Rudolf
Steiner describes the Eightfold Path(3). A parallel description appears in
"Knowledge of the Higher Worlds"(6). In this description are guidelines
for the development of the sixteen-petalled lotus flower, also called the
chakra of the larynx. That this has to do with the Eightfold Path is
mentioned only in a footnote.

The first step of the Eightfold Path is the development of right
view. What is meant here is the purification of the way we acquire images
- i.e. cleaning the images from our sympathies and antipathies. That
which we already carry within our souls influences every impression we
receive. Right view means perceiving the thing as it is, without the
subjective associations added to it by our life experience in the present
life or in previous incarnations.

The second step is right judgement, or right resolution. Hereby
intended is the thinking process, which when fed by right images can
form opinions, positions, and intentions that are related to objective
reality.

Right speech is the next step. One needs to pay attention to the
way one describes reality so that it will reflect right images and right
thoughts. The attention is given to speech and to communication in
general, they should always express that which is real rather than that
which is tr ivial .

Next comes right action, or acting from the right motive. All
action should be in harmony with reality, that is, it should arise from
right view, right judgement and right speech, and not from the soul's
sympathies and antipathies.

The fifth principle is right vocation. What is meant here is the full
inner acceptance of the place, or the 'profession' (vocation) into which
one was born. In "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds" this step appears
as 'right endeavour' that is, the endeavour to derive the best from the
milieu into which one was born, as well as from the talents which one
was born with.

The sixth principle is right habits. All that one has acquired in the
right way during the previous steps need to be turned into a habit of
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soul. One has to develop new habits with a right inner rhythm, instead of
the old habits, which are often not harmonious with the world. In
"Knowledge of the Higher Worlds", 'right habits' appears as the fifth
step, whereas the 'right endeavour' (or 'right vocation') appears as the
sixth step.

The seventh principle is right mindfulness. By being aware of all
that has taken place so far, one can act in such a way as to create a
meaningful continuity between that which has been achieved yesterday
and that which is done today. This quality can also be called 'right
relation to the past', or 'right recollection'.

The eighth and final step is right contemplation. In the lecture
cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke" this step is described as a meditation
which leads to knowledge of the real world, and in "Knowledge of the
Higher Worlds" it is described as introspection which leads to self-
knowledge.

In the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke", the Eightfold Path
is described as the essence of the wisdom of Buddha and as an instru
ment for the purification of the astral body from ahrimanic and luciferic
influences. In "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds" the Eightfold Path
serves to develop the chakra of the larynx (or the sixteen-petalled lotus
flower). When the lotus flower of the larynx becomes fully developed, it
becomes brighter and begins to rotate. At this stage, a certain capacity of
clairvoyance is born within the soul, that is the ability to perceive
spiritual forms. The thoughts of other beings and the laws active in
nature reveal themselves as living, moving forms.

On the other hand, when one develops the chakra of the heart, or
the twelve-petalled lotus flower, one develops the ability to perceive
spiritual warmth and spiritual cold. This spiritual sense enables one to
perceive the deep nature of other beings and of processes in nature. In
order to develop the lotus flower of the heart, one needs to develop six
qualities known to pupils of spiritual science as the 'six subsidiary
exerc ises ' .

The twelve-petalled lotus flower is first and foremost an organ of
the human ego. Through the six exercises the ego develops its ability to
govern the soul, with its forces of thinking, feeling and willing. The ego
keeps the soul unbiased and open to the world and brings it into har
mony. Thereby one develops the sense for the perception of spiritual
warmth and cold, i.e. one builds an organ which has an affinity to the
quality of warmth. Warmth is the element in which the human ego lives,
both in the physical sphere and in the etheric sphere.

The sixteen-petalled lotus flower, on the other hand, is an organ
mainly connected to the astral body. In its developed state it enables oneto perceive spiritual shapes and forms, i.e. phenomena of light. Just as
Warmth is connected with the ego, light has to do with the astral. The
Eightfold Path, which helps to develop the chakra of the larynx, shapes
the human .soul in its contact with the world around it. It purifies the way
in which the soul perceives impressions from the world as well as the way
in which the soul acts in the world, thereby purifying the astral body.

The lotus flower of the heart is the organ through which modern
man can become a pupil of spiritual science. By developing this organ
one takes the spiritual path that is appropriate to the age of the con
sciousness soul. This path consists of acquiring self-knowledge and it
leads to a direct perception of the presence of Christ in the etheric world.
On the other hand the way to develop the lotus flower of the larynx is
less modern. It began with Buddha's life on earth, ca. 2500 years ago,
and its end lies likewise in the far future, when human beings will
develop with their own forces the knowledge of Buddha, the knowledgeof purifying the astral body from the negative influences of karma. The
Eightfold Path, which is the essence of this knowledge, has more to do
with the astral body, as was already mentioned. As such, it is less rele
vant for a human being of our time who is striving for spiritual devel
o p m e n t .

What then is the relevance of the Eightfold Path and of the
chakra of the larynx? The Eightfold Path is the path to develop the healing
forces - this is the conclusion that can be drawn from Rudolf Steiner's
words in the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke" as they were pre
sented in the previous chapter. And the sixteen-petalled lotus flower is the
organ through which the healing forces will flow from one human being to
another. Another hint for helping in approaching this mystery can be
found in Rudolf Steiner's lecture cycle "Curative Eurythmy" where he
opens with a description of the larynx(7).

The larynx as an organ is created through a metamorphosis of the
back of the human head including the organs of hearing, and of the
thorax including the spine and the ribs. The larynx, which Rudolf
Steiner calls "the second man within us", is, apart from being a physical
structure, an etheric organ which is responsible for its special form and
its special relationship to the other organs, and also an astral organ
which is the sixteen-petalled lotus flower.

Rudolf Steiner says that the etheric larynx is 'a eurythmist', which
copies and reflects all that moves within our soul and sends it, in the
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form of etheric movements from its frontal position in the human body,
backwards. It sends thus our thoughts and feelings, those spoken or
sung as well as those unspoken". It turns them into eurythmy movement
which flows in our etheric body. Even when we listen to the words of
another person and perceive them in our soul, movements are created in
our etheric body. And who is moving in the etheric body, if not that
same 'eurythmist', the etheric larynx? The eurythmy performed by the
etheric larynx is deeply connected to the healthy development of the
entire rhythmic system, and through it also to the development of the
metabolic system.

Rudolf Steiner added here the missing link which is needed for the
understanding of the role of the larynx as an organ that mediates the
healing forces. Through the lotus flower of the larynx - which is the
astral sense organ that develops when a person purifies his own astral
body by way of the Eightfold Path - man perceives the healing forces,
both from the words spoken by his fellow human being and from his
own thoughts and feelings. Through the etheric larynx these healing
forces can flow from the front backward to the whole organism."̂

D. The healing deeds of Christ

The healing deeds of Christ are described in the four Gospels. The
description in the Gospel of St. Luke is unique in its inherent esoteric-
medical knowledge. The principle that should lead one in reading the
Gospel is contained in Rudolf Steiner's words from 1917 with regard to
the healing of Jairus's daughter:

".. .Those who have made a careful study of the Gospels from the
occult standpoint are increasingly of the opinion that every sen
tence in the Gospels is immutable, every detail is of the greatest
moment. Now I must remind you that we can never arrive at an

From Rudolf Steiner's words, one can understand that the etheric larynx creates move
ments from the thoughts and feelings which accompany speech or song. I chose here the
wider possibility, which is only hinted at, and which refers also to thoughts and feelings
which do not become actual physical speech.■' In "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds" too, there are described streams that appear in the
etheric body once the etheric larynx develops, parallel to the development of the lotus
flower of the larynx. These streams expand through the arms and create a kind of 'skin',
which is a new etheric sense organ covering the body and enabling a perception of
impressions or of influences from the cosmic ether.(6)

understanding of such matters if we do not relate the passage in
question to the earlier and later passages. People are only too
ready to detach certain passages from their context and study
them in isolation, whereas they are interdependent.. ."(5).

And indeed, when one contemplates the events described in the relevant
chapters of the Gospel of St. Luke, paying attention to the sequence in
which they appear, one discovers many things. Here we will consider
only that aspect of the healing deeds that is relevant to our theme.

Immediately after the baptism in the Jordan, Christ is tempted
three times by the devil - or actually by Lucifer and Ahriman. The
luciferic and ahrimanic temptation is the root of all human sickness and
suffering. Through this event Christ acquires, for the first time as a
human being, the deep knowledge of sickness and suffering. It is not
difficult to identify the parallel experience in the life of Buddha, that is
his encounter with the sick man, the old man and the dead man. Out of
this experience of the Buddha, and out of many more hardships that
followed, grew the Eightfold Path. The healing deeds of Christ began
immediately after the three temptations by the devil. In those healing
deeds, Buddha's love and compassion are metamorphosed into healing
f o r c e s .

After the description of Christ's encounter with the devil
comes the story of Jesus preaching in the synagogue in Nazareth.
The people of Nazareth, who wondered at his words, identified him
only as the son of Joseph. Jesus goes on to say to the people gath
ered there that even if people will plead him to heal as was heard
that he did in Capernaum, he will not heal; for "No prophet is accep
ted in his own country".

The first healing deed in the Gospel of St. Luke is described
immediately after the description of the event in Nazareth and is the
healing of the man possessed by "the spirit of an unclean devil". The
second healing deed also took place in Capernaum, at Simon Peter's
house and is the healing of Simon Peter's mother-in-law from a strong
f e v e r.

Rudolf Steiner says that the demons were the first to recognise
Christ(3). The demon who spoke out of the man's mouth said: "I know
thee who thou art the Holy One of God". Simon Peter was the first
human being who recognised Christ and became his pupil. The element
of recognition which lies at the basis of these healing deeds stands out
clearly against the lack of recognition from the people of Nazareth. The
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man who was possessed by the spirit of an unclean devil recognises
Christ through right perception. Simon Peter identifies Christ through
right judgement.

The three temptations by the devil, the confrontation in the
synagogue in Nazareth and the first two healing deeds are all described
in chapter four of the Gospel of St. Luke. Chapter five begins with a
description of Simon's lack of faith in catching fish when Jesus told him
to let out his nets. Immediately afterwards the two healing deeds which
are based on the power of faith are described. The first one takes place
when the leper falls upon his face before Christ and says: "Lord, if thou
wilt thou canst make me clean". The second takes place when a bed
upon which a lame man lies is brought, but the men carrying it cannot
come near Jesus because of the crowd: "they went upon the housetop,
and let him down through the tiling with his couch into the midst before
Jesus. And when He saw their faith. He said unto him, Man, thy sins are
forgiven thee". As mentioned above, faith is the quality that is revealed
in both these healing deeds. In the first one, faith is revealed in right
speech, and in the second one in right deed.

Chapter six of the Gospel of St. Luke begins with an argument
between Jesus and the Pharisees as to what it is allowed to do and what it
is prohibited to do on the Sabbath. Jesus opposes the validity of the laws
of the Sabbath when they do not allow people to satisfy their hunger or
to free themselves from suffering. For him the human being is more
important than religious commandments. In the same spirit he heals the
man whose right hand was withered, on the Sabbath in the synagogue.
Laws and traditions become, with time, habits that are imprinted in our
etheric body. The fifth healing deed shows therefore the principle of
right habit.

The next healing deed is the healing of the servant of the Roman
centurion. The elders of the village appeal to Jesus and warmly praise
this centurion for his caring approach to the people under his rule. As
the story continues Jesus also praises the man's faith. However, the
quality making this healing deed unique is this man's ability, as an
officer of an occupying army, to use his position for the benefit of the
people that karma put under his rule. Revealed here is the principle of
right vocation.

Next comes the story of the raising from the dead of the young
man from Nain. This is actually a description of an initiation, similar to
the raising from the dead of Lazarus which is found in the Gospel of St.
John, and in this sense it does not belong with the other healing deeds.

Afterwards come the two healing deeds described in chapter eight: the
healing of the man who calls himself Legion "because many devils were
entered into him", and the double healing of the bleeding woman and of
Jairus's daughter.

The man in whom many devils had entered can paradoxically
remind one of certain modern psychiatric diagnoses, and his healing is,
partly at least, a kind of modem psychotherapy. Of course, such a
comparison can only be made if one is aware of the enormous difference
between the working of the healing forces through contemporary
therapists, and the way the healing forces worked then. At any rate, the
healing forces can flow from Christ to the man possessed by many devils
following the deep self-awareness with which the man identifies himself
as Legion. We meet here the same principle described as the eighth step
of the Eightfold Path in "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds" - i.e.
introspection leading to self-knowledge. This step is called right
contemplat ion.

The seventh step of the Eightfold Path is expressed in the fol
lowing healing deed'*. In both the lecture cycle "The Gospel of St. Luke"
and in "Building Stones for an Understanding of the Mystery of Gol-
gotha"(5), Rudolf Steiner says that the connection between the woman
who had an issue of blood for twelve years and the twelve year old girl is
a karmic connection, the healing of the one being dependent upon the
healing of the other. The active principle here is right mindfulness, which
can also be seen as right recollection. It enables the healing of an illness
whose causes are to be found in previous incarnations.

The healing deeds described above are all archetypal. Each one of
them is a specific example of pathology and of healing. In all of them,
the healing forces streamed through the sheaths of Christ into those sick
people who were brought to Him by their destiny. If we consider again
these healing deeds, we will see that none of the sick people was passive
in his encounter with Christ. The one saw who stood before him, the
other grasped it with his thinking, the third spoke with faith, the fourth
acted in the right way, and so on.

This means that either through the abilities acquired in previous
incarnations, through the struggle with their illness, or through the
encounter with Christ, all those human beings developed at least some of
the petals of the lotus flower of the larynx. All of them walked the

Similar exchanges of steps also appear between the two descriptions of the Eightfold Path
given by Rudolf Steiner - described in the previous chapter.
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Eightfold Path at least part of the way, and all of them had sheaths into
which Christ's forces could still flow. It has already been mentioned that
Rudolf Steiner said that such healing deeds could not have taken place
at a later period. But even at the time of Christ's life on earth, those who
were healed were those who did the right thing at the right time and in
the right place.

The analogy drawn here between the contents of two spiritual
streams belonging to different periods of time and different geographical
regions could seem artificial if one understands the Eightfold Path only
as a Buddhist practice. However the Eightfold Path is not only the
essence of Buddhist teaching, but also something arising from the
supersensible anatomy and physiology of the human being, as shown by
its connection to the chakra of the larynx. As such, it is not limited to
any specific culture, religion or period of time, but it should be a part of
every true spiritual path, especially one that is connected to healing.
Christ's healing deeds are the foundation from which all future healing
possibilities will grow. It is therefore not surprising that one can
recognise in them the Eightfold Path.

E. The practice of the Eightfold Path

How can the Eightfold Path aid one in the process of healing? The
Eightfold Path is one of the evolutionary possibilities open to human
beings. In the future, human beings will be able to discover the Eightfold
Path within themselves. Today, only someone who is walking a spiritual
path begins to make the principles of the Eightfold Path his own. The
others only 'learn' those principles, as already quoted from Rudolf
Steiner(3). This means that when one is walking a spiritual path, one
develops some of one's supersensible organs, including the chakra of the
larynx. This happens even if one's practice is not specifically aimed at
developing this chakra.(6) Is it then necessary to specifically practise the
Eightfold Path? And what influence would this have on the doctor-
patient relationship?

Every doctor who has a strong wish to help the patient who
comes to him unconsciously applies the principles of the Eightfold Path
at the appointment. He endeavours to make an unbiased observation, in
order to reach a right judgement (a diagnosis). He knows how important
the dialogue with the patient is for the development of a trustful rela
tionship - such a dialogue is right speech. The right action is then the
proposed treatment. When the doctor's encounter with the patient is an

ongoing one, the other principles of the Eightfold Path can also be
manifested. The doctor may help the patient to develop a right attitude
towards his life and illness, to develop right habits and to reach right
mindfulness which is the ability to distinguish between the essential and
the non-essential. He may help the patient, through right contemplation,
to become conscious of the significance of the illness in his life and of the
meaning of his life in general.

The Eightfold Path is, therefore, a kind of pattern, a spiritual
mould, lying at the basis of the doctor-patient encounter. The encoun
ter will be more fruitful the closer it goes towards the ideal of the
Eightfold Path. This means that the act of healing will benefit from a
conscious training which aims at developing the chakra of the larynx -
although the chakra will still develop, even without the specific training
that aims at its development, when a person is walking a conscious
spiritual path.

So the doctor-patient encounter can benefit if the doctor practices
developing the sixteen-petalled lotus flower. But this is also true
concerning the patient's lotus flower. It has already been mentioned
that the healing deeds of Christ became possible through the inner
activity of the sick people who met him. Each one of them used one of
principles of the Eightfold Path in order to open up to the healing forces
of Christ. The bleeding woman knew intuitively to be there and to touch
Christ's garment as He made His way to heal Jairus's daughter. The man
whose hand was withered presented himself before Christ in the syna
gogue on the Sabbath, even though He thereby risked the wrath of the
Pharisees.

The cleansing of the astral body of the doctor is important, but
the cleansing of the patient's astral body, into which the healing forces
need to flow, is of no lesser importance. Working with the patient on the
Eightfold Path can be general or it can be more specific and structured.
Sometimes, one can identify a certain weakness that relates to one or
more principles of the Eightfold Path. One can then try to create an
exercise specifically for that person's individual weakness. Many spheres
of medical practice are anyway aimed towards specific weaknesses. For
example, the aim of nutritional instruction is to create right habits. A
recommendation to rest or to engage in artistic activity has in fact to do
with right action. Contemplating with the patient his own biography is
the development of right mindfulness or right recollection.

Having dealt with the question of the relevance of the Eightfold
Path for the process of healing, and with the question of who is the one

L
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who needs to do the work, it remains for us to consider the question of
the discipline: how does one work on the Eightfold Path?

For example, one can work rhythmically by allotting a certain
period of time for practising each principle. One could choose to take a
week, which is also the inherent rhythm of the astral body. Each day,
one can devote a certain amount of time to look back on that day, in
order to see when and where one succeeded, or not, in applying the
specific principle being practised. If indeed one chooses a weekly
rhythm, such an exercise lasts eight weeks. After this one should have a
break, after which the whole exercise can be repeated. In this manner,
the principles of the Eightfold Path come increasingly to life in the
person's soul.

This is a good place to mention the book "A Road to Self-
Knowledge", in which Rudolf Steiner presents another aspect of the
Eightfold Path(8). In it he describes the way that leads to the spiritual
world, yet from a different angle than the one found in his other books.
In his other books, the spiritual world itself is described, whereas in this
book, the experiences of the soul on its way to the spiritual world are
described. The point of vi.ew that puts the emphasis on the connection
between the world and the human being - in this case, between the
spiritual world and the human being - and not on the phenomena
themselves, is the point of view of the Eightfold Path. The book itself
contains eight meditations, which soon reveal to the one who engages in
them the principles of the Eightfold Path. At first sight, there is no direct
connection between the way proposed here, which aims at self devel
opment, and the healing forces; but what can be found if one continues
on this road might also turn out to be relevant for healing.

How does the Eightfold Path relate to the meditations and
exercises given by Rudolf Steiner to the doctors? Obviously, it is not
meant as a substitution to any of them. Let us recall Rudolf Steiner's
words to the young doctors quoted in the first chapter, regarding the
three courses of which the doctor's training should consist. The practice
of the Eightfold Path, as well as some other meditations given to the
doctors, is related to the third course.

To sum up, the question of the discipline of the Eightfold Path
remains open. This is but one of the spheres where the idea conveyed
here should continue to reveal itself in the future. In this process of
growth lies the possibility of its metamorphosis from idea to ideal.

*

During the three years in which Christ lived on earth, healing forces
flowed from Him to human beings. In the lecture cycle 'The Gospel of
St. Luke", Rudolf Steiner said that in thousands of years human beings
will develop their ego forces to the full. This will enable the ego forces to
reign over the other bodies and then flow from one human being to
another, just as they flowed from the ego of Christ during the Mystery of
Golgotha.

In 1911, Rudolf Steiner spoke about the Second Coming of
Christ, this time not in a physical body but in the etheric sphere(9).
Anthroposophy's task is to open people's hearts, so that humanity will
not be entirely asleep with regard to this event in Earth's evolution.
Rudolf Steiner mentioned the 1930s - or more specifically, the year 1933
- as the time in which this etheric mystery would begin to take place. The
meaning of this is that from the end of the first third of the twentieth
century, through to our present time and continuing on for the next few
thousand years, Christ is very near the sphere of human existence in the
physical world. Initially few people have experienced this . However as
time passes more and more people will be bom with etheric clairvoy
ance, or will develop it, and this will enable them to witness the presence
of Christ in the etheric sphere. From the ether, comforting forces stream
to those souls who are awake enough to receive them. From the ether,
healing forces stream to the physical world to counter the destructive
forces, so dominant in the present cultural epoch.

In his lecture "The Spring Imagination", Rudolf Steiner describes
the living drama which is the imagination of spring, intended to be
performed under the painted dome of the Goetheanum(lO). In the
background of the drama stands the sculpture of 'the Group', showing
Christ, the representative of humanity, overcoming Lucifer and Ahri-
man. The two main figures in this drama are man and Mercury-
Raphael̂ . This mystery drama is meant to show how man leams from
Raphael to recognize the ahrimanic and the luciferic forces that lie at the
basis of his illness. Then Raphael brings him to the recognition of the
healing forces, which flow to the whole world from the being of Christ.

Nowadays every encounter that takes place between doctor and
patient has the potential to turn into the mystery drama of spring. The
doctor should let the qualities of Mercury-Raphael reveal themselves
through him. His task is to make human beings aware of the ahrimanic

^ Raphael is the archangel who has to do with the spring as well as with healing. In Greek
mythology he appears as Mercury.
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and luciferic influences that have caused their illness. He strives to be
able to help human beings awaken to the healing forces of Christ, which
have streamed since the 1930s with ever-increasing strength from the
etheric sphere of the Earth.
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Reflect ions o f an Ar t is t

John Sa l te r

Many and various are the ways that artists work to transform their
material; just as various are the resulting artefacts that assuage or assault
our sensibility. Much depends on the underlying urge that animates the
artist. Does it incline more toward self-expression or does delight in the
material engender the desire to enchant something greater than the self
into expression? The notion of the "creative artist" has bedevilled the
last couple of centuries. It is unlikely that artists before the Romantic
Era thought of themselves as creative. They were makers of paintings or
sculptures or whatever. Creation was the work of God, or the gods,
according to your theogeny: the artist rearranged bits of the divine
creation. Of course, it is not unreasonable in ordinary parlance to refer
to the creative activity of artists; but excessive emphasis leads to the kind
of self-expression which degenerates into mere sensation, not long ago
the title of a major exhibition.

Those who in time aspire more to the second direction, which
seeks in the medium itself the springs of imagination, find sooner or later
that their work requires the discipline of ongoing struggles towards self-
knowledge. Is seeking "in the medium the springs of imagination" more
than a fancy phrase? For the visual artist it can mean exploring, for
instance, the dynamic activity of the world of colour, of its interactions
and subtleties, as a language leading directly on to expressive images or
the clothing of a particular theme in this language. In the world of form
it means familiarity in the first place with nature's workshop where
movement gestures work rhythmically through recognisable transfor
mations to fashion the forms of plants and animals.

As this is a personal memoir I will simply state that I have found
initial inspiration from the artistic revolution of the early part of the
twentieth century. Central to this for me is the contribution of Rudolf
Steiner through both the artistic fashioning of the first Goetheanum
building and its successor in Switzerland(l) and his insights into the
world of colour(2) and form(3). These in time combine with the path of
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inner development described in detail by Steiner in his basic books(4) to
become the path of the artist. What follows are simply the reflections of
an artist on some of his working methods and are in no way intended to
be comprehensive as to the methods of painting or sculpture or the
requirements of inner development. These are best obtained first hand
from the sources referred to.

"The path of the artist"; a pretentious image? It is really only the
daily grappling with sometimes recalcitrant materials and an even more
recalcitrant self! In art, inner and outer are to some extent fused. The
artist may aspire to something universal but goes through the medium of
his individuality (not necessarily the same as self-expression). As the life
of colour is discovered as the substance of the soul in the human being
and in the soul of nature, so is it therefore bound up with the artist's
idiosyncrasies, inspiring feelings and abject failures. Thus the attempt to
unravel the life of colour, to find its subtle interactions, also requires the
cultivation of a certain level of equanimity. Lo and behold, what do we
find in the first chapter of "How to Know Higher Worlds"(4) as one of
the basic conditions of training? Inner tranquillity. So when one groans
"Hells Bells, what a bloody shambles" as the painting disintegrates into
chaos, has one the resource to examine quietly what went wrong and
explore again and again, if necessary, what is really living in the colour
and has not yet educated one's sensibility? The tranquillity required by
"How to Know Higher Worlds"(4) can be reinforced by the verse that
begins "Quiet I bear within me".(5)

The life of sculpture is not in my experience so prone to tantrums,
perhaps because of the greater resistance of stone and wood and clay.
But the calm examination of work under way or finished is essential.
Tranquillity is attained by the witnessing in retrospect of some event as if
one were a third person, observing without being caught up again within
the drama. Assessing one's own product benefits from attempting to
cultivate this faculty. Further aids to objective review can come from
aspects of the Eightfold Path, in Right Opinion and Right Judge-
ment(6).

Thus the work of the artist and the life of the struggling individual
are inextricably mingled. Art educates the sensibility: increasing inner
mastery allows art more surely to flourish. But are there ways to help the
development of a work by more meditative means? A dozen artists
would give a dozen different answers. I will try to outline a couple of
instances where this became clearly discernible: in many other instances
it is not so clear.

About 10 years ago I was asked to design a sculpture for Mercury
Provident in Forest Row, Sussex. Mercury was an ethical bank, now
incorporated in Triodos Bank in Bristol where the sculpture now is. I
knew that I wanted by some means to express in sculptural dynamics, in
the movement and inter-relation of shapes, the function of such a bank
which has three factors in play - lender, borrower and the "honest
broker" of the bank itself. I experimented with the relationships of three
movements or shaping activities and discussed with interested members
of the staff some clay models that ultimately nobody, including myself,
found satisfactory. I cast around for inner support and was eventually
prompted to bring together meditations to provide a link with the Third
Hierarchy (Angels, Archangels, Archai) who act as individual guides,
inspirers of nations and other groups, and the Time Spirit. This reflected
the nature of the task, to portray a social activity relating to individuals,
the social life of a people and the time in which we live.

The first verse relates to one's higher being which is in the care of
one's angel.

I gaze into the darkness.
In it there arises light-
Living light.
Who is the light in the darkness?
It is I myself in my reality.
This reality of the I
Enters not into my earthly life,
I am but a picture of it.
But I shall find it again
When with good will for the spirit
I shall have passed through the gate of death.

The second addresses the guiding Archangel of a people.

Thou spirit of my earthly abode
Reveal the light of thy true being*
To the Chr is t -a t tuned sou l
That it may strive to find thee

' Literally this line reads, "Reveal the light of thine age" (deines Alters Licht.) In the notes
to "Verses and Meditations" a quotation from Steiner explains this expression. "In the
language of spiritual science the innermost essence or essential nature of a spiritual being is
referred to as his "age". The "age" of a spiritual being signifies what that being truly is ...
acording to (its) age in cosmic evolution." (Thoughts for the Times, Berlin, 1914, lec. 1)
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In the heavenly choirs of peace
Sounding the worth and the strength
Of minds devoted to Christ.

(Author's trans.)

The third verse is the last in the "Michael Imagination" and relates one
to the being who has become the spirit of the age.

Ye, the disciples of spirit knowledge.
Take Michael's wisdom beckoning.
Take the Word of love of the will of worlds
Into your soul's aspiring, actively! (7)

Having already used these verses for other reasons to become sensitive
to the needs of the then present time, I sat down one day in front of the
modelling board with a dollop of clay and entered into the three med
itations. Immediately after, I felt the possibility of a flow, a movement,
which I hastened to impress into the waiting clay as best I could; a quite
crude sketch resulted which through further working on other lumps of
clay eventually developed into the final maquette. The three factors I
had been trying unsuccessfully to relate now fell into an organic form.
No doubt the previously abortive attempts were also a necessary stage in
the process. The work was finally fashioned in concrete modelled by
hand trowel in 1992.

Another more recent example underlines the value of unsuc
cessful or partially realised work as part of a process. Working on
producing 12 sculptures representing the Zodiac but not drawing on
traditional images of the signs, I explored the possibility of working with
the movements relating to the consonants as they are expressed through
eurythmy, the art of movement inaugurated by Steiner in 1912(8).
Although not a trained eurythmist I had done enough over the years to
have some familiarity and I also had the invaluable help each month of
Jean Hunt, experienced in the art, who also crosses over into visual art
for some of her work.

The initial process was to make quick drawing sketches of
movement leading to a more developed drawing to act as the basis for
the sculpture that could be felt to embody some of the dynamic of a
particular constellation. Translating into clay did not go smoothly: the
results were only here and there responsive. Memory of earlier work in
painting came back in which a sequence of seven exercises lead from a
simple colour chord to a more complex composition to be realised in the

eighth attempt. (An example of Right Memory from the Eightfold Path:
looking back to past experience for assistance(6)) This led to a new
process starting with a simple statement of the movement in clay fol
lowed by further sketches exploring either a development of the first or
other aspects of the movement. After six, a synthesis in the seventh was
usually achieved, sometimes requiring an eighth to refine or tighten the
composition. Alongside this a meditative component was introduced so I
that a process along the following lines developed:

1. The six positions of the eurythmy exercise "I think speech" (Ich
denke die Rede), discussed in some detail in relation to inner devel
opment by Florin Lowndes in his book on the Heart Chakra(9).

2. The eurythmy gesture relating to the particular constellation of the
Z o d i a c .

3. The movement for the corresponding consonant(s), several times,
returning to 2.

4. Contemplating inwardly the quality of the movement, or the parti
cular aspect one wanted to bring out but not visualising a final
outcome or even trying to do so. If one does, it usually kills the
process. Preconceived ideas are mostly antipathetic to art, which is
why many of the artefacts of conceptual artists seem so tedious.

5. Work on the clay sketch, or later when also going on to make
drawings and paintings of the same theme, work on the sketch for
t h e s e m e d i a .

The fourth stage above also included a meditation drawn from one of
the Lessons given by Rudolf Steiner to members of the First Class of the
School of Spiritual Science in 1924 as the foundation of a new esoteric
school or mystery centre for our time.

The sculpture usually came through to a satisfactory form after
seven or eight steps: the drawings and paintings often required more to
establish the final composition. It is of course impossible to say what
aspects were most effective, but I have little doubt that the meditative
element brought a supportive certainty towards an as yet unperceived
goal.

Art is inextricably linked to the inner life of the individual and
these reflections must therefore bear an individual character, illustrative
of what can be taken up by a little exercise of the imagination in the face
of the typical problems confronting the artist. If personal survival
depends on ordering life on sure foundations, art is no less dependent.
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One of the surest foundations for life and art alike are the six exercises
given in chapter 5 of "An Outline of Esoteric Science"(4) which are
sometimes known as the "supplementary" exercises. These are worked
through in a detailed way by Florin Lowndes in the book already
mentioned in which he argues that they are really basic to any esoteric
development(lO).

There are those for whom the practice of meditation comes
naturally and those for whom, whilst it may appear theoretically
desirable, it is difficult to establish in the flux of thought and feeling.
Counting myself amongst the latter I have found it necessary to develop
tactics against the onset of the desire to get up and do something useful,
tackle those urgent tasks, speculate on the meaning of this or that, or
invent elegant excuses for errors of omission or commission and so on. A
process in which I tried to establish an inner space gradually evolved
which eventually consisted of three steps.

1. To recall the last line of the verse already mentioned "Quiet I bear
within me" which ends "The strength of inner quiet". Inner quiet is
established in the upper part of one's being.

2. To dwell for a few moments on motives calling for compassion
relating to the known experience of particular individuals or alter
natively a larger reported conflict involving human suffering, each
without judgement. The compassion of inner peace begins to occupy
the midd leman.

3. To move into deeper regions of the soul seeking to establish an inner
silence which by its nature has the quality of humility: the humility of
inner silence. The silence is allowed to grow deeper and the three
inner shapings form a vessel for the meditation. Troublesome and
wilful incursions are as it were woven into the outer wall of the vessel.
It does not always work as described but is part of an improving
process. It is mentioned simply as an example of the necessity for
pragmatic invention in the inner life as in the outward affairs of
living.

If the inner life can weave into and support the practice of art, can art as
the practice of imagination weave into the inner life to create a positive
contribution from the human being in the face of the deep divisions and
tensions that oppress a large part of humanity? One of the most deep-
seated and possibly archetypal conflicts which has occupied the second
half of the twentieth century and shows no sign of abating is that

between Israel and its Palestinian neighbours in the land sometimes
designated as holy because of its connection with the three monotheistic
religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Towards the end of 2001 I
began to wonder whether one could imaginatively perceive these three as
it were through the lens of the Lord's Prayer - in the following sense.

The ancient inspiration of the Hebrew people through Moses was
to perceive the holy name: "I am that I am"(l 1) which was regarded as
too holy to be used in religious practice except on very special occasions.
On all others Adonai (Lord) was substituted. The first petition of the
Lord's Prayer "Hallowed be Thy name" embodies this perception,
touches the foundation of every individual who enters the world and
also echoes the holy intuition of all ancient religion. It can transcend the
present fixation of Judaism on the land of Israel, which may be under
standable but never the less appears out of joint.

"Thy Kingdom come" is the revelation of Christ who calls to the
"I am" in everyone to realise his/her full stature in the "kingdom" which
is the goal of evolution.

"Thy will be done on earth as in Heaven" points to the will of the
Father that runs from eternity to eternity, providing in between for the
discovery of the "I am" in freedom. Here the tendency of Islam to follow
the will of God fatalistically (and other similar tendencies as in Cal
vinism) can be lifted back into flexibility by the feeling that accompanies
the words.

Thus the Prayer may become an instrument on which feelings are
played that embrace some of humanity's gravest problems.

"Our Father who art in heaven": "our" indicates all His sons and
daughters living on earth.

"Hallowed he Thy name": the "I am" resounds
"Thy Kingdom come": the "I am" in every man is addressed.
"Thy will he done on earth as in heaven": the "I am" has time in

which to develop.
"Give us this day our daily bread": "us" means all who live on

e a r t h .

"And forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them that trespass
against us": going beyond one's immediate circle it becomes a prayer for
the realisation of forgiveness where intransigence now rules.

"Lead us not into temptation": in particular not to be drawn into
exclusive circles that build walls.

"But deliver us from evil": recognising the destructive power
within, I dwell momentarily on the archetypal image of strife, Cain
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killing Abel, and replace it with that of Parsifal and Feirifis embracing
when they cease fighting and recognise each other before proceeding to
the Grail castle. (This is imagery arising from my artistic work that
includes sculptures on these two themes).

"For Thine is the kingdom": maintain the image of Parsifal and
F e i r i fi s .

"The power": the on-flowing eternal will
"and the glory": of the holy name,
" f o r e v e r a n d e v e r . A m e n " .
It is not the intention here to enter into a theological discourse on

current affairs with the Almighty but through such considerations to let
the words be infused with newly enlivened feeling to become an offering
to the positive powers who work for the progress of mankind, particu
larly the being of Michael, as something, however primitive, which is a
contribution from the human kingdom.
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Sustaining Purpose and Progress:
An Eightfold Path for Personal and Professional Self-man

agement

S t e v e B r i a u l t

What are the key practices and disciplines which busy people need, to
keep their inner and outer balance and sustain a sense of purpose and
progress, amid the constant pressures and complexities of personal and
professional life today? Some colleagues and I tried to explore this
question with reference to Rudolf Steiner's account of the Noble
Eightfold Path from the Buddhist tradition. The exploration led us back
into the sources of this path in Theravada Buddhism: it also led me
forward to take the rather presumptuous step of attempting a further re
formulation of the Path in a way which could be generally accessible and
meaningful for twenty-first-century professionals.

Instead of "reading across" and re-interpreting either the original
or Steiner's description of the eight steps, I tried to start from scratch
and identify the elements which in my own experience - mostly of their
opposites - seemed most essential. Somewhat to my surprise, I came up
with eight of them. I am still not sure whether this is coincidence,
archetype or subconscious auto-suggestion. Subsequent experiments in
working with them, however, seemed to confirm a certain comprehen
siveness and cohesion. This version of the Path is in no way intended as a
substitute for earlier descriptions or prescriptions: it has not been for
mulated by an initiate or validated by anything other than some rather
patchy personal experimentation. It is described here partly as a report
on research in progress, partly as an invitation to others to experiment
with it, and partly as a way of exploring some of the central challenges
which arise when one tries to combine inner and outer self-development
with full immersion in one's work and work-relationships.

The eight steps are:

1. Right Commitment
2. Right Self-image
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3. Right Communication
4. Right Relationship
5. Right Process
6. Right Initiative
7. Right Learning
8. Right Review

The adjective "right" which is adopted here as it is used in (translations
of) classical versions of the Path, does of course give such a list a highly
idealistic, even moralistic, flavour. What is meant, however, is "right" in
the sense of "balanced" or "appropriate". In this way it becomes a
thoroughly buddhistic term. (E.F. Schumacher's son Christian once told
me he had complained to his father that the name of his famous book
propounding Buddhist economic principles was misleading: it shouldhave been 'The Right Size is Beautiful". Apparently Schumacher senior
had to agree, but pointed out that this would not have made for quite
such a catchy title...)

Another possible question mark concerns the designation of these
aspects as steps in a path: is the sequence meaningful here? My provi
sional answer is that there does seem to be a sense in which each "step"
builds on the previous and leads towards the next - at least sufficiently
to be worth noting and considering as we visit each element in turn.

1. Right Commitment

Every path begins with commitment - and yet, for so many of us,
making and sustaining appropriate commitments is a highly complexand challenging inatter. Commitment problems - in both personal and
professional relationships - sometimes seem to have taken on epidemic
proportions today. Meditating on the nature of commitment leads usinto a deep mystery; or rather, two - the mystery of will and the mystery
of individuality. What is it that commits? Through what process? To
what? And what makes commitment "right"? No one could doubt the
commitment of the suicide bomber, but one can perhaps question the
freedom of his or her decisions. Powerful emotions usually underlie
strong commitments — familial or tribal loyalty, romantic love, personal
ambition — and these can all too easily lead to an instinctive rather than
a freely-chosen form of commitment. Even when the object of com
mitment is an idea or an ideal, the sense of expansion and spiritual
grandeur which such allegiance brings, contains many dangers. More

over, emotionally-based commitment tends to be compelling but
unstable: feelings can change, disillusion set in: the disappointed idealist
becomes a cynic.

Meditation and self-reflection are essential here in two respects:
firstly, as a safeguard against delusion; secondly, as a means of reaching
deeply through the soul-forces to the source of what Steiner called
"achieved (in contrast to "youthful") idealism". The inner quest for a
reliable basis for commitment seems to me to require an anticipatory
experience of the very highest stage of initiation - Intuition, in which the
will, the true ego and objective spirituality meet and merge. The con
sciousness soul allows us sometimes to glimpse this level - and only such
glimpses can guard us against "false inspirations" in which we become
programmed by another person, an unconscious drive or an ideology,
leading to illusory imaginations and unhealthy commitments. The
glimpses, in my limited experience, can take the form of a firm percep
tion that the "rightness" of what has been grasped by contemplative
thinking is confirmed by calm, balanced feeling and a deep sense of
connection with one's own intentionality. The ego stands for a moment
aware of its spiritual context. This experience may be validated by
repetition, and thus become an inner reference point for questions of
commitment in one's biography.

Starting points for this kind of inner enquiry can include ques
tions such as: What are my tendencies and patterns in relation to
commitment? Which of my current commitments seem to be founded on
firm intuitions? What is the world asking me to commit to now, and
what wider purposes could be served by this?

2. Right Self-image

The issue of commitment leads directly to the issue of identity, and it is a
truism that commitment to a path of self-knowledge is a pre-requisite for
spiritual development as well as social competence. And yet: we so often
encounter apparently highly developed individuals, able to write won
derful books and deliver inspiring lectures, who in their face-to-face
dealings with others seem to display a startling lack of self-awareness -
are intolerant of different views, dismissive of others' insights or
achievements, don't listen, try to dominate situations, talk only about
their own interests and so on. What is happening here? A balanced
image of oneself - being able to look in the mirror without vanity, false
modesty or self-loathing (often covered up by arrogance) - seems to be
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especially elusive for those who have made some progress in esoteric self-
development.

For most of us, inner reflection alone will not lead to a full or
balanced self-image. We need others to hold mirrors for us to look in.
Doing this for each other as colleagues and friends - commonly known
as giving and receiving feedback - is a central part of the "economics" of
personal development: it is a brotherly/sisterly service which, if offered
openly, honestly and sensitively, can be a wonderful gift. It is a relatively
recent aspect of our general culture, however, and we are mostly not very
good at it — either the giving or the receiving. Hidden agendas so easily
slip in — the wish to influence, to preach, to ingratiate, to feel superior, to
defend oneself, to get revenge, to disguise antipathy, to avoid what is
uncomfortable for oneself, or enjoy someone else's discomfort - the list
of potential distortions is endless; and yet the practice is an essential
social discipline in most contexts today. Some organisations take the
courageous step of instituting "360 degree feedback" in which partici
pants receive formal - often quantified - feedback from their boss, their
pwrs and their subordinates. This can have a highly salutary, if initially
disquieting, effect both on individuals and on the organisational culture.

A genuine striving for accurate self-imagery will lead us to seek
and welcome feedback, even when it is not skilfully or objectively
offered. It will lead us to reflect on how others experience us as well as
how we experience ourselves, and to integrate positive and negative
perceptions without denial or humiliation. A constructive interest in our
current state and a firm faith in our ability to change and develop into

the future will save us from complacency or defeatism.

3. Right Communication

A balanced self-image will express itself in how we communicate.
Meditative practice can lead to a certain distaste for mundane talking,
leading to a tendency to withdraw from conversation. Steiner urges us to
err on the side of reticence, avoiding "idle chatter" - but this does surely
not mean becoming locked in silence. The challenge is indeed for most of
us to say less, but also to make what we do say more and more mean
ingful and appropriate to the situation. The "right word" is neither
sloppy nor pedantic, neither pompous nor self-effacing. It will be
oriented to the recipient, communicating with clarity, warmth and
p u r p o s e .

Reviewing the words we have uttered during the day, especially in

tense or challenging situations, as if they had been said by someone else,
can be one of the most powerful - and often painful - forms of self-
confrontation. But even this is not the whole story: we need also to take
responsibility for the way in which we receive communication from
others - reading with discernment, listening with inner attentiveness.
Exercises such as "three level listening" - to the content of thought, the
colour of feeling, and the direction of will - can help school our faculties
and prepare us for deeper forms of communication, sometimes con
sciously cultivated under the name of "Dialogue" or "Goethean con
versation". Guidelines for such attempts to deepen communication in
group and organisational contexts include such challenging instructions
as: "surface and suspend your assumptions"; "listen to your own lis
tening"; "hold back agreement or disagreement". When such attempts
succeed - which is not always, in my experience - something of a truly
meditative quality can live between people in the creation of a "pool of
shared meaning" which can later inform more operational discussion
and decision-making.

4. Right Relationship

Effective, sensitive communication creates the basis for healthy rela
tionships, in all realms of life: yet so often our ideal-based intentions,
endeavours and institutions are damaged or blocked by dysfunctional
relationships. This is a broad and complex realm, impossible to address
adequately in one-eighth of a short article like this: but perhaps some
thing can be said about the meditative aspect of relationship manage
ment. In his beautiful and well-known passage on "faithfulness", Rudolf
Steiner points the way: we are to hold fast to the image - perhaps only
briefly witnessed - of the other person in their moments of striving, when
we saw their higher nature struggling with a moral or developmental
issue; and not to lose sight of this image even when they become
"darkened" in other perceptions we have of them.

Anthroposophical teachers are accustomed to contemplate and
carry their pupils meditatively, as doctors also do with their patients; but
it is a further challenge to make the sacrifice of devoting some of our
inner work to our colleagues, customers and suppliers. Such work will
not - indeed, should not - have the sense of pedagogical or therapeutic
mission to sustain it. It may feel uncomfortable or even faintly ridicu
lous. Nevertheless, if we succeed in creating the right inner mood and
space in which to call our partners into our consciousness, they may be
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able to "speak" to us there in ways that reveal deeper realities in the
relationship, and thus open the way to development or healing. Thiskind of inner relationship-building can be of value both as a preventative
and a remedial measure, to support constructive external interactions
and agreements.

5. Right Process

Relationships in the field of professional activity are mediated by work
processes. Through designed, managed processes we transform the earth
into the products we consume, and through other work processes -
teaching, healing, meeting, administering - we create other kinds of
transformations - of awareness, of well-being, of social relationships
and so on. In its essence, work is always a transformational activity, and
as such engages us with profound archetypes and high spiritual beings.

P^'ocess, the old gives way to the new: the inputsdie" and are "reborn" into more valuable outputs. In this way, work
ôcesses can be seen as pale reflections of the Easter archetype.Designing and guiding them involves taking responsibility for the formswhich are thereby engraved into the etheric world, and into the destiny

of those who carry them out. Does the process design reflect the "new
sympathies" (the current management term might be "customer orien
tation ) that Rudolf Steiner described as the means by which economic
activity schools us in objective altruism? Is it holistic, artistic, imaginative - or does it condemn workers to repetitive, fragmentary or
undignified patterns of activity?

Here again, meditative work can strengthen and deepen our
approach to professional practice. Creating inner imaginations of whole
processes - even relatively prosaic ones like invoicing or conference-
organising — including all the contributors and beneficiaries, and the
invisible as well as the outwardly visible factors and effects - can lead
both to practical improvement ideas, and to an enhanced sense of
purpose, significance and freedom in the way we carry out our work
tasks.

6. Right Initiative

Initiative-taking means creating new relationships and new processes.
Being able to take the right initiative, in the right way, at the right time,
is the clearest possible expression of the "moral technique" which

Rudolf Steiner described in his Philosophy of Freedom. It certainly
requires all of the qualities and disciplines described so far; and a new
one, that of sensing what the world is calling for. A healthy initiative will
be at the same time an expression of the values and destiny of the
initiative-taker(s), and a constructive response to real or emerging needs
in society. The former saves us from being ahrimanically market-driven;
the latter, from embarking on luciferic ego-trips.

The starting point for perceiving needs and opportunities is
"observation, observation, observation" - using all one's senses to
immerse oneself in the phenomena of a particular issue or field of
activity, and then contemplating these inwardly until they reveal less
visible or emerging realities. This process seems to require a great deal of
restraint and patience: if one succumbs to the temptation to impose
interpretations on the phenomena inwardly, this will tend to lead to the
external imposition of "solutions" onto a world which is not necessarily
ready for them, and initiatives which are "answers in search of ques
t i o n s " .

In their book Vision in Action - the art of taking and shaping
initiatives (Hawthorn Press), Schaefer and Voors describe the ongoing
"dialogue with the spirit" as an essential hygiene factor in sustaining
healthy social initiatives. This dialogue can be pursued both in the circle
of initiative-carriers, using some of the approaches described in "Right
Communication" above, and also individually in meditatively practising
"inner initiative" to seek inspirative confirmation for what we assume to
be intuitive impulses. I have found this to be a very delicate and chal
lenging process, with little easy certainty to be gained - but making the
repeated effort to create an imaginative picture as a "proposal" to the
spiritual world, then wiping it away and focusing on the empty space
which is left, trying to "hear" what arises in response, does seem to
create a helpful counter-balance to the over-excitement which initiative-
taking can often induce.

7. Right Learning

The whole of our engagement with Anthroposophy is of course a vast
field of learning, which also shows us that our individual lives - between
as well as within incarnations - and our common human destiny, are
endless and complex educational processes, facilitated by beings who
then themselves become dependent on the fruits of our leaming. This
means we have a responsibility also to become self-educators; but our
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selves are often the most obtuse and frustrating of pupils. So much has
to be unlearned and constantly re-leamed. So much learning remains in
the head, when we need it to permeate our hearts and guide our hands.
Rigidity of thought, prejudice in our feelings and inertia in our will are
among the many powerful barriers to learning which we encounter.

The attempt to follow any of Steiner's suggestions regarding
inner development is the most demanding and humbling of learning
experiences. Everything has to be created anew each time one approa
ches an exercise or mantram; the reliance on "prior learning" immedi
ately becomes just another barrier to overcome. This challenges our
conventional image of learning as a progressive, cumulative process in
which earlier stages are preserved as later ones build further. Such an
image may be accurate and helpful in the acquisition of certain kinds of
knowledge or skill, but in the field of "existential learning" which
meditative practice entails, no accreditation system is possible. Every
thing must continually die and be re-enlivened.

Right learning" is therefore multiple learning, to develop our
"multiple intelligences" (as described by Gardner, Goleman and others).
Learning through study, through aesthetic and social experience,
through outer action, must all be complemented and underpinned by
constantly re-creating and re-discovering ourselves as the pivotal
"learning beings" in an evolving cosmos.

8. Right Review

A close friend who follows an eastern spiritual path once told me: You
can't make spiritual progress, and think: "I'm making spiritual pro
gress". If this statement contains a real insight - which I provisionally
believe it does - it reflects the picture of existential learning expressed
above: review cannot primarily be a means of measuring our progress
towards a defined goal, but rather it is a way of allowing our experience
to die and be reborn as insight - not insight that is then stored up, but
which we need in order to prepare for the next cycle of experience.

Planning and initiative-taking are incarnating processes: we move
from the ideal to the practical, from thought to will. Review takes us
across a threshold in the opposite direction: it requires us to free our
selves of the constraints of physical activity and picture not only what
was, but also what might have been. Whether it is a brief session of
reflection at the end of a meeting, or a personal meditative review at the
end of the day, or the retrospective vista that opens before us after death.

all review has the purpose of leading us to see our experience from a
higher - ultimately spiritual - standpoint. It is often an uncomfortable
process, which is perhaps why we find it so easy to avoid, both as
individuals and in groups, and hence fail to learn or to change unhealthy
patterns. There are many techniques for review available, and I'm not
sure that it matters too much which one adopts: in the end, the right
review is the one we actually carry out.

I think it is legitimate to consider the eightfold path as a cycle - or
perhaps a spiral - and the review step of course leads us back to the
beginning, to re-examine our commitment, our self-image and so on. It
is also the integrator of all the other steps, continually strengthening and
balancing them as a totality.

*

Rudolf Steiner makes an interesting remark at the end of his description
of the eight "functions of the soul" which serve the development of the
sixteen-petalled lotus flower (in Knowledge of the Higher Worlds, the
chapter on "Some Effects of Initiation"). After acknowledging the
Buddhist origins of the Path, he says: "The fact that these conditions
tally with certain teachings of the Buddha is no reason for not finding
them true in themselves.'''' This reads like a rather derogatory or
patronising reference to Buddhism; but I would interpret it differently. I
think that far from expressing a prejudice of his own, Steiner was keen to
pre-empt any possible prejudice on the part of his readers. Whatever you
think of Buddhism, he seems to be saying, consider these statements on
their own merits. As far as possible in similar vein, readers are invited to
consider the reflections and suggestions above, and judge whether any of
them may be worth pursuing or responding to.
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Work is a Spiritual Path

Shirley Routledge

Work is a spiritual path - or can be if you bring this consciousness to it.
Teacher, doctor, lawyer, labourer, housewife, secretary - all professions
present you with development challenges, learning resistances, trials,
breakthroughs, insights, and maturing processes as a human being. The
work can be a very strong and effective inner journey.

The issue is what activity you do to lift out of the absorption with
material bodily existence, and make yourself spiritually available. It is a
life style, an attitude, a way of being which includes the spiritual
dimension. As one friend said, 'I met in the office a person who had a
different way of relating to others. I asked, where does this come from?'

It is very individual how one does this. I would say the aim of a
modem spiritual path is to centre yourself in balance, as an upright,
conscious, moral human being, poised between earthly and spiritual
realities, integrating these two worlds.

Coming into the 2000's century this issue is existential. Profound
questions of the meaning of life are stirring in human souls. The ques
tions can bring you to an abyss of nothingness. Earthly life is just a dead
end without waking up to that 'otherness' we call spiritual. It is as
necessary for soul survival as breathing air. This is the existential
threshold on which humanity now stands.

So where does one begin? You could start your journey with
observation, or study, or meditation, or artistic processes, or exercise
disciplines, or nature studies, etc. Important is to start with what
interests you and will help you make an inner shift from passive to active.
This activity must call on the Ego or I centre in you, not on your sentient
or reactive or bodily stimulated instincts. The aim is to lift your con
sciousness out of a bound state to a freely chosen active state where you
are in charge, responsible and awake for what is happening in your soul
s p a c e .

For instance, suppose you start with observation schooling as a
path to new faculties. The aim is to practise and exercise in such a way as
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to bring about a neutral, still space within, out of which you can
objectively observe yourself observing. Your body and soul serve your
active ego as an instrument. When your selfish personal self is not
overwhelming you, you may perceive the truth of what is around you.
You can even perceive the truth of your own person as if from outside.
You begin to participate out of an 'upright' inner centre., becoming
body-free and directly aware of spiritual realities, but remaining in
contact wi th both wor lds.

The path to a body-free consciousness Rudolf Steiner describes in
"The Inner Nature of Man" as practising observation in two directions:
by greatly enhanced attentiveness and greatly enhanced devotion or
empathy. Both are ego activities, one streaming out toward the world,
the other making room within to receive and listen to the world. Both
can be further strengthened as an inner capacity through meditation. In
fact it is quite healthy to balance the two activities, of observation and
meditation. If you have thoroughly observed a phenomenon you are
much more likely to understand its meaning and mystery, and know
what to do about it. Who has not seen absurd decisions made, or great
plans falling through because someone has not observed and recognised
the reality right in front of their nose! A spiritual path is very practical.

Another starting point for an inner journey could be schooling of
thinking — which has been strongly emphasized in anthroposophy as a
path of knowing. Thinking is the most conscious and accessible part of
us. It must be schooled through earthly life as a faculty, which then can
guide you in spiritual realms as a 'knowing' capacity. Thought is a living
force in us. But this force is generally preoccupied as intelligence directed
to greater enhancement of material existence and to making a better
world, to physical convenience and efficiency or to ever greater technical
wonders or to economic success. If conscious thinking activity is also
pven to spiritual image building, to study of spiritual science, this worksinto your state of being as a force that develops more subtle faculties.

Closely allied with thinking, however, is the activity of observa
tion, since much of our thinking and inner activity is involved with what
is flowing through our senses, how this impacts and stirs our inner world
and our outer actions. The modem media know very well how to short-
circuit from sensual impact to instinctive drives, by-passing conscious
ness and moral conscience, by-passing choice and ego involvement. As
much as we need clarity and order in our thinking for a modem spiri
tual-scientific path, we also need certain attitude shifts. The mysteries of
life cannot reveal themselves to a soul that is polluted or cynical or

darkened. The instrument is unsuitable. Hence there are endless exerr
cises and processes to clean and fine-tune our senses and attitudes and
inner responses to become more transparent for spiritual truths.

Meditation is an effective and important way to purify the soul
and bring the spirit from passive to active. While it is generally asso
ciated with schooling of thinking, it can also be done as an activity of
feeling, or an activity of will. Historically meditation has evolved and
taken different forms according to the kind of consciousness and con
stitution being developed at that time. In our time now the purpose of
meditation is not to lift one away from daily life in the world but to
enhance our capacity to penetrate this world with spiritual awareness.
Spiritual powers are everywhere present, giving evidence of their pre
sence in the outer appearances - if we can leam to read it. As Goethe
said, it is an open secret, there for all who can perceive.

Suppose one takes another starting place, with artistic schooling.
Most of us need this today as our education and culture has starved
out the feeling-senses. We are hollowed out in the middle of the soul.
Each art form has a different effect and thus serves a particular aspect
of development. Some people need to work with what is most com
forting or healing; others need to be challenged with what is most dif
ficult. It is constitutional and individual. The ego however only leams
and develops by encountering and transforming resistances, and by
learning to trust process, going on a journey. An artistic sensitivity
helps you find your way and to be able to perceive what is happening,
what is needed in a situation, in the present moment. Aesthetic sensi
tivity becomes situational sensitivity in the work place or social realm.
When crossing thresholds of consciousness it is this feeling-sensing that
guides you, and helps keep your balance. This is not emotional but
some of the feeling life transformed to an objective organ of percep
tion. Today art gives itself to serve inner development processes. The
aim is not the end result but the schooling; hence everyone can do it.
Talent can even get in the way of becoming creative! Some innovative
businesses are discovering the benefit of the arts to promote more
effective, more creative employees on the job. 'Art in the work place' is
a coming thing.

As we actively start to move towards thresholds of consciousness,
we may experience this in two directions:

(1) going through outer thresholds of awareness, through the senses to
the creative powers behind the sense perceptible appearance;
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(2) going inward, experiencing at ever greater depths the levels of what it
means to be a human being, a microcosm within the spirit macro
c o s m .

Balancing the two thresholds gives an inner certainty and hygiene of the
soul. These realms are now very close to everyday consciousness and are
affecting human behaviour. What was previously covered over or hid
den in the subconscious appears before you, including consequences of
past errors or unfinished development or relationships out of past lives.
Here one needs new kinds of tools to understand and transform the
unexplainable phenomena of human relationships. Not a day passes
without opportunities being placed before us to practise refining our
humanness and learning from life experience. We are each other's tea
chers and promoters. Human relationships are the most crucial area of
success and failure, in every profession, factory, institution or partner
ship. Today every work situation is frought with conflict and struggle in
human relations. Is this a spiritual trial also? Yes, definitely. The trials
and the solutions can only be understood in the perspective of thresholds
of consciousness and the new, spiritually significant learning tasks we
face. This path you can call learning from destiny. It needs a new kind of
spiritual psychology — a threshold psychology and a karma psychology.

Humanity is in the process of crossing these thresholds - as is
explained in the spiritual science of Rudolf Steiner. The issue is to make
the process conscious; otherwise the soul falls into unexplainable dis
tress, fear, uncertainty, confusion, or other soul disturbances, and ulti
mately a madness bom of spirit blindness. Steiner foresaw this
development and gave a wealth of material to help us understand and
enable us to be active and creative in this process.

The ego today faces the choice: find the spirit and take it ser
iously, or follow the downward spiral to its dead end. But beware - even
fine words about spiritual life may be empty. You must know it for
yourself directly, making real your independent sense of truth and moral
conscience. Spirituality is neither knowledge nor ritual; it is about
faculties of perception, ways of being, capacities of initiative, being
effective in the world. It shows in one's life style. Rudolf Steiner used the
phrase, 'the new mysteries are mysteries of the will'. Therefore it follows,
where better to school this spirituality than in the midst of one's work. It
must be done, made real, alive.

For myself I came to the question, 'what changes when the
individualised inner spirit fire is awake and active'? This is an ongoing

research. I can however be certain that you think, feel and act differehtly
as a human being. There is an untouchable inner calm space in you that
is a source of certainty and resurrection forces, available when the
nothingness assails you.

Spiritually speaking nothing is ever wasted effort. Development is
our purpose. Our ongoing journey is assured by deep inner drives within
every human being: to understand, to develop, and to improve this
world. If we make the simple inner shifts - from passive to active; and
from reactive to conscious learning, then through accepting the meaning
of destiny, and finally to creative searching - all else will follow. The
journey starts with an inner shift of attitude, which you freely choose to
do.

On a more personal note, at a turning point in my biography I
was feeling lost, not knowing what my task should be for the rest of my
life. I met the book "What is the colour of your parachute". It helped me
put questions to my destiny intentions and who I really was. The thesis I
drew out of this book was, if you are in the place that belongs to your
destiny you will love your work. When you love it, your ego is able to
engage actively. You give energy and you receive energy. Love is a life
force in the human soul. But it has to be real. It is such a profound and
universal source we hardly know what love is. Very simply it starts with
interest for what lives in between self and world. The spirit fire has the
possibility to become interested, out of nothing.
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Meditative practice in counselling

Te s s a L o v e m o r e

One spiritual quality highlighted in a counsellor's training is the way to
listen. Open-mindedness and unconditional positive regard are also pro
claimed essential qualities of a good counsellor. However, meditation as a
spiritual faculty of perception is seldom mentioned as an aid or a require
ment; and when meditation is recommended, it is for relaxation and the
well-being of the counsellor. Yet, meditation and personal development
may make the difference between a well-trained listener and a therapist.

Living in an age where counselling formalises what in the past
may have been a quality sought in friends, elders, priests and educators,
the counsellor aware of anthroposophy may seek strength and devel
opment through 'Spiritual Science'. For example, meditation and
exercises to gain spiritual vision into hidden spiritual worlds; and spe
cific meditations, exercises and spiritual images that underlie areas of
education, science, art, medicine and social endeavour may extend the
practitioner beyond personal interests into the sphere of karmic inter
vent ion and conscious evolut ion.

What follows is a brief description of how in my work I have
found that the general practice of moral exercises and meditation helps
guard against imposing my own issues on a client; and how specific
exercises in meditation invite inspirations, insights and sources of
strength from beyond my own capacities and learning. To those readers
who prefer reading accounts like this in the third person, I apologise. I
have taken the view that this is a very personal account and therefore is
best expressed in the first person as I have chosen, with some trepida
tion, to speak openly about my own practice.

Spiritually inspired daily work

My interest in this area has developed to become a life's work. Personal
experiences, suffering and learning, have impelled me to try to under
stand karmic influences, human development, and the development of
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love and inner freedom. Recognising that my interest in all the above is
affected by what I have experienced and witnessed in my life, for
example in parenting, teaching and relationships, I am drawn towards
helping others benefit from what I have learned. Doing this work I offer
counselling, courses and talks, carry out research and teach up to
master's level in education. Yet, without deeper understanding, my work
could not have reached a holistic perspective of human life, therefore, I
owe the deepest gratitude to Rudolf Steiner who brought a wealth of
explicit and practical advice towards attaining a deeper understanding
of the Human Being' as a spiritual being within a spiritual world.

I n n e r a t t i t u d e

Each time I take on a new client or begin to prepare a course or
workshop I feel that the task is greater than I am. This is more than just a
case of nerves or a false sense of humility, but in the same way that
during the years that I worked as a Steiner/Waldorf teacher I felt the
challenge of meeting the needs of individual children and a developing
humanity was not only beyond me, but beyond the abilities of any
modern person. How then do I dare do what I do?

Recently in conversation with a young social worker I was
impressed with her confidence in dealing with very ill young patients.
She explained she was trained to follow a checklist of things to do and to
call a designated person for problems beyond her job description. This
may be an efficient and professional way of working in a modern setting
of care, but suggests a holding back from a human response. It appears
that in the effort to overcome the need for personal judgement,
opportunities for a breakthrough in the progress of such patients are
blocked. Remembering myself in the same setting, I experienced a sense
of peace and true recognition light up between myself and a girl in my
care, after I burst into tears when she had put her pyjamas on and off for
more than an hour. It was a moment of soul to soul communication and
in her compassion for me she brought her obsessive behaviour to an end.
I am not recommending crying as a therapeutic intervention nor do I

' To describe a genderless spiritual-physical person and the soul-nature of ego-bearing
physical beings through time (man or Man) I try to find words that bring into the mind of
the reader the closest possible common experience of what I am trying to describe.
Therefore, in this article the words human and Humanity may appear where some readers
would prefer to see man or Man.

suggest placing untrained young people to care for vulnerable children,
b u t a n a t t i t u d e o f :

I can't really do very much, but a certain capacity grows in me by
working with you.

Steiner 1920/1982, p. 9.

Confidence in maintaining this attitude, without being guilty of neglect,
then requires another element, namely a familiarity with a world that
connects hidden aspects of spirit with visible manifestations of spirit. In
other words, connecting links between a spiritual and physical world,
the proof of which is found in personal experiences. However, because
we experience such connections in a personal way, many dangers exist.
More obviously these dangers may be related to delusions or vanity, yet
more sinister dangers found on the path of inner development may arise
from an over emphasis of one aspect leading to extraordinary power or
weakness. For this reason Steiner always gives methods and reasons for
meditation in conjunction with moral exercises.

As a young student teacher I was inspired from the start by
meditation and exercises given by Rudolf Steiner in How to Know
Higher Worlds (1918/1994)" and his extraordinary insights into the
spiritual/physical human condition described in so many lectures'.
Thus, as a teacher I found the needs of each child or similarly the pur
pose of each lesson could be reached by study, preparation and, most
importantly, inner work. It seemed perfectly natural, therefore, from
years of living with the rewards of this level of involvement in teaching,
that when I went into social science and adult education, I continued to
practise morally inspired exercises and meditation.

Choosing Meditative Support in Social Science and Counselling Practice

Before going on to describe what I mean by a general meditative
approach it may be important to ask the question 'Why meditate, when
a wealth of information is available to support the professions men
tioned here?'

"Previously published as Knowledge Of Higher Worlds And Its Attainment. Both pub
lished by Anthroposophic Press, NY.' A wealth of insight into the spiritual/physical nature appear in lectures by Steiner on
education, special education, medicine, science, art, human evolution, history and social
c o n d i t i o n s .
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Most authors on the subject of learning recognise that some
dimensions may come from unconventional sources. Some even suggest
suffering and personal challenges may be necessary for some learners.
Yet, when we come to choose a challenging task, a programme of
learning or a profession we do so out of;

(1) an inner recognition for personal rewards and
(2) some knowledge of our own strengths.

For example, a friend, greatly angered by her husband leaving her for a
younger woman and the way her adult children tried to control her life,
walked from the north of Germany to the southern tip of Africa. She
simply walked out one day with the thought that she still had a lot to
learn and a lot to offer and that her path to both would come via her
chosen challenge.

Even though it may appear that we end up in situations without
consciously choosing them, on close examination choice is there all the
time. So that when I say as a young teacher I was inspired to meditate by
Rudolf Steiner's descriptions of moral development, meditation and its
results, I chose to enter my life's work specifically because it meant
working at this level. In other words, through a hazy (because I was
quite young) inner recognition of the worthiness of a moral/spiritual
karmic intervention in human lives, I chose this path.

The point I am making here is that meditation and moral exer
cises as the source of strength and inspiration for such work are centrally
important to the work and not simply an enhancement of otherwise
worthy work. From this background, skills in listening and suggestions
to clients are not intellectually produced but inspired by a reverence for a
process of development taking place in the 'spiritual' beings involved.

General meditative practice

In my experience no one except Rudolf Steiner has given such a detailed
and varied spectrum of suggestions on all aspects of meditation. People
from different paths of meditation may recognise their discrete ways
appearing somewhere in Rudolf Steiner's descriptions. One aspect of
meditation emphasised from this 'spiritual scientific' perspective is that
it is an individual process and does not involve shared or guided med
itations. He does emphasise that from a perspective of'spiritual science'
individuals take a personal path, responsible for their own meditative

material and commitment. Therefore, beginning requires no special
skills or qualities, only willingness. In the course of time finer
improvements and techniques can be considered. Steiner warns against
'impatient dabbling' and 'intellectual speculation' (1918/1994) and
stresses earnest perseverance.

When I look back at the inner work I have done, I can t race
strengths that I have now to exercises and meditative practices of the
past. Metamorphosis and visual aspects of specific meditations made a
deep impression on me as well as the moral and strengthening potential
in specific exercises. Also I enthusiastically took up exercises focusing on
concentration and moral development. I found myself drawn to healing
and revelation qualities attained from the daily repetition of mantric
verses'*. Prayer-like devotion in inwardly spoken words that filled me
with a sense of being 'connected to the spirit'.

At times I have been drawn to focus all my attention (as much as
is possible in daily life) on a theme and carry it throughout my days for
weeks or months. One particular uncomplicated but powerful morning
and night meditation continued to be fulfilling for more than 7 years.
Living with questions for long periods of time have also been a fulfilling
practice, for example, the mystery of what lies behind certain conditions
or ages in different stages of life and history; or developing a faculty like
'positivity'.

Lately, except for short exercises before going to sleep and
waking up, I have tended to carry deep questions relating to modem
social issues while leaving aside much of the rigorous repetition men
tioned earlier. So that now I continue to practise specific exercises during
the day that I consider essential for my own development and spend
varying periods of time in contemplation of deep questions and reflec
tion on events. At times, when I feel drawn to it, I take up repetitive
meditat ion for a short whi le.

Where my meditative work becomes specific to my work is when I
accompany clients through exercises and meditations I have recom
mended, and when the "deep question' I am working on is specific to a
client. In other words, I consciously accompany or begin a process of
seeking enlightenment in a therapeutic sense.

■* Rudolf Steiner sometimes stressed the importance of the three elements of content,
rhythm and sounds having equal stress. I have tended to focus on pictorial content and
rhythmic aspects of meditation and mantric verses rather than the sounds when they are
v o i c e d .
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Specific meditative investigation

As I mentioned before, teaching places the ordinary human being in an
impossible situation. In many cases I would say parenting and human
relationships do the same. Consciousness brings an awareness that much
is required of us; but what that may be, can be beyond ordinary abilities.
As a teacher, my general meditative practice was an enormous support.
Meditating on the many insights Steiner gave on the spiritual nature of a
human being, the verses teachers say together and the rich spiritual life
of a teacher involved in the esoteric work of a school held and sustained
me in the most challenging situations. However, specific problems
required something else. One method stands above the rest and that is
the practice of giving a problem or question thorough attention before
going to sleep and being open to an answer in the morning. In fact the
more a situation (or child) presented a problem, the more enlightening
the response seemed to be in the morning.

Over time I began to feel that (while I had myself in check) I was
open to a source of inspiration without relying on a night between
question and answer. Much like a kind of confidence or trust. This is
what carries me through the challenges of my present work.

Another meditative practice I have come to rely on in every case is
to be aware of a higher being who is totally good and highly developed
within a child or client. It is to this being that I speak in quiet con
templation. I experience this being revealing the essence of their true
nature and it calls on me to be totally empathic to the point of uncon
ditional love. This means that while a client has regular consultations
this 'conversation' is prominent in my daily life, and more concentrated
following a visit and in preparation for the next. This is not always as
ideal as it sounds and can be draining, painful and in some cases where
the process is broken off it can be debilitating. In most cases, though,
warmth and empathy are words that describe the mood of 'conversa
tions' as a process unfolds.

Specific meditative work in specific cases

In a practice where I am known for a wide base of client needs, con
fidentiality prevents even disguised examples being described here.
However, some indication of the kind of supportive meditative work can
be discussed. For example, in the case of it coming to light that children
in a family are being sexually abused or some equally serious revelation.

it is very much the general background of esoteric work that supports
me in the beginning. In a counselling situation one cannot really prepare
for the sorrow and tragedy clients bring. Meaning, as a counsellor it is
vital how I respond in my soul and outwardly in the moment. Steiner
points out that general and specific forms of meditative work will enable
one to 'know in a flash' what to do (1920/1982, p.31).

Even so in most counselling situations, the severity of the case
(and the 'demons' so to speak that are let loose) demands an inner
courage and steadfastness to continue to be a source of healing in the
counselling process. Steiner says human beings are normally protected
from a need for this quality of courage.

But when we come to work with spiritual forces, we are inevitably
confronted, daily and hourly, with decisions; in regard to each
single action, we stand face to face with the possibility of either
doing it or leaving it undone - or else maintaining a neutral attitude.

Steiner 1924/1972, p.47

On the other hand, filled with 'spirit-drawn courage' and intimations of
success, vanity is a real problem. Steiner warns that with the 'discovery
of faculties not known before, all manner of impulses that spring from
vanity begin to crop up in the soul (1924/1972, p. 175)'. Thus I find it is
my general meditative life that prepares me for the moment I might be
called upon to act appropriately and it is the specific meditative work
that illuminates the sessions differently in every case. So that even
though I may see people with similar needs and meet all kinds of similar
problems regularly, it is the individual life situation that offers specific
insights. Therefore, in almost every case, during the counselling process,
I will routinely (each evening, after each session and before a session)
create vivid 'imaginative''' pictures of each child and adult, in their very
different responses and individual experience. Then it appears as if
something else is at work outwardly and inwardly. For example, clients
often report feeling better long before the counselling process itself could
be helping. Also, I experience inspirations for action or appropriate
words to describe enlightening images that come to me first thing in the
morning or during a session.

To conclude, counselling from the point of view of 'spiritual
science' calls upon faculties not normally available to even a well-trained

Here imaginative' is used to describe a clarity of perception that works to recreate in
detail a living picture of the subject.
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ordinary human being, but through a 'willingness' to introduce moral
exercises and meditation, support and intervention of a deeper dimen
sion may be attained. Thus, humility, courage, interest and warmth of
soul may describe the kind of love that guides the healing process in this
w o r k .
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The Inner Work of the Biodynamic Farmer Today

R i c h a r d S m i t h

Part I: The scale of the prohlem.

As a boy during the late 1940s, I lived in a small Norfolk village where
almost everyone was involved in some way with mixed farming, tradi
tionally practised and entirely organic. There were only a very few cars,
still no mains electricity or piped water and the media made little impact.
It was inevitably a close community, concerned for each other, close to
the land and to nature and life for a child was in many ways an idyll.
There was excitement and curiosity when the largest farm exchanged its
horses for a tractor and this, unknowingly, was to mark the beginning
there of a huge and rapid time of change with undreamed-of repercus
sions. Moving away with my parents, the richness of times there
maintained a hold on my imagination. Whenever I returned, however,
the memory was violated by the accelerating forces that were reshaping
the landscape into an arable monoculture, with only occasional pasture
where a few farmers held on to favourite livestock. Chemical fertilisers
and high prices for cereals brought the opportunity to be free of the ties
of milking and feeding so that after the autumn ploughing and drilling it
was possible to have an easier life until one could drive machinery once
more on to the land in spring. What took place, consciously and
unconsciously separating oneself from the daily rhythm which animals
provide and then, through mechanisation, from closeness to nature, was
also heedless of the few early pioneers of organic agriculture who
warned that the state of our bodily health and of society itself was
inextricably linked to the health of the soils that provided us with food.
This was quite distinct from the special insights of Rudolf Steiner some
30 years previously who explained how our whole consciousness, our
meditative and spiritual life that might inform our perceptions and
understanding was also linked to the quality of our nutrition. Here, too,
he indicated how organic agriculture by itself was no longer able to
provide the life forces that had at one time been carried from the soil into
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plants. For the future, the earth itself, the whole planet, would also need
enlivening through the remedial effects of the biodynamic treatments.
Then our nutrition might also feed our inner life and our thinking. Faced
with seemingly insurmountable challenges from all directions we can
now appreciate the paramount urgency which Rudolf Steiner attached
to the adoption of his recommendations.

In the mid 1950s, living not far from the fenland, we would often
come upon places where the strong easterly winds in springtime had
made it necessary to bring out snow ploughs and bulldozers to clear the
light drifting soil from the roads. Since that time, in just half a century,
half the organic matter of arable soils in Britain has been lost and uni
versally the water table is dropping. When I decided to go farming
myself, I left behind the flat lands of East Anglia so suited to indus
trialised cropping and later designated a semi-arid region and moved to
Devon, mixed farming in the rain and biodynamics.

It was not possible of course to escape the relentless forces which
by the end of the century had pushed agriculture everywhere further into
crisis and in so many respects we see the continuation of the attack on
the senses, the nervous system and on both thinking and instinctive
behaviour. For example, there is a long and continuing history of the use
of derivatives from the organo-phosphate and organo-chlorine groups
of chemicals which were first employed as First World War nerve gases.
Their effect is on the central nervous system of all species and so they are
widely used as insecticides for crops, against blood sucking insects on the
coats of domestic animals and even against head lice in human beings.
Their use with sheep and cattle was made compulsory for many years,
although the animals which are dosed with them against external and
internal parasites can be impaired and one usually finds at least one
farmer in each locality whose health has been permanently affected. It is
suspected that they are contributory, along with the feeding of meat, to
mad cow disease (BSE).

The widespread de-horning of cattle, practised to facilitate more
intensive housing, transforms the animals' connections with the world so
profoundly that even the nature and working of their dung is altered. In
Rudolf Steiner's view, the practice also makes them more susceptible to
Foot & Mouth disease (F&M).

Intensive, industrialised systems of keeping pigs and poultry
require that they spend long periods in darkness, partly to improve food
conversion but particularly to eliminate aggression which is their
instinctive response to overcrowding and the curtailment of normal

social interaction. One can observe how people who work in indus
trialised forms of arable or stock farming have in some ways to de
humanise themselves, to erect shields that make them blind and deaf to
suffering and destruction. They are no longer strengthened by the
trusting encounter with the domestic animal and the love that flows
from this. Also lost is the development of the intuitive faculties by which
people became 'green fingered' or sensitive in their work with plants.
Our effect on the world about us can be to make it dull, just as much as
we ourselves are afflicted and we see that the more that people are
connected with intensive and mechanised farming the less they are
r e w a r d e d i n t h e i r e f f o r t s t o u n d e r s t a n d n a t u r e .

The domestic animals imbue the environment with a spiritual
warmth when their needs are cared for. Now, in each sector of indus
trialised agriculture the curious and supportive elemental beings that
previously gathered around plants and animals in the old traditional
farming are dispossessed, leaving a void to be taken up by more hostile
forces with different purposes for the evolution of man and the Earth.
Something similar is apparent in the genetic engineering (GE) technol
ogy. Those elemental beings which are normally active in plant repro
duction and the connection of the seeds with their archetypes can no
longer relate to these new seeds, amalgams of different species which
have no counterpart in the healthy spiritual world. The whole approach
is directly opposite to biodynamic farming which seeks to raise plants'
connections with the spiritual. Rudolf Steiner warned that unless we
work with a consciousness of a healthy environment for the elementals
then, in fact, the plant world will die away.

In the last few years, farm incomes in all sectors have collapsed.
Last year the straw of cereals was worth more than the grain, the value
of milk scarcely covered the costs of its production and the prices of
wool hardly met the costs of gathering and shearing the sheep. Pressure
from the banks on borrowings increases, but there is little place to turn.

Farmers have traditionally invested their money in their stock,
always trying to improve their breeding, so that later on the high prices
that are paid for top quality animals would provide for themselves in
retirement. Now, low prices mean that they cannot afford to keep going,
but also they cannot afford to retire. Thus there have been long periods
in which on average, two people employed in farming are leaving every
day and when, every 11 days, a farmer took his life. Now less than 1.5%
of the population earns a living from the land and, with few people going
into farming, the average age of farmers has risen to 57. Hence the old
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farming skills and traditional understandings and insights into nature
and the seasons are disappearing fast. The old maxim of a man and a
horse for 30 acres has given way to a Ministry recommendation of a man
with occasional help for 350 acres. Farming is now a lonely and anxiety-
ridden occupation for many. The land-based festivals are seldom con
s i d e r e d .

By the same process 98.5% of the population have loose or non
existent connections with what springs from their local environment. As
people tend to purchase much-travelled foods from their local super
markets so the karmic connections between people and place and local
geology are also loosened. Without the perceptions which come from
closeness to the land, people fail to observe the signals of ecological crisis
a r o u n d t h e m .

Against the background of the diseases of BSE and F&M and a
subsidy system which largely rewards high production methods and
heavy stocking rates, the various government Ministries have estab
lished a hugely dictatorial and expensive bureaucracy which has further
brought farming to its knees. For the farmer, it is time-consuming and
tedious, its requirements so extensive and blinkered, its powers and
penalties so inflexible, heartless and vicious. One only has to look at the
management of the recent F&M outbreak and the burning of several
million unaffected animals. For organic farmers, who manage 5% of
UK farmland, only two thirds are able to make a profit. Further, the
government s promotion of GE technology threatens to make
unworkable the organic standards governing purity. For the organic
farmers who also use biodynamics, new procedures to meet the reg
ulations surrounding BSE now prohibit the procurement within the
European Community of all the bovine sheaths of the biodynamic
preparations. Also prohibited is the burial of the preparations in the soil
where they are placed to winter under the creative influences of the
planets.

Part 11: Building the forces of renewal.

For biodynamic farmers and gardeners faced with these new regulations
which strike at the heart of their farming practice it is also a picture of
confrontation with opposing forces, all inter-meshed and at all levels,
such that one might join with many other farmers and turn away in
despair. We are all vulnerable to the economic and bureaucratic grip
that tightens inexorably and can force us under. Yet within Rudolf

Steiner's agriculture lectures and the related works there is a fore
knowledge and guidance for this battle for the future of the Earth and
with the forces which might take hold of our nutrition. For Rudolf
Steiner nevertheless the outcome was far f rom certain. First of al l i t
would depend very much on whether people recognised the reality
behind the situation. Then, whether sufficient numbers could connect
with the moral and spiritual resolve of the farmer to join in treating the
land with the preparations.

When I started at this 130 acre farm in 1984, it had been heavily
treated with chemical fertilisers and sprays. It was of course my first
objective to treat the land with the cow-horn manure spray (500). This
would awaken the so i l in to a sens i t i ve connect ion w i th the c reat ive
forces from the stars and call towards the farm the beneficial elemental
beings. I made careful plans, testing the tractor sprayer and making sure
that everything was running smoothly but then, consistently, at some
point during the stirring or spraying I would encounter difficulties that
thwarted my efforts - an urgent phone call, a puncture or some technical
problem. By the time I had attended to the problem it had become too
late to continue and it was certainly apparent to me that this work was
meeting the resistance of forces that needed first of all to be pushed back.
After two or three sprayings of the farm a new mood emerged and the
land developed a warmth that almost every visitor to a bio-dynamic
farm remarks upon. It was very clear to me that these first sprayings are
much better carried out by a group of committed people rather than by
machines. From this point of view it will be seen why Rudolf Steiner
affirmed that it does indeed make a difference when the work with the
spray preparations is carried out by an anthroposophist. That the same
forces that are drawn into our inner life when we follow Rudolf Steiner's
path of meditation can be held by the water as we stir and then can
become discernible and invigorating for the elemental beings over a wide
area is something that makes us realise our transforming capabilities
when we work diligently to cultivate them. We can of course experience
their presence around churches and in the gardens of houses where
people habitually meditate and pray, but with the spray preparations we
are working to heal the spiritual life of the Earth over wide areas. What
is also apparent is that the whole bacterial life of the soil is increased and
the earth worms, which as blind creatures are guided by the gnomes, also
increase and enter parts of the soil where previously they were scarce.

The activity of stirring the spray preparations has, in itself,
something creative for the inner life of people. One can relate to the
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listening form of the vortex, calling to mind how the ruminating cow has
listened to the creative forces received by the plants, how the cow
manure has listened in the horn under the earth to the winter planets,
how the vortex itself is listening to the life of the zodiac and to the
spiritual forces of the person stirring - and we realise that we are creating
something powerful that can be heard in nature and awakens the
beneficial elemental beings. It is in the discipline of making time for this
spiritual work as something separate from one's normal pattern of the
day, close to dawn or in the evening, in harmony with the breathing of
the Earth and the Moon's passage through the zodiac, that one is drawn
into a special moment which has to be planned for well in advance.
Through this, one comes to it having also prepared oneself and in a
certain quietness of mind. The stirring itself, the building and collapsing
of form, the raising and letting go of tension yet all the time holding the
pace is something which calls for concentration and the complete
engagement of the will, but it also draws one to reflect on the land for
which it is intended. On completion of the spraying we find that we
ourselves are enlivened by having united our whole being with the
creative process. We realise how the farm or garden becomes an indi
viduality shaped out of the spiritual faculties of the people whose heart
fl o w s i n t o i t .

This recognition of the farm as an individuality is something that
rightly preoccupies the biodynamic farmer. The selection and rotation of
crops and animals is done with consideration for the working of the
ethers and the balancing of life forces. The working of these different
aspects constantly changes according to the seasons and the weather and
the farmer tries to become ever more sensitive to them as processes,
developing the intuitive 'farmer's eye' and meditating on the forces of
expansion and contraction of growth and decay. So, with the biody
namic spray preparations - the horn-silica (501) as the gatherer of light
forces and the horn-manure (500) as the builder of earthly-watery
activity - the farmer or gardener can alleviate the onset of stress in plants
and hold each group of plants in its proper balance. This whole activity,
aimed at achieving optimum health through diversity and the balancing
of the etheric forces, is the polar opposite to monoculture.

Yet the creation of the farm organism goes beyond this. It is a
being created out of our heart forces and one that through the use of the
compost preparations is able to listen to the creative planetary processes
that can guide fertility and bring spiritual forces into food. Also and
highly significantly it is able to radiate spiritual forces into the landscape

around it. So it is that Rudolf Steiner was able to describe those farmers
using the preparations as sacraments as 'priests for the land'.

Through the uniting of local people around both a farm and its
farmer (Community Supported Agriculture) this responsibility can be
shared amongst many more people. Biodynamic farmers are no longer
able to stand in the spiritual, social, financial and agricultural realms
and carry the increasing responsibilities for each. They need help and the
Earth itself calls out for many people. Only if they respond can we slow
the tide of hostility that sweeps over us.
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J o n a e l S c h i c k l e r

N i c h o l a s G r e e n

Jonael Schickler died in an accident in May. Before his death, he had
been putting the finishing touches to a dissertation that was to be sub
mitted to the Faculty of Divinity in the University of Cambridge. The
title of this dissertation was 'Metaphysics as Christology; an Odyssey of
the Self from Kant and Hegel to Steiner'. The idea of the dissertation is
to find in Rudolf Steiner's writings and lectures conceptions that allow a
reconciliation between the critical, transcendental system of Kant and
the dialectical metaphysics of Hegel. The thread of Ariadne in this
enterprise is supplied by the various accounts these thinkers give of self.
In an excursus Jonael devotes some attention to Friedrich Nietzsche,
whom he sees as constituting a bridge between the German Idealists and
Steiner.

Kant's critical position, the point of view elaborated in the
Critique of Pure Reason, is often described as sceptical or agnostic.
Hegel wished to refute such scepticism. Jonael's thesis is that the refu
tation is weakened by Hegel's failure to provide an ontology. That is:
Hegel fails to provide a consistent and comprehensive description of a
world and the entities it contains. Such a description of a world, or of a
system of worlds, is to be found in Steiner. Jonael holds that Steiner's
ontology can be used to effect a synthesis or integration of transcen
dentalism and dialectic. This is a bold and original thesis. Its convin
cingness can be judged only after a close study of the dissertation.

It is above all in Steiner's Christology that Jonael finds the ideas
he needs and at the centre of the Christology is the concept of resur
r e c t i o n . J o n a e l w r i t e s :

'Steiner's conception of the human organization has four basic
levels: the physical, etheric and astral bodies, and the ego. These
of course correspond to the mineral, plant, animal and human
kingdoms. Now in keeping with the logic of dialectic considered
in the discussion of Hegel, it would have to be said that it is this
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four-fold structure which manifests the logic of the self-differ
entiation of absolute identity into the opposition of identity and
difference, or of the subjective and the objective senses of the
subject-object unity. If the I of absolute identity is the subject,
then the predicate is the whole human organization. At the cur
rent stage of man's evolution, for Steiner, the actual extent of the
reach of the human subject or ego into its predicate, if we can put
it in this way (i.e. the sphere of our consciousness), does not, for
the vast majority of people, extend beyond the awareness of the
astral body. We are conscious of our sensations, perceptions,
feelings etc., but we have no immediate awareness of or influence
upon the processes which occur in our etheric or physical bodies.
(The knowledge which natural science gives us of the physical
body, let us not forget, is itself knowledge of a body saturated
with qualities of the astral world, i.e. with the intrinsic qualities of
sensation.) The human ego in its current form can thus only
extend its immediate influence into a relatively restricted sphere
of being, the rest of that sphere lying beyond human conscious
ness, which is thus conditioned in Kant's sense to a very large
extent. (In subsequent cycles of human evolution — which for
Steiner still has a very long way to go - its reach will apparently
get far greater.)

A fuller synthesis of subject and object (or the subject's
reunifying itself with its predicate), however, would see this ego
reaching right down into the material sphere, unifying itself with
the conscious processes which constitute the ordinary physical
matter of our experience from far beyond ordinary human con
sciousness. (It was demonstrated in the discussion of Hegel that
the demand of dialectic is that matter should ultimately be con
scious.) This is an end which Steiner himself was a very long way
from realizing, since it is nothing less than the capacity to res
urrect a body — i.e. the capacity of a self-conscious subject to find
itself in its other, or its subjectivity in its objectivity all the way
down to the material level. This is, of course, what Christ is
supposed to have achieved on that Sunday when he rose from the
g r a v e .

What this means, however, is that transcendentalism and dia
lectic are only properly unified in the idea of the resurrection (or
redemption) of matter. It is hence also here that we encounter a
proper concept of absolute freedom; not of a limited freedom

achieved within nature in the life of thought or moral action, but
of an ultimate freedom over nature. Such a freedom does not, of
course, represent a destruction or annihilation of nature, but the
very opposite. It is an overcoming of nature as an ultimate
affirmation of identity with it, and so as an act of pure love. (Love
as the relation which binds me to my other must as such always be
self-love. In its highest form, however, it cannot be selective since
it recognizes itself in all that is other. Here it becomes free.) In the
image of the resurrection we also encounter the idea of fully-
realized self-knowledge - of knowing which has become being in
the most complete sense. So what, we might ask, is the faculty
which achieves it? For man it must lie as an unactualized potential
buried deeply within him, as what we might call his unrealized
Christ-nature. Yet as such a potential it is also an active con
stitutive condition of his being, since a possible fully-mediated
unity of spirit and matter or subject and object is a necessary
condition of ordinary thought and experience. (This is given
through philosophical dialectic.) This potential faculty or organ
of absolute self-cognition, the unifier of all other faculties, might
hence be called the Christ or resurrection-faculty.

In man's current cognitive condition, the synthesis of spirit and
sense, of form which has died into matter and comes back to life
in human thinking, is achieved most immediately through the
imagination. (Thus Novalis; The greatest good exists in the
imagination.) In imagining, it might be said, we play out the
drama of resurrection - of the basic logic of our cosmos - on a
microcosmic scale. The resurrection itself would then be imagi
nation become fully ontological: the concept of God reaching
into its self-alienated matter in an act of reunification and self-
overcoming. Here it would cease to be the blind unifier of distinct
representational capacities which it is for Kant, and would
instead - in fulfilment of the demands of dialectic - become the
faculty of self-unification or of the immediate positing of an
identity of identity and difference.

What, then, is Steiner's vision of the self? Though this vision as
a spiritual reality extends far beyond the capacities of this author,
in purely philosophical terms it is without doubt a vision of res
urrection in which mankind, having realized its Christ-nature,
becomes free. It was important for Steiner that Christianity
should not be seen as one religion amongst others, but as a uni-
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versal and defining spiritual-natural event for humanity; in short
as an event with a profound inner logic. By considering the theme
of resurrection in relation to the need to unify transcendentalist
epistemology and dialectic, I have attempted to show how this
notion of an inner logic might be made more explicit.'

Jonael conceived his PhD dissertation as merely the second part of a
five-part project, to the completion of which he intended to devote the
next few years. Extensive notes for this project exist. At one stage he
intended to give to the whole work the title that he eventually gave to his
PhD dissertation: METAPHYSICS AS CHRISTOLOGV. The subtitle (in this
draft plan) was 'Towards a unity of Self and World or Self and Being'.
The motto was taken from Hegel's Vorlesungen uber die Philosophie der
Religion-. 'Um die Rose im Kreuz der Gegenwart zu pfliicken, dazu muP
man das Kreuz selbst auf sich nehmen'. The Introduction to the whole
five-part scheme was headed 'From Dialectic to Phenomenology'. The
first part was called 'Aristotle: Man and Metaphysics'. In it Jonael
introduces a for him fundamental schematism: Aristotle's division of
Man into a physical body and vegetative, sensitive and intellectual souls.
The second part was called 'The Odyssey of the Self in Kant, Hegel and
Steiner'. This is the PhD dissertation. The third part was called 'Phe
nomenology and Depth Psychology'. It was to involve discussion of
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Jung. The fourth part was called
'Structural Phenomenology'. (The idea of a 'structural phenorhenology'
is due to Herbert Witzenmann.) This part was to include a discussion of
projective geometry. The fifth and final part was called 'The Redis
covery of Nature'. It was to involve a treatment of natural science.
Goethe was to be brought into conjunction with Kant. Structural phe
nomenology was to be applied to biology, chemistry and physics in turn.
Steiner's anthroposophical science of nature was to be described. The
prospects for a rebirth of alchemy were to be assessed.

Jonael Schickler exerted a profound influence upon many people.
It is to be hoped that publication of much of the material he left behind
will inspire others to go on thinking and writing about the topics that
a b s o r b e d h i m .

11 7

Conservation, Causality and Chaos

H a r l a n G i l b e r t

To know infinitely much about infinitely little has a hollow ring. That
the efforts of science have often appeared to lead in this direction,
seeking to know with astonishing precision what is ultimately insignif
icant, has given rise to a rising indifference or even antipathy to science
(and frequently to scientists) as inhuman or inhumane influences on or
presences in world culture. Especially those who cultivate the inner
dignity and moral worth of the human being must bemusedly regard an
approach to the world that focuses exclusively on outer appearances at
the cost of all that has higher meaning as barbarian.

The scientist often appraises the humane philosopher with an
equally critical eye. But vaguely to comprehend the infinitely impor
tant is, in the end, equally unsatisfying; vast but empty - or at least
unclear - thoughts nourish us no more than soulless precision. Philo
sophy's images tend to flounder as soon as their scope would narrow
from the undifferentiated wholeness of the world to its particulars.
Those who wish to do and not just to know, to work in and transform
the world and not just to ponder it, to comprehend the outer world in
any detail and with any clarity, must turn to the analytic tools of sci
ence. Science's conventional tools fail as soon as their scope would
broaden or deepen, however; they cannot tell us what a chair, what
carbon, what the universe is, but only what they have as external char
acteristics (e.g. four legs, six protons and numerous galaxies, respec
tively). This focus on having rather than being is the ultimate source of
the materialistic character of our times. It takes the power of creative,
not just abstract thought to grasp the larger context and inner mean
ing of things.

In the end, both directions of thought or orientations of con
sciousness - attention to the inner and clarity as to the outer nature of
things - lead back to each other as in the ancient Taoist symbol, for
implicit in the outer manifestation is the inner nature; burgeoning in the
inner nature is the tendency to outer manifestation.
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Few realize how powerfully and deeply science is being called on
to transform its once abstract-analytic stance by the course of its own
progress. Our consciousness of the outer world is making strides in
every sense equalling (and paralleling) the great strides made by our
inner development over the last century. At the same time, philosophy
is making great strides towards connecting the inner essence with the
outer form and appearance of things. For philosophy to achieve clarity
and science depth is the great challenge of our new century and mil
lennium. Some ways in which science has already opened windows to
the light of the new millennium will be treated here: New ideas that are
shaking and replacing science's central dogmas, and transforming our
whole conception of the physical world as a fixed and self-sufficient
r e a l m .

C o n s e r v a t i o n

On the face of it, the proposition that matter or energy are conserved
is counter-intuitive. We often see matter seemingly disappearing into
or appearing out of nowhere: when salt or sugar is stirred into liquid,
candles or logs disappear into flame or a mighty tree grows out of a
modest amount of soil in a pot. Energy, too, seems to appear and dis
appear at will: a few pieces of inert coal can generate a tremendous
amount of heat; a falling stone is obviously imbued with ever-increas
ing dynamic energy; this energy abruptly ceases with the stone's
impact on a solid surface. The examples could be multiplied ad infini
t u m .

It took careful research to show that matter can be transformed
from one condition into another (between solid, liquid and gaseous
states or in various chemical combinations), but not appear or dis
appear, and that there is a factor called mass, a readily measurable
quantity independent of matter's form and environment, that remains
constant independently of any transformations that it undergoes.
Similarly, careful research revealed that energy, too, can appear in a
variety of forms - e.g. heat, dynamic, chemical and systemic' energy -

' What is generally called potential energy is actually the energy that arises from the
arrangement of a system of objects disregarding the individual objects' energies, and is thus
better named systemic energy.

but that its total quantity remains constant, one form of energy always
being transformed into another, never being lost or created.

The conservation of matter and energy had hardly been estab
lished when an exception became apparent. Substances such as radium,
uranium and plutonium were seen to generate significant quantities of
heat and other energies without these energies having an apparent
source. Careful measurement showed that the mass of these substances
also gradually but constantly decreases with time, not however
appearing in any other form. A transformation of material substance
into immaterial energy was evidently taking place. It became clear that,
under special circumstances, matter can disappear as matter, reappear
ing however as energy in the process; it was later discovered that energy
seems to be able to disappear and reappear as matter, as well. Matter
and energy were found to be two complementary aspects of a single
principle or entity. Einstein demonstrated that the transformation
linking the two states is governed by a law of conversion, the famous
energy equals mass limes the speed of light squared (E = m x tf). The
total quantity of matter and energy is conserved. This is a step towards
monism; there are not, separately, substance and activity; activity (or
energy) and substance (or matter) are but different ways in which the
essential nature of the universe manifests itself. There are those who
would see consciousness and self as further aspects of this single essential
nature; all matter would then be imbued with an inherent potential for
manifesting (or manifesting as) activity, consciousness and/or self-
awareness, as all self-awareness would be imbued with an inherent
potential for manifesting (or manifesting as, or manifesting in) con
sciousness, activity or material substance.

In all of these cases - the conservation of matter, the conserva
tion of energy and the conservation of matter-energy - the term con
servation is extremely misleading. All of these are examples of
transformations-, transformations under the restriction of a conserved
parameter. The physical world is much more in a constant state of
transformation than of conservation in this respect. This has become
more evident through progress in understanding the nature of matter,
which was long considered to be composed of well-defined particles or
building-blocks (atoms, electrons, protons, neutrons, etc.) gathered
together in a solar-system like constellation with a central, massive core
surrounded by smaller, whirling 'planetary' objects. The substantial and
fixed nature of the atom and its constitutive elements is now questioned.
Sub-atomic 'particles' are actually considered to be more accurately
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characterized as tendencies, impulses, orientations - or even prob
abilities! - than objects; they exist as a range of possibilities, if at all;
they are seen to have a particular location and constitution through the
a c t o f o b s e r v a t i o n i t s e l f ? '

Matter is now seen as being in constant transformation at every i
level. Molecules, elements and subatomic entities (particles) can be j
transformed almost at will - at least in the laboratory, for we can j c—C c—C
accomplish many of these changes only under extremely special condi- ! I \ / I
tions: high temperatures, pressures and energies. In the realm of mole- \ Y /''""c
cular substances, this is especially noticeable in the case of organic J
compounds. Even to produce the simplest organic compound, carbon | ^ *1^
dioxide, through non-organic means - for which a flame suffices - ' c — c C-C
requires temperatures far above that needed by life; plants and cold \-c
blooded animals can generate carbon dioxide (and other organic com- Kernel of the chlorophyll
pounds) at temperatures near the freezing point of water. To produce molecule
more complex organic compounds such as chlorophyll, haemoglobin,
proteins or DNA would require a fantastic array of equipment, extra
ordinary pressures, temperatures and energies and an inordinate I The transformation of elements normally requires special physi-
amount of time. Living organisms accomplish this feat on a molecule- | cal conditions far more extreme than those required for the transfor-
by-molecule basis using extremely modest amounts of energy (a little mation of molecular substances. These physical conditions are
gentle sunlight suffices) and at pressures and temperatures that hardly employed to generate structural changes at a deeper level than that of
deviate from normal earthly conditions. Life achieves this by bringing the ionic connections between substances involved in chemical bonds:
structural influences to bear on substances, bringing these into affinities on the atomic or subatomic level. Given life's innate capacity to exert
that facilitate their being combined or split apart. This structural structural (and deep structural) influences on matter, and our present
manipulation is achieved through the mediation of special substances, understanding of atoms and subatomic particles as not being primarily
e.g. enzymes, each of which has the capacity to exert a formative material (i.e. innately stable, inflexible objects) but rather structural in
influence to induce or catalyze a particular reaction (or stage thereof) for nature, elements - and even subatomic particles - could be directly
a single molecule of substance. In order to establish its physical basis, the subject to life's influence. There have actually been experiments which
living world thus achieves transformations of substance through struc- have measured a greater increase of certain minerals in plants than can
tural metamorphoses. Life's capacity to exert formative influences on be explained by their intake from their environment. It is likely that life
the physical world underlies all organic processes. I has a capacity to transform the very essence of substance; to do what we

It is worthwhile building up a picture of the extent to which can only do in the laboratory under extremes of conditions through
organic substances are the results of structurally formative influences. exerting a subtle structural/formative influence.
The chlorophyll molecule, a particularly symmetric but not especially : Rudolf Steiner once gave a picture of external substances being
complex example of an organic compound, illustrates this: ' completely broken down and then regenerated in the living organism.

This seems at least potentially to extend beyond chemical decomposition
and the building of new organic compounds; their may be a tendency for
living organisms to dissolve and reconstitute the very elements, perhaps
even the very elements of the elements, atomic substance itself. The
conception of atoms and particles as fixed and stable entities is now

V " / ' " l " v . H
H ^ I " / H

" - - c A " "

R / H

Whole chlorophyll molecule

^ It is for this reason that light behaves as a wave would when observed in a certain manner,
and as a particle would when observed in another manner; the manner of observation
interacts with the indefinite nature of elementary substance (such as light) to create the
phenomenon observed.
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antiquated given life's proven capacity to exert structurally transfer- determinations inaccurate; it is as if we measured the force of a boat's
mative influences on the material-substantial world. i progress by seeing how much effort we need to exert to stop the boat. We

Matter and energy are in unceasing transformation. Both are far can only know something about what is no longer the case; we know
more mysterious, far less clearly definable entities than the nineteenth | what force the boat had, but the boat is no longer moving. More or less
century could have conceived: structures of tendencies, processes of i simultaneously, Bohr showed that there are certain ('quantum') phe-
becoming whose countenance appears to us as being. Life has a capacity nomena which progress in an indeterminate and/or essentially unpre-
to extend its formative powers into the realm, possibly into the very dictable fashion. Not only is it an open question which possibility of
being of substance and energy, themselves but two potential modes of those available will arise - thus destroying the idea of strict causality,
manifestation of a single essence that we might call physicality. That life where from any given starting situation a clear successor situation
and physical substance are capable of being mysteriously united to work results, and that of the reversibility of time, where from any given
together in forms that are neither only the one nor only the other, but situation a single preceding situation can be determined; even whether
something greater than either could be alone - in the plants, the animals, such phenomena actually go in any of the available directions (rather
the human being - rather than remaining forever separate qualities is the than all simultaneously or none at all) is an unanswerable, irrelevant
miracle by which nature demonstrates this capacity. j question except when a concrete observer is involved (and interfering

with the phenomena's unfolding).
C a u s a l i t y I n s u c h c a s e s , t h e w h o l e i d e a o f c a u s a l i t y i s e i t h e r u n d e m o n s t r a b l e

or even inapplicable. The bulwark of causality was shaken but did not
According to science's conventional view, the physical world is ruled , collapse simply because both Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and
strictly by the law of cause and effect. Non-physical influences have no quantum mechanics are only significant factors on extremely small
place in this conception, for if such influences occurred they would scales. So it was assumed, at least.
contravene the physical world's own laws: an effect would appear in the At the end of the century, it was then discovered that certain
physical world without a corresponding cause in that realm. large-scale phenomena are so sensitive to the conditions in which they

This isolation of the physical realm raises deep questions as to the take place that even the slightest of alterations in these conditions
nature of life, sentience, self and the divine. If cause and effect are truly completely transforms the further progress of the phenomenon. Small
absolute in the physical realm, then these other realms are either and even infinitesimal causes can have determining effects on large-scale
meaningless illusions, phenomena brought forth purely as a result of events. The 'gateways' for such influences are turbulent or chaotic
physical reality and which we merely misinterpret as having another conditions in the physical world. Studies by a variety of authors, cul-
level of significance, or they are phenomena which truly exist indepen- minating in recent work by Stephen Wolfram, show the astonishing
dently of the physical realm but are absolutely without any capacity to extent of the complexity of the possible evolutions of such phenomena,
i n fl u e n c e t h e o u t e r c o u r s e o f e v e n t s . a n d t h e s e n s i t i v i t y o f t h e s e e v o l u t i o n s t o i n fi n i t e s i m a l c h a n g e s i n t h e

Both of these possibilities are contravened by daily experience, conditions under which they take place,
however. Life, sentience, self - and surely the spiritual realm as well. Sensitive phenomena characteristically alter their behaviour
despite being normally not so directly accessible to our everyday con- across the whole scope of their possible range in response to slight or
sciousness - seem to be independent of (not determined by) physical even infinitesimal alterations in conditions; a dry leaf falling in autiunn
reality, yet capable of influencing physical processes: a plant grows, an will tumble differently and thus land in an entirely different place
animal moves and reacts to the world, the human being executes free depending on slight shifts in the location of a speck of dust settling on
w i l l . o n e e d g e . T r a d i t i o n a l s c i e n c e w o u l d h a v e r e f u s e d t o b e l i e v e t h a t s u c h

Cracks in the causal model actually began to appear already early slight influences could result in significant alterations of behaviour; after
in the twentieth century. Heisenberg showed that our own determina- all, the overwhelming mass of the leaf remains constant. The seemingly
tions or measurements of reality so affect that reality as to make those insignificant addition creates a slight difference in the first tumble,
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however, which results in a much (exponentially, not merely linearly)
greater influence in the next tumble; and so it goes. The leaf ends up far
removed from where we would expect it to fall. Thus the great difficulty
in catching falling leaves; their behaviour is hardly even roughly pre
dictable one or two tumbles in advance.

For the leaf, this all seems to be relatively unimportant. Whether
leaves fall here or there is of little consequence, perhaps, though a sur
prising amount of life depends upon subtle things. Sensitive, complex
development is characteristic of a surprising range of phenomena,
however: water and air turbulence, heart rhythms, the firing of neurone
synapses and cell division, to give just a few examples.̂  Such phenomena
are gateways of freedom through which it is in principle possible for
non-physical influences to work to determine the physical world's evo
lution without contravening the physical law of cause and effect. The
latter is not so much negated as that it becomes irrelevant in this realm;
the actual evolution of such phenomena is effectively independent of
strict causality, being wholly unpredictable.

Let us look more closely at a quite different example of a sensitive
phenomenon. The processes underlying cell division and conception
were once conceived of as being quite straightforward: During cell
division, each of the various pairs of chromosomes was thought to
separate into its two halves, one complete set of the single chromosomes
so obtained then going to each daughter cell. During conception, it was
thought, the egg and sperm each contribute their set of these single
chromosomes to form the new paired set that would form the child's
genetic inheritance.

Through wonderfully detailed images of these process, we now
know that the process is much more complicated than this. Even as they
separate off from one another, the two halves of a chromosome pair
freely exchange component genes between them, resulting in new, never
before existing combinations of genes available from either of the ori
ginal chromosomes. The new chromosomes of the daughter cells thus
often contain genes of both of the mother cell's chromosomes, freely
selected and ordered in a transformed sequence. Not only that: during
cell division genes can even switch from one chromosome pair to
another, wholly distinct pair.

Ît has been shown that precisely regular heartbeats or neurone firing are signs of
approaching organ crisis or of an organism's death. In both cases, the healthy pattern is a
slightly turbulent and thus sensitive one.

C O N S E R V A T I O N , C A U S A L I T Y A N D C H A O S 1 2 5

A similar process occurs at conception, when single sets of
chromosomes from the gametes (e.g. sperm and egg, or pollen and
ovule) unite; the resulting pairs are not merely pairings of the two
inherited chromosomes, as was once thought, but newly created com
binations drawn from the genetic material made available by the parent
cells. Genetic inheritance is created through such a free and unpredict
able transformation that at the first moment of its creation the zygote
could be said to go through a phase of dissolution or chaos. What arises
after this must indeed be drawn from the available genetic factors (unless
these are also capable of being transformed; we do not yet have precise
enough images of the process to determine whether this is the case or
not); how the new arrangement arises is not possible to determine based
upon a knowledge of the genetic inheritance. Cause and effect seem to
disappear here and freedom - or sensitivity to influences from realms
higher than the observable, physical reality - reign.

Such sensitively free moments - moments when a phenomenon's
evolution is not strictly determinable by even the most precise knowl
edge of its past course and its environmental conditions - are as influ
ential in the actual development of the world as cause and effect. Under
strictly controlled laboratory conditions, we can establish situations
where cause and effect appears to rule exclusively. Under the complex
conditions that exist in reality, sensitivity and unpredictability reign far
more often. There are actually clear principles that determine whether a
given phenomenon unfolds statically, rhythmically or sensitively,
though many phenomena can unfold in any of these ways depending
upon the momentary situation. Classical cause and effect relationships
only hold true for static phenomena. Sensitive phenomena must be
regarded as being largely independent of predictable, causal relation
ships except in the narrowest realm. Rhythmic phenomena hold a bal
ance between the influence of clear causal relationships and the influence
of sensitive phenomena, which can gradually shift the rhythmic bal
ance.'*

C h a n c e

A third of science's 'central dogmas' is that the world constantly
tends towards ever more disorder, an ever more random arrange-

* See my article Chaos, Rhythm and Stasis (in The Golden Blade 2002) for a much more
extensive exposition of the whole principle.
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ment/ This, too, is counter-intuitive; we often see nature establish
ordered conditions out of relative disorder; waves wash onto the scat
tered sand and produce wonderfully rhythmically patterned crests
and dips; out of tiny seeds dropped in dirt and rain, highly complex,
beautifully arranged plants grow; bees build thousands of hex-
agonally arranged cells out of formless wax; man creates cathedrals
out of shapeless rock and symphonies out of chaotic tones. It seems
to be apparent that order can arise as well as disorder; that there is a
rhythm between these, every order decaying into disorder, every dis
order being raised up into a new order again.

William Thompson (Lord Kelvin's) fundamental work on energy
and heat transfer, or thermodynamics, was used to show that all
increases in physical order depend upon a sacrifice of an equal or larger
order elsewhere, so that the total disorder of the universe (or any
independent part of the world) constantly increases. Waves give up more
of their ordered, rhythmic energy than they provide ordered form in the
sand; the bees reduce more of the pollen's complex sugars (themselves
built up at the cost of sunlight's concentrated light and warmth) than
they build up waxy form.

Increasing disorder, or entropy, could also be considered as a
progressive loss of potential for further development. Everything begins
with its maximum potential for development; in fulfilling its potential it
naturally uses this up. Science thus looks forward to a future condition
of the world when no more potential for further development remains,
all matter and energy being evenly distributed in a uniform, 'lukewarm'
soup. When there are no more distinctions there can be nothing to
induce further al terat ion.

The purely physical world does indeed appear to continually
increase its entropy by sacrificing greater orders for lesser. Is this so clear
where there is a non-physical influence, however: life, consciousness or
self-awareness? It is at least fair to say that the oak tree, the bee and the
violinist certainly create far more order than would exist if the sun shone
on barren rock, the pollen dropped on the ground unnoticed or the
instruments remained in their cases unplayed. Relatively speaking, life,
sentience and self-awareness are at least extremely efficient opponents of
entropy, creating or maintaining the maximum possible order in a given

'This is generally expressed in terms of a quantity called entropy, which is the measure of
the disorder of a system. It has been shown that no closed (i.e. isolated) physical system
may ever increase its total order, i.e. that entropy (disorder) can never de'-ref̂ p

situation. Nevertheless, science has always claimed, so long as these
factors operate in the physical realm, they cannot abrogate the physical
law of increasing entropy: Disorder will inevitably increase as the world
heads towards universal chaos.

In the latter part of the twentieth century, an eclectic mathema
tician named Mandelstam discovered a principle which transforms our
whole conception of the nature of order. He showed that order can exist
on many levels simultaneously, leading to a far greater complexity and
richness than is immediately apparent. In the case of a tree, for example,
or our network of blood vessels, there are primary branches (e.g. the
trunk or aorta) which constitute the main structure. These then diverge
into smaller branches, which diverge further into yet smaller branches
until at last the smallest branchings diverge into yet smaller organs
(leaves or capillaries), which extend into further smaller branchings (leaf
veins or fine capillaries), and so on; no end can be found to the ever-
smaller growing vessels (which at their smallest are rather structural flow
tendencies than actual boundaried vessels). An analogous structure can
be discovered at any scale of such phenomena, which are said to possess
a '■fractar order because any part or fraction of the whole is similar to the
w h o l e .

This kind of structure has some surprising results. Measurements
of the total length of a tree's branchings or of our blood vessels, for
example, vary widely with the scale used in measuring. If only the chief
branches are taken into account, a certain value is found; each stage of
including successively finer vessels or branches results in the total
growing significantly by a multiple of the previous, rougher estimation.
This process never nears or reaches a progressive or ultimate limit; every
increase of scale produces a great extension of the measurable length.

It is as if a globe, country map, local map, surveyor's wheel,
snail's path and grain-by-grain count were used successively to measure
the total length of a coastline. Because of a coastline's infinitely var
iegated nature, at every new scale more complex detail of peninsulas and
bays are revealed, resulting in radically increasing estimates.̂  It is dif
ficult to identify the scale of a map of coastline for this reason; there is an
analogous structure and complexity at every scale. Is a given squiggly

'"There are constructions to demonstrate this effect; one of the simplest is the following.
Take an equilateral triangle and place small equilateral triangles, each one-third as large as
the original triangle, centred on all of its sides. To each protruding side of a triangle, add
triangles one-third smaller again. Continue ad infinitum.
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section of the meeting of land and water a large portion of the Aus
tralian coast, a minor peninsula thereof, a day's walk, a section of beach,
an area just large enough to stand on, barely visible? The coastline can
be said to be arbitrarily, or even infinitely large.

Such 'deep order' - order that pervades every level or scale of a
phenomenon - must be considered to have a non-linear effect on the
universe's total order. A tree has a finite amount of substance yet gen
erates a disproportionate amount of order - in principle, even an infinite
amount of order. The same is true of the bee or the musician. The
amount of the non-linearity' varies from phenomenon to phenomenon,
but wherever 'deep order' exists (what Mandelstam called 'fractal
order'), the potential for a reversal of entropy also exists. This is parti
cularly true of artistic creations; it could be said that true art works
display such 'deep order'. The harmonics of a symphony play themselves
out over the course of the whole piece, in each individual movement, in
each section, in each phrase, in each bar, in each moment (between the
tones), between the individual instruments, within the tone produced by
a given instrument, in the vibrating parts of the instrument or the room,
in the very structure of these materials ,̂ and so on.

Such increases in order are essentially non-thermodynamic in
nature. There is not a greater potential for generating physical energy in
the fractally-organized tree or musical composition; nonetheless, such
order is there. Thermodynamic order represents the potential for world-
evolution in a physical sense; this is progressively transformed into inner
order, which could also be called informational order, in the sense of the
poet Gerard Manley Hopkins, who spoke of the inward direction of the
world, its 'inscape', as opposed to its outer exposition or countenance.

Such inner order is brought about in the outer physical material,
in matter itself, however. Whenever fractally-ordered material is created,
it eventually returns to the larger physical world through processes of
decay, etc. Inner order is not - or at least not immediately - lost when the
outer order decays. This provides a path to the transformation of the
very ground of our being, the physical world; all of its matter is pro
gressively taken up by organisms, permeated by a higher (inner) order
' A linear relationship exists when an increase or decrease of a factor creates a proportional
increase or decrease in another factor; if there is twice as much volume of tree, its weight
will double as well. A non-linear relationship implies an exponential increase; a cube that is
doubled in length has eight times the volume, for example.
'A violin's tone thus improves by being played upon over many years and not with age
a l o n e .

and returned to the it. The whole earth is thus being transformed into a
bearer of a higher order - of motifs. The earth is being given an identity
beyond its purely physical identity as the bearer of a higher order, an
inscape.

C o n c l u s i o n

The once scientifically accepted and justified view of the world being
ruled by conservation, causality and chance is being replaced by a com
prehension of a world of metamorphosis, mobile sensitivity and motifs.
These latter elements indeed originate from and are borne down from
higher realms than the physical, but take hold of and transform the
physical realm into an expression of their qualities. Our naive sense of
the world as one involved in constant transformation, infused with
sensitivity and imbued with order - and increasingly so! - is no illusion.
I t i s t r u t h .
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B o o k R e v i e w s

Simon Blaxland-de Lange

From Sunspots to Strawberries: Answers to Questions, Rudolf Steiner,
Rudolf Steiner Press 2002 (discussions between 30th June and 24th
September 1924): translation revised by Matthew Barton

From Crystals to Crocodiles: Answers to Questions, Rudolf Steiner,
Rudolf Steiner Press 2002 (discussions between 2nd August and 30th
September 1922): translation revised by Matthew Barton

The Nature of Substance: Spirit and Matter, Rudolf Hauschka, Sophia
Books (RSP) 2002: translated by Marjorie Spock and Mary T. Richards
(reprint of the second English edition, 1983)

Nutrition: A Holistic Approach, Rudolf Hauschka, Sophia Books (RSP)
2002: translated by Marjorie Spock and Mary T. Richards (reprint of
the second English edition, 1983)

What the Angels Need to Tell Us Now, Irene Johanson, Temple Lodge
2002: translated by Pauline Wehrle

These books were selected for review by the publisher, and so what
follows may serve to some extent as an opportunity to comment not only
on the books themselves but also on publishing policy.

At a time when vying for the attention of book buyers has become
an increasingly competitive pursuit and when people are in any case
weary of all the printed material showered at them on a daily basis, it is
not a simple matter for a publisher of books by Rudolf Steiner or about
his spiritual-scientific legacy - which has yet to be outwardly acknowl
edged (however great its actual influence) as a significant element in
"mainstream" cultural development - to ascertain how best to use the
limited financial resources available to him to represent this vast legacy
to the book-buying public of the early 21st century. He does, of course.
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have a responsibility to maintain the availability of Steiner's basic
books, certain of his lecture-cycles and other key esoteric material to
those who want them (on the grounds that they could not otherwise be
obtained), a function which on the whole Rudolf Steiner Press fulfils
commendably. However, it is the wider task referred to above in con
nection with which all five of the books submitted for review ask pri
marily to be judged. Thus the criterion for evaluating the decision to
publish these particular books (among others) in this form and at this
time is: do they, or could they, speak to the needs and address the
questions of those who are inwardly asking them today?

The great strength in this respect of Steiner's discussions with the
workmen who built the first Goetheanum and continued to be part of
the building team after it was burnt down on New Year's Eve 1922 is
that they are precisely that - answers to actual questions posed to Steiner
by people, most of whom knew little or nothing of anthroposophy.
Steiner's answers were thorough but nevertheless lively and extremely
lucid, so that what we have in these discussions is somewhat akin to a re-
expression in a fresh and accessible form of much that he had previously
shared out of his spiritual-scientific research. Matthew Barton's revision
of the previous translations serves the aim of the volumes well, being
thoroughly readable while not sacrificing content to style. My only
personal quibble concerns the titles given to these volumes, which I find
somewhat gimmicky. However, if they serve the purpose intended, I
would happily waive this reservation.

Rudolf Hauschka's volumes could also be read by anyone with a
general interest in chemistry and human biology. I read them not long
after they first appeared in English (published, interestingly enough, by
Stuart and Watkins in 1966 and 1967 respectively), and, as a non-sci
entist with a strong layman's interest, I found them uniquely valuable in
their field. How they would be read by a modern specialist I cannot say,
but it is encouraging to have Robert Kersey Green's prefatory note of
1983 on behalf of the Science Group of the Anthroposophical Society in
Great Britain as a professional testimony of their continuing worth. The
publisher lays himself open to the very obvious criticism of reprinting
works of scientific research, originally published over half a century ago,
as "classics". However, this can be countered by pointing to the fact that
advances in scientific knowledge - in common with other fields - do not
go in straight lines with the passage of time; and that amongst all the
manifold swirlings and eddies (and froth) that characterise the turbu
lence of the present panorama of research there is an underlying broad

current of true progress in knowledge, of which Hauschka's two-part
work remains an outstanding example.

Irene Johanson's book has the obvious merit of being newly-
written. It also has something of the merit of Steiner's discussions with
the workmen, in that it is conceived at least in part in the form of a series
of answers to actual questions, questions that will live in the hearts of
many people today. Irene Johanson comes across as someone who
knows what she is talking about, and as such deserves to be listened to.
She has consistently used her gifts of communicating with higher beings
as a means of responding to the needs of her fellow human beings, and it
is this quality which enables her book to be read - as I did - with
absorbing interest. Anyone with a sense of empathy for human suffering
and with an openness to the existence of spiritual beings higher than
man could read this book with profit and be moved by it.

Sevak Gulbekian, manager of Rudolf Steiner Press and Temple
Lodge, is to be complimented on each of these newly published books.
Please can we have more books that are being newly-written? It is par
ticularly noticeable that not one of these books was written in English.
Can we please have more books next year that would match up to both
requirements?

S. B-de L.
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No tes on t he Con t r i bu to r s

Karla Kiniger, originally from Austria, taught for many years at the
Edinburgh Rudolf Steiner School. She has been active in teacher
training, and was until recently responsible for the Services at Steiner
schools in this country. She served for a number of years on the Council
of the Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain.

Baruch Urieli spent his early childhood in Vienna and eventually settled
in Ireland. He has been a teacher and curative teacher in the Camphill
Movement and is a retired priest of the Christian Community.

Adam Bittleston (1911-1989) was ordained priest of the Christian
Community in 1935. From 1970 he taught at the training centre of the
Christian Community in Forest Row and at Emerson College. For
many years he was an editor of the Golden Blade.

Ron Jarman is a retired teacher of mathematics in Rudolf Steiner schools
and has long experience of teacher training. He has recently published a
book on Teaching Mathematics in Rudolf Steiner Schools.

A vishay Gershony is an anthroposophical doctor living and working in
the Harduf Kibbutz, Israel.

John Salter had a long career in business and is now a freelance sculptor
and painter, with a studio in Ashurst Wood, near Forest Row.

Steve Briault is a consultant in the field of organisational and manage
ment development. Previously he has worked in the Camphill Move
ment, in refugee settlement and as a school administrator. After
several years as a staff member at the Centre for Social Development,
Emerson College, he now works full-time as a consultant for Rubicon
A s s o c i a t e s .
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Shirley Routleclge, originally from Canada, has many years experience in
adult education. In addition to working at the Centre for Social
Development, she helped to initiate the Anthroposphical Schooling
Course and has latterly focussed on the "destiny learning" pioneered by
Coen van Houten, whose recent books were reviewed in the 2001 Golden
B l a d e .

Tessa Lovemore was educated and trained in South Africa and worked
for nearly twenty years as a Steiner teacher. She now works as a coun
sellor, running courses in child behaviour and adult relationships. Her
field of research is the development of morality with special reference to
the effects of TV.

Richard Smith was originally from a farming background. He worked
for a time as a music teacher, but after visiting Emerson College was
irresistibly drawn to the biodynamic approach which he found there. He
now farms at Sharpham Barton, a community-owned biodynamic farm
near Totnes, Devon.

Nicholas Green studied philosophy in England and Germany and now
lives in Cambridge.

Harlan Gilbert is originally from the USA and trained and practised as
an architect. He taught for a while at Wynstones School, but currently
lives in Hungary, where he teaches English.
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T H E G O L D E N B L A D E 2 0 0 3

S T I L L N E S S I N T H E S T O R M
Anthroposophy grew out of interaction between Rudolf Steiner and his contemporaries who

posed him questions or problems. The plant that grew from this fomied three branches: the art
and science of indi\idual self-development through thought and meditation; descriptive cosmolog)'

and psychology; and practical applications in fields such as art, medicine, agriculture and education.
This issue of The Colden Blade is devoted to the first of these, which is essential to any claims

that anthroposophy may make to being spiritual science.
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